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From: "Rogers, Tracy (USMS)" <Tracy.Rogers@usdoj.gov> 
Date: 2007/12/12 Wed AM 09:36:54 CST 
Subject: Hattiesburg Incident 
 
Hattiesburg Incident 
 
By our telephone conversation, I am sending the pdf file containing the Hattiesburg 
Incident in three parts.    Part I consist of 77 pages.  You will need Adobe 6.0 reader to 
view the file.  Please let me know if you have any problems. 
 
<<Hattiesburg Incident part I.pdf>>  
 
Tracy Rogers 
United States Marshals Service 
Office of General Counsel 
202 307-9056 (O) 
202 307-8544 (F) 
Tracy.Rogers@USDOJ.gov 
 
===================== 
 
From: "Rogers, Tracy (USMS)" <Tracy.Rogers@usdoj.gov> 
Date: 2007/12/12 Wed AM 09:58:31 CST 
Subject: Hattiesburg Incident Part II 
 
Hattiesburg Incident Part II 
 
Okay, let’s try this again. 
 
 <<Hattiesburg Incident part II.pdf>>  
 
Tracy Rogers 
United States Marshals Service 
Office of General Counsel 
202 307-9056 (O) 
202 307-8544 (F) 
Tracy.Rogers@USDOJ.gov 
 
===================== 
 
From: "Rogers, Tracy (USMS)" <Tracy.Rogers@usdoj.gov> 
Date: 2007/12/12 Wed AM 09:39:09 CST 
Subject: Hattiesburg Incident Part III 
 
Hattiesburg Incident Part III 
 



This is the last section.   You should have a total of 230 pages. 
 
 <<Hattiesburg Incident part III.pdf>>  
 
Tracy Rogers 
United States Marshals Service 
Office of General Counsel 
202 307-9056 (O) 
202 307-8544 (F) 
Tracy.Rogers@USDOJ.gov 
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Complaints alleged that USMS personnel erased the contents of tape recorders being used by the victims
(Denise Grones & Antoinette Konz). The victims were news reporters covering the event for the .
Associated Press and the Hattiesburg American.



MEMORANDUM TO:

THRU:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

REF:

u.s. Department ofJustice
United States Marshals Service
Operations Support Division
OffICe ofInspections

File #3600

May 18, 2004

Donald A. Gambatesa
Deputy Director

Arthur D. Roderick, Jr.
Assistant Director
Operations Support Division

Yvonne Bonner
Chief Inspector
Office of Inspections

Hattisburg Incident

II Case No. 04-0256

Attached is a copy of the investigative summary concerning the referenced
subject. After your review, please return the report to the Office of Internal Affairs for
filing.

Attachment



U.S.DepanmentofJusDce
United States Marshals Service

Operations Support Division
Office of Inspections

Investigation Number: 04·0256

Arthur Roderick, Jr.
Assistant Director for Operations Support

Arlington, Virginia

Senior Inspector: Bruce M. Goodman
Arlington, Virginia

202·307·9155

THIS INVESTIGATIVE REPORT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE UNITED STA TES MARSHALS SERVICE.
IT CONTAINS SENSITIVE INFORMA TlON AND MUST NOT BE DUPLICATED OR DISTRIBUTED WITHOUT THE
KNOWLEDGE AND 0 T OF THE UNITED STATES MARSHALS SERVICE.

Approved: """'--~..&......;;....J.......;;;'"""-\----------Date:
Yvonne Bonner, Chief Inspector



U.S.DeparlmentofJusDce
United States Marshals Service
Operations Support Division
Office of Inspections

CASE SUMMARY

Case Number: 04-0256 Date Complaint Received: 04/09/2004

Date Complaint Occurred: 04/07/2004 Date Referred By DOJ/OIG: 04/16/2004

SUBJECT: Hattiesburg Incident EOD: TITLE: DISTRICT: SIMS

ALLEGATION(S): Conduct Unbecoming - On-Duty, Violation of the Code of
Professional Responsibility, Violations of the First and Fourth
Amendments of the U.S. Constitution, Violation of 42 U.S.C.
2000aa (a), Violation of 28 C.F.R. 50.10(h)

COMPLAINANT(S): Frank Fisher, Stan Tiner, Randy Swan, Carolyn Wilson

ADDRESS: Jackson, MS

INVESTIGATED BY: Bruce Goodman

Allegation

Complainants alleged U.S. Marshals Service personnel directed reporters Antoinette Konz
and Denise Grones to erase recordings of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia's
speech at Presbyterian Christian High School, Hattiesburg, MS, on April 7, 2004. Letters
of complaint claimed Rube's actions violated the First and Fourth Amendments of the U.S.
Constitution, contradicted provisions of the Privacy Protection Act, 42 U.S.C. 2000aa (a),
and violated 28 C.F.R. 50.10(h). Complaints also claimed that no restrictions were
announced to members of the media prior to Scalia's speech.

Synopsis

On April 7, 2004, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia gave speeches in
Hattiesburg, MS, at William Carey College and Presbyterian Christian High School
respectively.

Pursuant to instructions provided by U.S. Marshals Service personnel, President Larry W.



United States Department ofJustice
United States Marshals Service
Operations Support Division
Office of Inspections

Case Summary (Continuation Sheet page 2) Case Number: 04-0256

Kennedy, William Carey College, publicly announced to attendees on the morning of April
7, 2004, that they would not be permitted to record Scalia's speech. Following his speech
at William Carey College, Scalia advised Kennedy that he would not grant interviews to
members of the press. Kennedy conveyed Scalia's wishes to the media and asked
reporters and television crews to leave a reception which immediately followed the speech.
AP Reporter Denise Grones and Hattiesburg American Reporter Antoinette Konz attended
both the speech and reception at the College.

In early afternoon on April 7, 2004, Scalia gave a second speech to students at
Presbyterian Christian High School. Headmaster Barrett Mosbacker acknowledged that
he did not make a public announcement regarding recording restrictions prior to Scalia's
speech, but rather he "made individual announcements to individual reporters". One of
Mosbacker's teachers, Jason Meaux, insisted that he had also given instructions against
the use of recording equipment to members of the media, which included reporters Konz
and Grones. Meaux said, "it was my sense, my knOWledge or my understanding that they
heard what I said or at least it was loud enough for them to hear."

During Scalia's speech at the High School, Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube noticed a
recording device sitting next to Grones. Rube approached Grones. picked up the recording
device and asked if Grones had been recording Scalia's speech. While Grones
acknowledged recording the speech, she expressed disbelief at the suggestion that she
should stop her recording. Grones explained, "I was kind of dumbfounded and I said, well
if I stop my machine I can't do my job."

According to Rube, she told Grones, "I'm sorry, ma'am, it's the Justice's policy that he not
be recorded". With concurrence from her detail supervisor, Court Security Inspector Debra
Sanderson, Rube asked Grones to stop her recording device, a digital recorder, and erase
her recordings of Scalia. After several minutes of discussion, Grones agreed to erase her
recordings of Scalia's speech. Grones took back her digital recorder, pushed erase, and
explained that all folders had been emptied.

During Rube's interaction with Grones, Konz continued to record Scalia's speech as she
sat next to Grones. At Rube's insistence that the speech not be recorded, Konz handed
her audio tape to Rube. Following the speech, Konz approached Rube and asked that her
tape be returned. Rube retrieved the tape from Sanderson and SUbsequently returned it
to Konz who promised to erase her recordings of Scalia.

Grones acknowledged that she had heard the no-recording announcement from President
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Case Number: 04-0256

Kennedy earlier in the day, but she did not believe these instructions applied to members
of the media. Grones revealed that she had recorded Scalia's earlier speech at the
College without detection, but erased the speech to create space on her digital recorder
prior to her arrival at the High School. Konz understood Kennedy's instructions to apply
only at the College. Neither Konz nor Grones reported that they received instructions
against the use of recording devices at the High School prior to Scalia's second speech.

Sanderson assumed that a public announcement had been given at the High School,
similar to the one provided earlier in the day at the College. Sanderson explained that her
instructions to Kennedy and Mosbacker on April 6, 2004, regarding Scalia's no-taping
policy, and the actions she directed on April 7. 2004, stemmed from her previous
conversations with Scalia. While Scalia never discussed in detail possible violations of his
long-standing policy, Sanderson viewed Scalia's claim that he did not allow his speeches
to be taped as an enforceable judicial order.

Sanderson entered on duty as a Deputy U.S. Marshal in 1979. She has provided
protection for U.S. Supreme Court Justices since 1992 and Justice Antonin Scalia in
particular since 2001.

Sanderson said she spoke with Scalia on April 8, 2004, conceming the media incident from
the previous day. Scalia explained that he did not have a problem with the recording of his
speeches by newspaper reporters, however, he reiterated his desire not to be recorded for
the purpose of radio or television broadcasts.

In his letters of apology to Grones and Konz, Scalia acknowledged that "the marshals were
doing what they believed to be their job, and the fault was mine in not assuring that the
ground rules had been clarified."

All allegations received by the U.S. Marshals Service were forwarded to the DOJ OIG in
accordance with our standard operating procedure. The OIG returned the case for
appropriate administrative disposition by our agency management and did not choose to
pursue any criminal matters regarding this incident.

Based on the information he had available, U.S. Marshals Service General Counsel also.
reviewed the allegations and determined that there were no violations of the laws cited in
the letters of complaint.
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1. Letters of complaint from Hattiesburg American and Associated Press

2. Congressional correspondence

3. DOJ OIG referral

4. Letters from U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia

5. Reports of U.S. Marshals Service personnel regarding incident of April?, 2004

6. Prior media references to Justice Scalia's no-taping policy

? Reports of non-recorded witness interviews

8. Sworn interview of Denise Grones, AP reporter

9. Sworn interview of Antoinette Konz, Hattiesburg American reporter

10. Sworn interview of Robert Morris, Times reporter

11. Sworn interview of Barrett Mosbacker, Headmaster, Presbyterian Christian H.S.

12. Sworn interview of Jason Meaux, Teacher, Presbyterian Christian H.S.

13. Form USM-118 provided to Rube and Sanderson

14. Sworn interview of Melanie Rube. Deputy U.S. Marshal

15. Sworn interview of Debra Sanderson, Court Security Inspector

16. Correspondence regarding Scalia's visit to Presbyterian Christian H.S.

17. Various articles regarding incident of April 7, 2004

18. E-mail from Gerald Auerbach, USMS General Counsel
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JUOITH D. HAIK
PRESIOENT & PI,JRlISHER

HATTIESBURG AMERICAN

801·15lI4·3ODO F~: Wo!l914 825 N. lIain. $... Halllaallyrg, 11& 3~1

April 9,2004

6015839914 P.02/03

Jar

Hon. John D. Ashcroft
United States Attorney General
Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20530

Benigno G. Reyna
Director U.S. Marshals Services
Washington, DC 20530

Nehemiah Flowers
U.S. Marshal, Southern District of Mississippi
245 E. Capitol St., Ste 305
Jackson, MS 39201

Dear Sirs:

We are writing to strongly protest the conduct of a deputy U.S. marshal and her supervisor
who forcibly reqUired Antoinette Konz, our reporter, to erase her tape recording of a speech by
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia in Hattiesburg, Mississippi on Wednesday, April 7, 2004.

Reporters were specifically invited to cover the speech, and no restriction on the use of tape
recorders was imposed as a condition of entry. No announcement was made prohibiting the use of
tape recorders before Justice Scalia's speech at Presbyterian Christian High School began.
Nonetheless, a deputy marshal, known to Ms. Konz as Melanie Rube, ordered our reporter to turn
over her tape as the speech was occurring. OUf reporter resisted but Ms. Rube continued to demand
the tape. Later, as a condition of returning the tape -- which contained confidential material relating
to other ongoing stories -- the Marshal reqUired Ms. Konz to erase the speech. This requirement was
imposed following the Marshal's consultation with a person she identified as her supervisor.

Ms. Rube's conduct and that of her supervisor represent a clear violation of well-settled law.
Their actions violated the First and Fourth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution, contradict

provisions of the Privacy Protection Act, 42 U.S.c. §2000aa(a), and are expressly prohibited by
guidelines issued by the Attorney General governing the conduct of all employees and agents of the
Department of Justice. See 28 C.F.R. §50.l O(h).

A WORLD OF DIFFERRENT VOICES
UIL..U:Qi= I:'DI="~""'UOPS:iIlQ
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There is no excuse for this illegal conduct. We request an immediate explanation of why this
conduct occurred. what sanctions will be imposed, and what steps will be taken to ensure that such
improper actions are not taken by U.S. Marshals in the future. You should know that this letter and
your response thereto is without prejudice to our rights and does not preclude further action in this
regard.

Sincerely,

The Hattiesbur

TOTAL P.03
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Hatllcshurg American
POBox 1111
Hottiesburg, MS 39403·1111
601·582-4321

P.0l/03

To: Bruce Goodman Fax: 202-307-9268

From: Jon Broadbooks Date: 04/15/04

Re: Letter to Ashcroft Pages: 7

CC:

o Urgent o ForRevIew o Please Comment o Please Reply o Plea88 Recycle

Jon Broadbooks can be reached at 601-584-3127.

• • • • • • •

41 • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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.J1p Associated Press
FranK Fisher
Chief of Bureau

April 10. 2004

Hon, John D. Ashcroft
United States Attorney General
Deportment of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington. DC 20530

Benigno G. Reya
Director
U.S. Marshals Service
Washington. DC 20530

Nehemiah Flowers
U.S. Marshal, Southern District of Mississippi
James O. Eastland Courthouse BUilding
245 East Capitol street, Suite 305
Jackson, MS 39201

Dear Sirs:

We are writing to protest the conduct of a deputy U.S. marshal who
forcibly required two reporters to erase their tape recordings of a speech
by Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, on
Wednesday, April?, 2004.

,Reporters were invited to cover the speech at Presbyterian Christian High
School, ond no restriction on the use of tape recorders was imposed as a
condition of entry. Nor was any announcement made prohibiting the use
of tape recorders before Justice Scalia's speech began. Nonetheless. a
deputy marshall, who identified herself as Melanie Rube, ordered two
reporters to erose their tqpes as the speech was occurring. One was an
AP reporter. and when she resisted. Ms. Rube grabbed her recorder and
erased the tope herself. The other was a reporter for the Hattiesburg
American. We understand that Ms. Rube actually seized the tape
recorder of this reporter. which contained other material in addition to the
speech, and returned it later only after erasing all recording of the speech
of Justice Scalia.

APR 09 21211214 15:51

E-Mail: fflSher@ap.org
125 S Congress, Suite 1330, Jackson, MS 39201

601 948-5897 • MS/LA 800 222·0046 • Fax 601 948-7975
601 948 7975 PAGE. 02
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April to. 2004
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS bIn ';I4l;l .(';J'(':) r' • Ia..l

PAGE 2

Ms. Rube's conduct is a clear violation of well~settled law. Her actions
violate tre First and Fourth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution,
contradict provisions of the Privacy Protection Act, 42 U.S.C. §2000aa (a),
and are expressly prohibited by guidelines issued by the Attorney General
governing the conduct of all employees and agents of the Department of
Justice. See 28 C.F.R. §50.1 O{h).

We object to Justice Scalia ordering the television crew of WDAM to leave
a reception that was supposed to have been open to the media. This
occurred before the speech at the high school. Newspaper
photographers, including the Sun Herald. were also ordered not to take
pictures.

The illegol conduct is all the more outrageous, coming as it did while a
Supreme Court justice was speaking on the importance of the rights
protected by the U.S, Constitution. We request an immediate explanation
of why this conduct occurred, what sanctions will be imposed, and what
steps will be taken to ensure that no such improper actions are carried out
by U.S. marshals in the future.

Sincerely,

!ft;-~
FranK Fisher. Chief of Bureau
Associated Press. Jackson, MS

Stan Tiner, Executive Editor
The Sun Herald, P.O. Box 4567, Biloxi. MS 39535·4567

\(~\~~
.Randy Swan, News Director
WDAM-TV. P.O. Box 16269. Hattiesburg, MS 39404

~~
Carolyn Wilson, Executive Director
Mississippi Press Association. 351 Edgewood Terrace, Jackson MS 39206

RPR 09 2004 15:51 601 948 7975
TOTAL P.03

PAGE. 03
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Department of Justice ~4lJ'1J..1 0 a)

EXE~ESECRETARLAT

CONTROL SHEET

DATE OF DOCUMENT: 04/09/2004
DATE RECEIVED: 0411512004

WORKFLOW ID: 566355
DUE DATE: 05/0312004

FROM:

TO:

MAIL TYPE:

SUBJECT:

DATE ASSIGNED
0411912004

INFO COMPONENT:

The Honorable Barney Frank
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
Washingto~ DC 20515

AG & and two others

Congressional Priority

Advising ofnewspaper reports regarding allegations that a federal marshal
physically confiscated and destroyed a tape recording from a reporter who had
recorded a public speech by Justice Scalia. Requests a response to enclosed
questions regarding this matter. See WF 564687.

ACTION COMPONENT & ACrION REQUESTED
Prepare response for AAGtOLA signature.
United States Marshals Service

OLA, ODAG, OAG (Israelite), PAO, OIG

COMMENTS:

FILE CODE:

EXECSEC poc:
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(202) 225-5931
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The Honorable John Ashcroft
Attorney General
Department Of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
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The Honorable William H. Rebnq~
The Honorable Antonin Scalia
United States Supreme Court
One First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20543
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Gentlemen,

I am addressing this Jetter to all three ofyou because it is unclear to me from the newspaper
reports I have read under whose direction a Federal Marshal physically confiscated a tape
recorder from a reporter who had recorded a public speech by Justice Scalia and then destroyed
the tape.

I should reeiDphasize what I began by sating - namely that I am·basintfthis letteron'newspaper
accoUnts, and lfthese mootS' were iti some way ~CUrateohrliSJ.eadingly incOmPIete~'1 woUld
appreciate being so infornied. ~'Btit ac~rding'to what I~. Justice Scalia was giving a public
speech in aplibii¢ place. At le8stone jourDalist was • recording his speech, before'Which '
there had been no Bnnouncement that sucl:!. recording was prohibited. A Deputy U.S. Marshal
approached the jolim81ist, demanded the recording device~ add 'held it until the jownalist
explained how to erase the, tape, which was then erased. Ifthis report is accurate, I am deeply
disturbed and I wotild very lnuCh like answers tq the following qUestions:' ;: . '

• . .' I ~ :- • • '. • ': • r. . .

1. Under whose general direction was the Deputy U.S. MarshaloPerating? 'In
accompanying Supreme Court Justices in these situations, is the Marshal in the regular
chain ofcommand ofthe Marshal Service? Or is there some special supervision by an
employee ofthe court? To what extent does the individual Justice exercise supervision?

2. Under what legal authority does a Deputy U.S. Marshal confiscate a tape recording made
by ajownaiist at a public session? UriderWhat legal aUthority is a Marshal authorized to
'demand thai'ajdumalisthand over a tecordiilg device? ',.: ' .

3. Was the Marshal iIi question acting here at the specific~ direction of, ~Ustice Scalia in this
particular action? '., ;.: ,'" '

4. Is there some special role that aPplies wpublic appe8r3nces by JUstices ofthc'Supreme
Court, and ifso,'who'has'PromulgatCcl it? . . .;' ' -: ,:

5: Is it the view ofwhoever aUthorized or dUettoo'the Macihid:ta w<:ethisaCtion thai there'
is some general right ofpUblic offiCials ofthe'United stateS'tO demandtliatjoimiilIistS "
make no record of what they say in public speeches?

lltIS srAl10NERY PIllNTt:D ON rlU'£R MI\DE Of IIECYClEO FlBERS



The Honorable John Ashcroft
Page 2

Justice Scalia of course has the right to make whatever speeches he wishes to make. But I am
deeply troubled by the notion that he not only bas the right to demand that no record be made of
these speeches, even when they are given in public forums, but that he may use federailaw
enforcement officials to carry out his wishes. I do not think that the taxpayerS of the United
States ought to be recruiting, vetting, training, and arming highly trained law enforcement
personnel so that they can act as censors for those public officials who wish to be able to made
controversial speeches and then not be held accountable for them afterwards. I say this because I
can think of no other reason why having made a public speech, Justice Scalia or anyone else
would demand that no accurate record of it be kept.

Since we depend on the Supreme Court to defend our freedoms, including freedom of
expression, and freedom of the press, the notion that a law enforcement official would, on behalf
ofa Supreme Court Justice, interfere with those freedoms is a very grave matter. I therefore
would appreciate your responses and any explanation for this that may have escaped me.
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United States Marshals Service
Office of Inspections

Washington, DC 20530-1000
202-307-9155

202-307-9268 (fax)

File # 3600

MEMORANDUM

Date:

From:

To:

CC:

Subject:

April 6, 2004

Alonda Guilbeau
Acting Chief Inspector
Internal Investigations

Alan J. Hazen
Special Agent in Charge
Office ofthe Inspector General
Miami Field Office

T.J. Bondurant
Office ofthe Inspector General
Washington Field Office

Hattiesburg, MS Incident
Southern District ofMississippi

The attached allegation is being forwarded for your review. Please advise my office
on the appropriate action.

Excluding the cover sheet, there are 6 pages.

W CONFIDENTIALITY NonCE: The documen1(s) eccompenying lbislilx transmission QOIIlain coo1Identia1 infunDation bcI00ging to lbc

sender which is leplly priviIegcd. The infOrmation is inletlded only tor die use oflbc iDdividll8l or entity named above. Ifyou arc not lbc intended
reeipieut. you !J'£ bed!y notified !bat apy disclosure. copyiy. dislrlbutioII9!' lbc lIIkipa ofapy action in reIiaDec on lbc M!!'P'" ofthis &xed
in1OrnIItion is sIrict!y prohibited. Ifyou have received this liIx in error, please notifY us by telephooe inwncdiatdy to arraagc tor rdDm oflbc original
document.
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JUSTICE: ANTONIN SCALIA

Ms. Lucy A. Dalglish
The Reporters Committee

for Freedom of the Press
1815 North Fort MyerDrive.#900
Arlington, Virginia 22209-1817

Dear Ms. Dalglish:

April 9, 2004

Thank you for your fax of April 8, expressing well justified concern over
the incident at Presbyterian Christian School in Hattiesburg last Wednesday.

You are correct that the action was not taken at my direction; I was as
upset as you were. 1have written to the reporters involved, extending my apology
and undertaking to revise my policy so as to permit recording for use of the print
media. (That policy will, as you say, promote accurate reporting, so that no one
will quote me as having said that "[p]eople just don't revere [the Constitution]
like they used to.")

~

With regard to your further suggestion that I direct security personnel not
to confiscate recordings-presumably even those made in violation of clearly
announced rules: Security personnel, both those of the institutions at which I
speak, and the United States Marshals, do not operate at my direction, but I shall
certainly express that~ my preference. The electronic media h9.ve in the past
respected my First Amendment right-not to speak on radio or television when I do
not wish to do so, and I am sure that courtesy will continue.

Sincerely,

•
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u.s. Department ofJustice

United States Marshals Service

Judicial Security Division

P.o. Box 30369

New Orleans, Louisiana 70190

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert Masaitis, Chief Inspector

Debra Sanderson, Senior Inspector

Incident involving Protection Detail Supreme Court Justice Scalia

I was assigned a protection detail for Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. This detail was
scheduled April 6 - 8,2004, in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. The Southern District of Mississippi
supported this detail. Deputy Melanie Rube, Deputy William Valentine from Hattiesburg, and
District Inspector Galen Knupp from Jackson were assigned. The following is an account of
what transpired during this assignment.

I met with all assigned deputies in Hattiesburg, MS. April 6, 2004 for a briefing and then an
advance of the venues. I advised that the Justice was hunting with friends and would meet us at
these events. I advised the deputies that the press was not allowed to record the Justice's speech
at either location, and then went over post assignments.

We then proceeded to each venue. We met with Presbyterian Christian High School Headmaster
Barrett Mosbacker. Mr. Mosbacker gave us a tour of the school. We were infonned the Justice
would speak in the gymnasium for approximately an hour followed by a short reception. At this
time I advised Headmaster Mosbacker that Justice Scalia did not allow recordings of his speech.
He asked about still photographs which I advised was acceptable. We finished our meeting and
as we left I once again reiterated that Justice Scalia did not allow his speech to be recorded.



After the high school we met with Dr. Larry Kennedy at William Carey College. The Justice was
scheduled to speak and have lunch at this location. We toured the college with Dr. Kennedy.
During the tour I advised Dr. Kennedy that Justice Scalia did not allow recordings of his speech.
A short reception was also scheduled after the speech before lunch. Dr. Kennedy asked about still
photographs at this location and was advised that was acceptable. Before leaving Dr. Kennedy
was once again advised ofJustice Scalia's policy of not allowing his speech to be recorded.

April?, 2004, the detail met Justice Scalia at William Carey College at approximately 11 :15am.
The Justice was escorted to a changing room and then to the Auditorium for the ceremony.
Following the ceremony as we entered the reception room, channel seven was present. The
college had allowed access, during the ceremony. Justice Scalia told Dr. Kennedy he did not do
interviews with the press. Dr. Kennedy told them to h~ave, which happened without incident. A
private luncheon followed the reception. The protection detail left William Carey College at
approximately 2:00 pm. Advance deputies had been previously dispatched.

The detail arrived at Presbyterian Christian High School at approximately 2:] 5 pm. The
ceremony began at 2:30 pm. The ceremony took place in the gymnasium, the main audience was
seated in the middle area, on the floor. There were bleachers on each side of the room. During
the Justice's Speech Deputy Rube noticed a person with a small tape recorder. I told Deputy
Rube to find out if the person was with the press and advise that the speech could not be taped.
This person was located next to Deputy Rube and myself on the next bleacher over. Deputy
Rube advised me that this reporter was from the associated press and the person next to her was
also recording from the Hattiesburg American paper. Deputy Rube said she advised that they
would have to erase the tape, I agreed, but said they were allowed to keep their notes. Deputy
Rube allowed the AP reporter to erase her tape while Deputy Rube observed. The Hattiesburg
American reporter erased the side of the tape with the Justice's speech and kept the tape.
The Justice finished his speech and then attended a short reception. He left with friends at
approximately 4:00pm.

April 8, 2004, Justice Scalia was transported to New Orleans International Airport where he
returned to Washington.
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United States Department of ~ustice
United States Marshals Service

RE1=',ORT of' t~v:EitjSAtidN .. . . ..

1. CASE # : 2.9,ll.'IE Of ~E?:J~'l'; 3.R~PORTEO Ci'f:
rID ~ : 04/09/2004 ::;ale~ A. Knupp

Senio~ Inspect~:

4. I:1cident ~egaI'd.ing Justice SC21ia during
Il~s.i~ to SIMS

5.TY?=: OF REPCRT (Check One) : [ 1 ARRESTI

( ) REPORT Of INVESTIGATION l J INTELLIG:C:NCE UPDATE
[ ) COLLA'!'ERAL LSAD ( 1 ME~OAAND()M TO F"!"1~----r , WITNESS INTERVIeW [X j OT:iC:R: ~€mo to ~~;-sr.a'.

. . ,
On Aprll 6, 200e, C1rcu~t lnspe=tor Decra Sanderson, Deput~es a~~~y

Vale~~ire, Melonie Rube and Senior rr.spec~or Ga:en Knupp performed advances
of William Carey College ~nd presbyterian Christian School i~ Hattiesbu~g, MS
in preparation of appearances by Suprer.le Court Jus:ice A:ltonin Scalia :)n
Wed~esday, April 7, 200~. Justice Scal~a was schedulec to speak at William
Carey College a: 11:00 AM, followed by a rec~ption a~d luncheon with meIDbe~s

of the Mississ~ppi Supreme Court. Justice Scalia WnS scheduled to speak a~

the ?~esbYLerian Christian School a: 2~30 ?M.

Inspecto~ S2~derson explained protocol for Justice Scalia's appea~ances to
W~llia~ Carey College ?residen~ Dr. La=ry Ken~ecy and Presbyterian C~cistian

3c~oc~ Head~aster Barret~ Mosbacke~ a~ ea~t. respec~ive locatic~. Durin~ ~he

briefings, Inspector Sanderson explainec Chat Justice Scalia's policy did not
allo~ !?= recordings 0: his speeches .

. 0:1 Wednesday! A?!il 7 t
t:, Justice Scalia gave ~is speech a~ Nilliam Carey

:ol~ege es s:~eduled. Suosequent to his speech. JustiC9 Scalia W2S esco~ted

t.o t~e re::eptio~ area where the local TV stat ior. had a camera se~ ap.
Justice Scalia i:nmediate1:J i!ldicatec that: he does no";: in!:er'.lie........ i:h ~;:e

Dedia and they le:t t~e recep~~on arez. SUbsequen~ to the rec8ptior., Jus:ice
Scalia ....as escorted to a lunchec;\ with ~he Mississippi supreme C~u=t and
seve rG 1 federal Jucges f!'oil1 the So'.;thern Di. 5 t; tict of 11is3issip?i. A.s we were
escor::ng Just ice Sea lia fro~ t~e luncheon. U. s. C:ircui t JUci~e Charl.es
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United States Department of Justice
United States Marshals Service
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1. CASE #: 2. DATE OF REPORT: 3.REPO~TED BY:
FrO It : Oll/O9/2004 Galen A. Knupp

Se:1ior Inspector

~ . Incident .regarding Justice Sc~l:"a dur':'p.g visit:
::0 SiMS

P~ckering appealed to Justice Sca~ia to grant Gn intezvie~ to the loca~ TV
stat~on. Justice Scalia refused the interview.

Upon a.::-ri val at the Pres~yter':a.n Chris~ian School, Justice Scalia ....as
escorted ~o a waitir.; room by al~ Marshal Serv~ce personnel assigr.ed ~o the
detail. To my k~owledqe, t.here ....as no ~ar5r.al Service personnel i:"l tt:e
a~d~::Jri:;m prior to Just.ice Scalia' s appe·arenc~. As Justice Scalia was
esco.rted to the auditorium by I:'lspector Knupp a:l.d Deputy Rube, Inspecto::,:
K:"lI.lPP observed t!"le local T'J carne!"aman t.aping Just-ice Scalia's er.trance.
Dep~ty ~ube approached the ca~er~man and he de?ar~ed the area.

While Jus~ice Scalia was giv~ng his speech, Deputy Rube approached a female
tr.ac was ~aking notes ar.d ~ac wh~: ap?earec to be a digital recorde: on the
ber.ch beside her. Deputy Rube later reported to lngpecto: Knupp that the
female was an AP =eporte= Gnd she (the A? repcr~e=) erased ~he re~ording uhen
asked to do so.

~ZTU~14 3.DATE: 11.DISTRIBUTION:
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[X J DISTiUCT
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U.S. Department ofJustice
United States Marshals Service

TITLE OF REPORT

Supreme Court Justice Scalia

TYPE OF INCIDENT

Erasure of media tape recordin~s

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

FIELD REPORT

DATE OF INCIDENT

04/07/2004

REPORTING DISTRICT

SIMS

REPORT BY

DUSM Melanie RUBE

@)'". .
~. .

On April 6, 2004, Court Security Inspectors Debbie SANDERSON and Galen KNUPP, along with DUSMS Billy VALENTINE and
Melanie RUBE conducted the advance for Justice Antonin SCALIA'S visit to the district. At William Carey College, Inspector
SANDERSON informed the college president, Dr. KENNEDY, that Justice SCALIA does not allow media recordings of his
speeches. Dr. KENNEDY indicated he would announce the information at the convocation. During the visit to Presbyterian
Christian High School, Principal Barrett MOSBACHER was informed also by Inspector SANDERSON that Justice SCALIA did
not want to be recorded. Principal MOSBACHER said he would make the announcement.

On April 7, 2004, Justice SCALIA spoke at William Carey College. The media announcement was made at the beginning, however
DUSM RUBE did not hear it. Dr. KENNEDY'S closing remarks were to ask the media to wait for faculty and stafTto greet Justice
SCALIA before they proceeded with any questions for the Justice. On their way out the door, DUSM RUBE heard Justice SCALIA
say to Dr. KENNEDY that he does not talk to the media. Justice SCALIA himself asked the WDAM-TV cameraman to leave.
DUSM RUBE observed the Hattiesburg American reporter and the Associated Press reporter at the convocation.

ustice SCALIA later spoke at Presbyterian Christian High School. Principal MOSBACHER was asked if he made the
announcement regarding the media, and he indicated that he had. The inspectors and deputies were in another room away from the
auditorium with Justice SCALIA. Justice SCALIA entered the auditorium followed by Inspector KNUPP and DUSM RUBE. The
same WDAM-TV cameraman was there filming. He was asked to stop. The same reporters from Hattiesburg American and the
Associated Press were observed at this speech. During the speech, DUSM RUBE sat down next to the AP reporter. On the bench
next to the reporter was a digital voice recorder. DUSM RUBE picked it up and asked the reporter was she recording Justice
SCALIA'S speech. The reporter said she was, and DUSM RUBE requested that she stop and erase the recording as it was Justice
SCALIA'S policy not to be recorded. The reporter inilially did not want to erase the speech. After a few moments, she look the
recorder from DUSM RUBE and erased the speech herself. DUSM RUBE did not scize the recorder from the reporter or erase the
tape. The reporter for the Hattiesburg American was seated on the other side of the AP reporter. She told DUSM RUBE that she
was recording his speech also. DUSM RUBE requested that she erase the tape and she did. Both reporters apologized 10 DUSM
RUBE and said they did not hear any announcement at the high school. Both reporters said they heard the announcement at
William Carey College but did not hear any announcement at the high school. At the reception following the speech, DUSM RUBE
again asked Principal MOSBACHER ifhe had made the announcement. He said he did. DUSM VALENTINE was standing in the
rear of the auditorium and did not witness the incident.
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This report is the property of the United States Marshals Service.
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news organizations from taping his subsequent remarks.
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There'll be other opportunities, of course, to capture the elusive justice on tape.
Surely, somebody somewhere is preparing to honor him with a Citadel ofIrony
Award.

Video cameras and tape recorders were pennitted to roll as he picked up the
award, but -- under rules arranged in advance by Scalia -- they had to be turned off CAl

during his speech, which discussed how he interprets the Constitution. (Our Ph
T~,

brethren in the print media, fortunately, were allowed to scribble away. The Te,

Cleveland Plain Dealer reports that Scalia said it was "a wonderful feeling" to lead In

the Supreme Court's rejection of a vote recount in Florida in 2000.) ~
Ph
LPi
BOAmong those upset by Scalia's my- speeches-aren't-so-free policy is C-SPAN, the

cable network known for airing the remarks of various people on the public's
payroll. C-SPAN vice president Terry Murphy expressed "disappointment and
bewildennent" at Scalia's decision.

Scalia has a long-standing ban on the use of video and audio recorders during most
of his speeches. As odd as it sounds, he enforced it last week at an event hailing
him as a protector of the First Amendment.

The City Club of Cleveland, an organization that describes itself as "the oldest
continuous free speech forum in the country," honored Scalia with a "Citadel of
Free Speech Award" at a ceremony Wednesday.
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USATODAY.com - Scalia bans broadcast media from free speech event

Scalia bans broadcast media from free speech event
CLEVELAND (AP) - Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia banned broadcast
media from his speech Wednesday at an appearance where he received an award
for supporting free speech.

Page 1 of2
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Scalia did not mention the ban, which he insisted upon, and television reporters were allowed to see him
accept the City Club's Citadel of Free Speech Award before his remarks. The justice did not take any questions
from reporters.

Scalia

The club usually tapes speakers for later broadcast on public television, but Scalia insisted
on banning television and radio coverage of his speech, the club said.

"I might wish it were otherwise, but that was one of the criteria that he had for acceptance,"
said James Foster, the club's executive director.

Cameras and recording devices are banned from the Supreme Court chamber, and Scalia
AP prefers not to have camera coverage in other settings, said Kathleen Arberg, spokeswoman

for the court.

The ban on broadcast media "begs disbelief and seems to be in conflict with the award itself," C-SPAN vice
president and executive producer Terry Murphy wrote in a letter last week to the City Club. "How free is speech
if there are limits to its distribution?"

Barbara Cochran, president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association in Washington, D.C., criticized
the ban Wednesday in a letter to Foster.

''The irony of excluding journalists from an event designed to celebrate the First Amendment's guarantee of
free speech is obvious to all," Cochran wrote.

The club had given the award once before, honoring former U.S. Sen. John Glenn in 1998 to recognize the
Ohio Democrat's opposition to a constitutional amendment banning flag-burning.

Richard Pogue, chairman of the award committee, said Scalia earned the award because of his staunch
defense of the First Amendment.

Pogue, who worked with Scalia at a Cleveland law practice in the 1960s, cited the justice's work in the 1989
decision overturning the conviction of Gregory "Joey" Johnson for burning an American flag during a 1984
demonstration in Texas.

"Trust me, I did not like to not put Mr. Johnson in jail- bearded, scruffy, sandal-wearing guy burning the
American flag, you know, it made me furious." the justice said in his speech Wednesday over roars of audience
laughter.

"But I was handcuffed. I couldn't help it, that's my understanding of the First Amendment. I can't do the nasty

http://usatoday.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cpt&title=USATODAY.com+-+Sc.. . 4/14/2004



USATODAY.com - Scalia bans broadcast media from free speech event

things I'd like to do."

Page 20f2

Scalia also banned broadcast media from a speech he made Tuesday at John Carroll University outside
Cleveland. He talked mostly about the constitutional protection of religions, but also said govemment has room
to scale back individual rights during wartime without violating the Constitution.

"The Constitution just sets minimums." Scalia said. "Most of the rights that you enjoy go way beyond what the
Constitution requires."

Copyright 2003 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed.

Find this article at:
httpJlwww.usatoday.comlnewslwashinglon/2003-03-19-scalia-media-ban_x.htm

r Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.

http://usatoday.printthis.c1ickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cpt&title=USATODAY.com+-+Sc... 4/14/2004
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Justice Scalia to speak at dedication

Posted February 10, 2002

PORTLAND, Ore.-U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonln Scalia will be the keynote speaker for the
dedication of the new Louise and Erskine Wood Sr. Hall on Feb. 10 at Lewis & Clark Law School.

Wood Hall Is part of a $15-mlllion law library complex that Includes the recently renovated Paul L.
Boley Law Library, the largest law library in Oregon. It Is the only law school library In the nation
designated as a federal patent and trademark depository.

In addition to serving as a resource to law students and the legal community, the library complex
Is rapidly gaining national recognition for its environmentally friendly building design and
approach.

"Because we have the best overall environmental and natural resources law program in the
country, we think it's appropriate to be In the forefront of the green bUilding movement," said Jim
Huffman, dean of Lewis & Clark Law School. "Wood Hall Is a sustainable building with leading-edge
technology that this school will be proud to call ours for years to come."

"Every good building," added Lewis & Clark President Michael Mooney, "blends design and function

4/14/2004 10:50 AM
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In a seamless whole and both embodies and enables the excellence of those who work In It. By that
standard, Wood Hall Is a runaway wlnner.-

Wood Hall and the remodeled library are designed to meet the Sliver Standard of the U.S. Green
Building Council's Leadership In Energy and Environmental Deslgn. A recent competition sponsored
by the American Institute of Architects and the Portland Office of Sustainable Development selected
the complex as one of 10 buildings In the Northwest that exemplify tile "latest and best In
sustainable practJces and te<hnologies.- It was one of 10 projects selected as tile region's most
Innovative and provocative green buildings.

Tile complex has also been selected for another sustainable design exhibit In seattle on April 3 to
5,2002, in conjunction with the national EnvironDeslgn6 conference. ThiS event Is billed as " ...one
of the world's largest and most Influential conferences on sustainablllty. ~ The Lewis It. Clark Law
School project will be published In Interiors &. Sources and greenOwork magazines, two sponsors
of the exhibit, along with the Seattle chapter of the AlA.

The first phase of a $25-mllllon master plan expansion, the library complex Is the first new
constructJon on the law school campus since 1978. As part of the library complex, the new Wood
Hall houses the environmental and natural resources and the business law program. It includes:

• 45,000 square feet of space

• a large two-story reading room

.. one computer lab and one teaching lab

• rare book room

• two 60'seat Interactive classrooms

• two large seminar rooms

• offices and work space for four law review programs

• faculty and staff offices

•••
Note to editor: Justice Scalia's presentation Is scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. In Pamplin Sports
Center on the lewis & Clark main campus. The presentation and following reception are
Invitation-only events and not open to the general public. Lewis &. Clark students are Invited to
attend with tickets (available In the bookstore with student Identification).

It IS the justice's policy not to allow any electronic taping of his presentation. If you are interested
in attending his presentation, please call Pam Wilson, 503-768-7961, to obtain media pass. For
sewrity reasons, only reporters with passes will be allowed Inside the center.

For more Information, please contact:
Pam Wilson
SeniOr COmmunicdtions Offk;er
503-768-7961
pwllson@lclads.edy

4/1412004 10:50 AM



Antonin Scalia at Marquette filc:IIICl/wiontJtcmp/antonins.htm

800/222-6544

The Marquette University Law School will host Antonin Scalia,
associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court:, who will give a lecture
"Interpreting the Constitution" at 5 p.m. Tuesday, March 13, in the
Tony & Lucille Weasler Auditorium, 1506 W. Wisconsin Ave.

The lecture is free and open to the public. Parking is available in
Parking Structure 1, 749 N. 16th S1. A reception will follow
(approximately 6 p.m.) in the Alumni Memorial Union, 1442 W.
Wisconsin Ave., Ballroom AB (Third Floor). Reservations are not
~quired,but a courtesy response would be appreciated to the
Marquette University Law School by fax (414) 288-6403 or e-mail
to Nancy.Rogers@Marquette.edu.

Scalia was born March 11, 1936 in Trenton, N.J. He and his wife,
Maureen, have nine children. He earned a bachelor's degree from
Georgetown University and the University ofFribourg (Switzerland)
in 1957, and a law degree from Harvard in 1960. He was note editor
of the "Harvard Law Review" and was a Sheldon Fellow at Harvard
from 1960 to 1961.

Nominated by President Reagan to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District ofColumbia in 1982, Scalia was also nominated by Reagan
as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court and took the oath
of office on Sept. 26, 1986.

Scalia has held several government positions in the area of law
including assistant U.S. attorney general from 1974 to 1977. He has
taught law courses at several universities including the University of
Virginia, Georgetown University, University of Chicago and
Stanford University.

**Editor's note: Reporters may attend but no cameras or recording
equipment will be allowed and Justice Scalia will not be available fo
interviews with the news media

lof2 4113/20044:48 PM



Justice Scalia Bans Media From Speech

Posted on Wed, Mar. 19, 2003

Justice Scalia Bans Media From Speech
PAUL SINGER
Associated Press

Page 1 of 1

CLEVELAND - Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia banned broadcast media from his speech Wednesday
at an appearance where he received an award for supporting free speech.

Scalia did not mention the ban, which he insisted upon, and television reporters were allowed to see him
accept the award before his remarks. The justice did not take any questions from reporters.

The City Club usually tapes speakers for later broadcast on public television, but Scalia insisted on banning
television and radio coverage of his speech, the club said. Scalia was given the organization's Citadel of
Free Speech Award.

"I might wish it were otherwise, but that was one of the criteria that he had for acceptance," said James
Foster, the club's executive director.

The ban on broadcast media, "begs disbelief and seems to be in conflict with the award itself," C-SPAN vice
president and executive producer Terry Murphy wrote in a letter last week to the City Club. "How free is
speech if there are limits to its distribution?"

The club previously gave its award to former U.S. Sen. John Glenn after his retirement in 1998 in
recognition of his opposition to a consitutional amendment to flag-burning.

The City Club selected Scalia because he has "consistently, across the board, had opinions or led the charge
in support of free speech," Foster said. The proclamation applauds Scalia for protecting free speech in
several Supreme Court cases, including voting to strike down a Texas flag-burning ban.

cameras and recording devices are banned from the Supreme Court chamber, and Scalia prefers not to
have camera coverage in other settings, said Kathleen Arberg, spokeswoman for the court.

Scalia made the same demand on John Carroll University, where he spoke Tuesday night. He talked mostly
about the constitutional protection of religions, but also said that government has room to scale back
individual rights during wartime Without violating the Constitution.

"The Constitution just sets minimums," Scalia said. "Most of the rights that you enjoy go way beyond what
the Constitution requires."

.l ~O(l ~ ,", P \\ rn.: .Illd \\ Il~ .~·n·I\,:;: ...oun:;,;". ,.\11 Ri~IH:- RI,':-'~l\ t.'d
hili" ',\'\\ \"".ttK::-:'I;Jh:.\,'~1Il1

http://www.thestate.com/mld/thestate/news/5429186.htm?template=contentModules/prints... 4/14/2004
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united States Depart1llent of 07ustice
United States Marshals Service
Office of Internal Affairs

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION Page 1 of 1

BY: Inspector Bruce M. Goodman

l.CASE if

04-0256

2.DATE OF REPORT

04/1312004

3.REPORTED

AT: Arlington, VA

4.SUBJECT(S) :

5 . ALLEGATION (S) :

Incident Investigation (Hattiesburg, MS)

Conduct Unbecoming -- On-Duty, Violation of the Code of

Professional Responsibility

6.TYPE OF REPORT (Check One):

ADMINISTRATIVE MISCONDUCT

CRIMINAL MISCONDUCT

INITIAL INQUIRY

SUPPLEMENTAL

MEMORANDUM TO FILE

[Xl WITNESS INTERVIEW OTHER

On April 13, 2004, I spoke with Kathy Arberg, Public Information Officer, U.S.
Supreme Court. Arberg confirmed that Justice Antonin Scalia routinely objects
to video and audio recordings of his speeches. However, Arberg did not know of
any written policy regarding Scalia's position.

According to Arberg, specific requests regarding the media are coordinated on a
case by case basis between Scalia or a Supreme Court staff member and the
institution that extends the invitation.

Arberg advised that I would need to contact the reporters directly if I wanted
to obtain copies of apology letters sent by Scalia.
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ruce M. Goo~

9.APPROVE~i~f INSP)
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8. DATE

04/13/2004

10. DA E

11. DISTRIBUTION:

DISTRICT
HEADQUARTERS
OTHER

UNI'I'ED S'1'A'l'BS MARSHALS SBRY.r E
THIS REPORT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE UNITED STATES MARSHALS SERVICE NEITHER

IT NOR ITS CONTENTS MAY BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED
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United States Department of Justice
United States Marshals Service
Office of Internal Affairs
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BY: Inspector Bruce M. Goodman

1.CASE if

04-0256

2.DATE OF REPORT

04/14/2004

3.REPORTED

AT: Arlington, VA

4. SUBJECT (S) :

5.ALLEGATION(S} :

Incident Investigation (Hattiesburg, MS)

conduct unbecoming -- On-Duty, Violation of the Code of

Professional Responsibility

6. TYPE OF REPORT (Check One):

ADMINISTRATIVE MISCONDUCT

CRIMINAL MISCONDUCT

INITIAL INQUIRY

SUPPLEMENTAL

MEMORANDUM TO FILE

[X] WITNESS INTERVIEW OTHER

On April 13, 2004, I spoke with Larry W. Kennedy, William Carey College
President. According to Kennedy, the college neither received nor provided
correspondence regarding Justice Scalia'S speech. Kennedy explained that
college trustee...............made oral arrangements for his friend, Justice
Scalia to speak~ on April 7, 2004 .

.:./ During a site advance, U.S. Marshals Service personnel advised Kennedy
concerning Scalia'S objection to the audio and video taping of his speeches.
In support of Scalia's wishes, Kennedy announced to members of the press tha~

they would not be permitted to record Scalia's speech. Later, at the direction
of Scalia, Kennedy advised members of the press that Scalia would not provide
any interviews, and asked reporters and TV crews to leave a reception.

9.APPROVED: (C~SP)

Yvonne Bonner~

8. DATE

04/13/2004

11. DISTRIBUTION:

DISTRICT
HEADQUARTERS
OTHER

UNITlW STATES HARSBALS SERVICB
THIS REPORT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE UNITED S'J'ATES MARSHALS SERVICE NF:TTHER

IT NOR ITS CONTENTS MAY BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED

USM FORM 11



United States Department of Justice
United States Marshals Service
Office of Internal Affairs

REPORT OF :INVEST:IGAT:ION Page
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1 of 1

1.CASE # 2.DATE OF REPORT 3.REPORTED

BY: Inspector Bruce M. Goodman
04-0256 04/15/2004

AT: Arlington, VA

4 . SUBJECT (S) :

5.ALLEGATION(S) :

Incident Investigation (Hattiesburg, MS)

Conduct Unbecoming -- On-Duty, Violation of the Code of

Professional Responsibility

6.TYPE OF REPORT (Check One);

ADMINISTRATIVE MISCONDUCT

CRIMINAL MISCONDUCT

INITIAL INQUIRY

SUPPLEMENTAL

MEMORANDUM TO FILE

[Xl WITNESS INTERVIEW OTHER

On April 15, 2004, substitute teacher at Presbyterian High
School, Hattiesburg, MS, telephoned our office to advise that she had witnessed
a conversation between a female U.S. Marshal and one female reporter during
SC~libal's spehech onfAPribl 7, 2

f
?04. i b observed wfh~t dShe belie,vled to be an

am.lca e exc ange or a out .lve m.lnutes etween t~o r.lens or co_ eagues.
Although seated only one row behind the two women, concentrated on
Scalia and did not hear the context of their conversation.

Prior to Scalia's speech, bserved teacher Jason Meaux address members
of the media. Because of her distance from the media area at that time,

did not hear any of Meaux's words.

7.SIGNATURE: (INSP)

Bruce M. Goodman

9.APPROVED: (C~INSP)

Yvonne Bonne~

8. DATE

04/15/2004

O. DATE

~ l'C 0

11. DISTRIBUTION:

DISTRICT
HEADQUARTERS
OTHER

UNI'l'lGD STATES MARSBALS SlfRVICE
THIS REPORT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE UNITED STATES MARSHALS SERVICE NEITHER

IT NOR ITS CONTEN'rs MAY BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED
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BY: Inspector Bruce M. Goodman

l.CASE #

04-0256

2.DATE OF REPORT

04/2312004

3.REPORTED

AT: Arlington, VA

4 . SUBJECT (S) :

5.ALLEGATION(S) :

Incident Investigation (Hattiesburg, MS)

Conduct Unbecoming -- On-Duty, Violation of the Code of

Professional Responsibility

6.TYPE OF REPORT (Check One):

ADMINISTRATIVE MISCONDUCT

CRIMINAL MISCONDUCT

INITIAL INQUIRY

SUPPLEMENTAL

MEMORANDUM TO FILE

[Xl WITNESS INTERVIEW OTHER

On April 20, 2004, I met with Reporter Josh Mitchell at his office, The Times
Newspaper, Number 4, Willow Point, Hattiesburg, MS, 39402.

Mitchell indicated that he overheard a comment about the media as he entered
Presbyterian Christian High School on the afternoon of April 7, 2004, but he
did not hear any specific information given at that time. Mitchell used a
legal pad and did not possess a recording device.

Accoring to Mitchell, he did not receive any instructions from Teacher Jason
Meaux, nor did'Mitchell witness a conversation between Deputy U.S. Marshal
Melanie Rube and any of his colleagues.

7~AT~~
~e M. Goodman

9.APPROVED:~

Yvonne Bonner

8. DATE

04/23/2004

11. DISTRIBUTION;

DISTRICT
HEADQUARTERS
OTHER
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1 [INTERVIEW OF DENISE GRONES BY INSPECTOR GOODMAN IN CASE

2 NUMBER: 04-0256.]

3 INSP. GOODMAN: Today's date is April 20, 2004. The time is 9:01 a.m.

4 My name is Bruce Goodman. I'm a Senior Inspector with the U.S. Marshals

5 Service Office of Internal Affairs. I am here today to conduct an interview of

6 Denise Grones. Your participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and relates

7 to an ongoing administrative investigation. This interview is being audiotaped;

8 therefore I would ask that all parties involved speak clearly and that your answers

9 be directed at the microphone located on the table in front of us. Ms. Grones, her

10 representative, Attorney Leonard Van Slyke and I are the only ones present for

11 this interview. This interview is taking place at 633 North State Street, Jackson,

12 Mississippi 39202.

13 Mr. Van Slyke, would you please introduce yourself and spell your name for

14 the record.

15 MR. VAN SLYKE: My name is Leonard Van Slyke. That's L-E-O-N-A-R-D.

16 The last name is two words, V-A-N, space, capital S-L-Y-K-E. And I'm an attorney

17 with the law firm of Watkins, Ludlam, Winter and Stennis and in this capacity

18 represent the Associated Press and Denise Grones.

19 INSP. GOODMAN: Ms. Grones, before I begin with any questioning, I need

20 to administer an oath to you. Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly

21 swear or affirm that the information you are about to provide is the truth to the best

22 of your knowledge?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. I also need to obtain some biographical information about you.

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 2



1 A. Okay.

2 Q. Please state your full name and spell it for the audiotape.

3 A. Okay. Carmen Denise Grones. And I go by Denise and Carmen is

4 C-A-R-M-E-N, Denise D-E-N-I-S-E, Grones G-R-O-N-E-S.

5 Q. Where are you employed?

6 A. The Associated Press.

7 Q. What is your title?

8 A. General Assignment reporter.

9 Q. How long have you been employed by your present company?

10 A. Little less than a month.

11 Q. What is your telephone number at work?

12 A. 601-948-5897.

13 Q. Ms. Grones, prior to April 7, 2004, had you ever attended a speech

14 given by Justice Scalia?

15 A. No.

16 Q. Did you attend an event at William Cary College in Hattiesburg,

17 Mississippi on April 7, 2004?

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. At this particular event, Justice Scalia served as the guest speaker?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Prior to his speech, what type of research did you do, if any?

22 A. I just did a little research on our archives at the Associated Press on

23 previous speeches. That's all. It was just a couple of speeches that I, or, not

24 necessarily speeches, but background information.

25 Q. During your research and this background information that you

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 3



1 reviewed, did you come across any prior events in which Justice Scalia had

2 placed restrictions on the media?

3 A. No, I had not.

4 Q. How did you learn about this speaking engagement?

5 A. At our regular news meeting the day before. We have a daily

6 calendar of what's going on for the week and they assigned me the story,

7 assigned me to go cover the speech.

8 Q. Do you know if this function was private, i.e., by invitation only or

9 could anyone from the public attend?

lOA. I knew that it was a public event. That everyone was invited.

11 Q. Can you estimate how many other members of the media attended?

12 A. Okay. Let's see, photographer. At the William Carey event I believe

13 it was three or four other reporters. Well, one may have been a photographer

14 sitting next to me in the reserved press area.

15 Q. So three or four members of the media total that would cover radio,

16 television?

17 A. Well, actually that was in the auditorium, but at the reception I saw a

18 TV crew there.

19 Q. Prior to Scalia's speech, did you receive any instructions regarding

20 reporting restrictions imposed on the media?

21 A. Right. Someone made an announcement, no video recording or

22 recorders. I assumed that applied to regular people that were there, not the media

23 because I've never heard that before. And the way it was stated it sounded more

24 like it was targeting people with home video cameras is what I was thinking, those

25 were.

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 4



1

2

Q.

A.

Do you know who conveyed this information?

I'm not 100 percent sure, but it was announced on the stage. You

6 Q.

7 this -

8 A.

9 Q.

10 A.

11 Q.

3 know the event had already started. They were, you know, introducing people and

4 telling about the event and when they were doing that, they made that

5 announcement.

But you did not believe that this applied to the media. You thought

Right.

-- applied to the general public.

Right.

Following Scalia's speech, did you or any other members of the

12 media attend a reception for Justice Scalia?

13 A. Yes, there was an announcement made that Scalia would be open to

14 the media at 12:30. And this was around 12:00 and I was near the door. So I was

15 one of the first people in the reception hall and so I was in there, but I did not

16 speak with Scalia.

17 Q. Did you observe or hear any restrictions imposed on members of the

18 media regarding attendance at the reception?

19 A. Well, when I came in, I was actually one of the first people in the

2a reception hall. Scalia came in with his people or and other people who were at the

21 ceremony. And I heard him say something along the lines of he didn't like the

22 media and he didn't know why we were there. He was not going to speak to us.

23

24

25

Q.

A.

Q.

I'm sorry. This is Justice Scalia?

Uh-huh. He-

Something you heard him say?

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 5



1 A. Yes, he came in and he seemed upset that they had made the

2 announcement that he would be open to the media.

3 Q. And then just to reiterate, he made a statement about the media or

4 his feelings concerning the media?

5 A. Yes. Yes. My back was to him when he walked into the room and I

6 didn't really know that was him speaking. I turned around and saw him and then

7 several other people, you know from the event started coming in and the room got

8 crowded. And I was standing next to a couple of other reporters and I made the

9 comment, you know, did you hear what he said? He's not going to speak to the

10 media. And then I stepped outside to call my editor just because that's routine to

11 call our editor after events.

12 Q. But these comments, you heard. This wasn't something somebody

13 told you?

14 A. No, he said it. I heard him, uh-huh.

15 Q. And just to reiterate, what exactly did he say?

16 A. Well, I didn't exactly write it down, but I remembered thinking those

17 were kind of harsh words. It was something along the lines, I hate the media, don't

18 like the media. I can't really say he said hate, but it was very harsh because I

19 remember thinking wow, that's kind of harsh, you know. And he said I do not like

20 the media. I don't know why they're here. I'm not talking to them. I can't believe

21 he made that announcement. So he was kind of upset.

22 Q. Did he make any distinction? When he said media did he make any

23 sort of distinction at that time between television media, radio media, print media

24 or did he simply say [UNINTELLIGIBLE]?

25 A. He said media.

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 6



1

2

3

Q.

A.

Q.

He said media in general?

Uh-huh.

So you did not record, let me ask you this way. Did you record his

4 speech at the William Carey College?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. You did?

7 A. I did.

8 Q. Because again you didn't think that that -

9 A. Not really.

10 Q. Meaning the restrictions that were imposed.

11 A. Right. When the announcement was made, I didn't even really think

12 about it, you know.

13

14

Q.

A.

What sort of device did you use?

I had an Olympus digital recorder and I also had a backup recorder

15 because the digitals they become full. You know, they don't have a tape so I had

16 a backup recorder with me but I didn't use it.

17 Q. Following the William Carey College event did you attend a speech

18 given by Justice Scalia later in the afternoon in a Presbyterian Christian High

19 School also located in Hattiesburg, Mississippi?

20

21

22

A.

Q.

A.

Yes.

How did you learn about this speaking event?

The same day, at my news meeting, they said he would be at two

23 events and we decided to go to both just to be sure that we covered. We didn't

24 know if he would say anything pressing about what was interesting to us that might

25 make a good story. So we wanted to be sure to cover both events.

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 7



1 Q. Again, was this function open to the public or were invitations

2 required to attend these?

3 A. It was open to the public. Or the media was invited and the

4 headmaster announced that he had invited several members of the community

5 because he was really proud that Scalia was there and -

6 Q. Presbyterian Christian High School now was a public or private

7 institution?

8 A. Public, I believe it's a private school.

9 Q. It's a private school?

10 A. Uh-huh.

11 Q. But you're not sure whether it was open to the public or your

12 understanding that there were invitations provided to members of the public or are

13 you sure that it was open to all members of the public or -

14 A. I'm not 100 percent sure on that.

15 Q. Do you remember approximately when you arrived at the high

16 school?

17 A. Yes, I got there early because I didn't know where it was. So I was

18 there probably 15 or 20 minutes prior to the actual event.

19 Q. Can you estimate how many members of the media attended this

20 event?

21 A. Let's see, there was a 1V station, maybe four or five print reporters,

22 a television reporter and photographer, around that.

23 Q. Did you arrive at Presbyterian Christian High School before Scalia

24 began his speech?

25 A. Right.

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 8



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q. Can you estimate how long before his speech started that you

arrived?

A. I was probably in the auditorium at my seat 15, 20 minutes before

the, well probably 15 before the event. Because when I got in the parking lot I

went straight to the auditorium. So I didn't have any lag time.

Q. Did you hear any instructions given to members of the media at

Presbyterian Christian High School regarding recording restrictions?

A. No.

Q. Are you aware of an article that came out following the incident that

was printed by the Hattiesburg American in which a teacher by the name of Jason

Meaux indicated that he had addressed members of the media?

A. Yes, I'm aware.

Q. Do you know who this gentleman is?

A. At the event I never actually met him or knew who he was until after

the event. Because I was still trying to get things for my story and' wanted to see

the government teacher because I thought it was interesting that the government

teacher had his students have a question and answer session with Scalia. So

someone at the reception pointed him out to me and I went over and interviewed

him. And I mentioned to him about my tape recorder incident and he said that he

did hear a lot of commotion going on over there and he was wondering what was

going on. But he never made the comment, you know, saying, well I told you not

to record. So he never spoke to me before the event. And even when I

mentioned it to him after the event, he never said a word that he had told any of

the media not to record.

Q. Does this look like the individual -

DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC. 9



1 A. Yes.

2 Q. - you spoke with?

3 A. Yes, uh-huh, that's Mr. Meaux.

4 Q. For the record, this is a photograph of teacher Jason Meaux that was

5 printed in the Hattiesburg American.

6 A. Uh-huh.

7 Q. So you had some conversation with him following the event?

8 A. Uh-huh, yes.

9 Q. But prior to the event you were not present --

10 A. No.

11 Q. - for any sort of address that he might have given?

12 A. No. I had never seen him until after the event.

13 Q. Is it possible he gave an address and you were not present for that?

14 A. Well, I was in the auditorium early. I don't think, it could have been

15 possible unless he directly spoke to certain members of the media. He didn't

16 make an announcement loud enough for everyone to hear, or if he just told one or

17 two individuals with the media. He didn't tell us all.

18 Q. Quoting from the article in the Hattiesburg American, it states Meaux

19 said he told a representative of WDAM TV and reporters from Hattiesburg

20 American and the Associated Press and another unidentified person in the media

21 area of the restriction on taping.

22 A. Uh-huh.

23 Q. Could he have been referring to another Associated Press reporter?

24 A. No, I was the only one there. And Toni and I were sitting next to

25 each other and were actually talking about how, you know, when you were
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11

1 covering someone like Scalia you needed a recorder which it was kind of odd that

2 we talked about that. This was before the event. And how important it was to

3 have a recorder when you were covering someone, you know, like Justice Scalia

4 because you wanted to be sure to get him accurate of all people. So I find that

5 kind of odd that if we were talking about that I think we would have known if he did

6 tell us not to use a recorder, we would have probably known. So he did not speak

7 to either one of us before the event. We were sitting next to each other the whole

8 time.

9 Q. When you say Toni you're referring to Antoinette?

10 A. Yes, Antoinette Konz with Hattiesburg American.

11 Q. You indicated that you were sitting next to one another. Were there

12 any other members of the media in close proximity to you?

13 A. They were on the next set of bleachers behind us, kind of up, behind

14 us on the bleachers. So, I don't--

15 Q. Could you tell whether they were recording?

16 A. I didn't know If they were or not. 'Cause I was on the front row and

1 7 they were behind me almost in the next set of bleachers.

18 Q. Did you have an occasion to speak with Ms. Konz about the previous

19 event?

20 A. Yes, we did. I told her it was very, his speech was very complex and

21 we were talking about how it was, kind of, you know, difficult for the average

22 person to totally understand what he was talking about because he's very, you

23 know, intelligent and we were trying to figure out a way to write our story so the

24 average reader could understand his speech.

25 Q. Did you discuss the instructions that were given at the previous
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1 location?

2 A. No, but I did, we did make a comment. It was -- we didn't even

3 mention the announcement, but we were saying that we were glad that we had our

4 recorders to help us write our story. We didn't even mention the announcement

5 because neither one of us really thought much about it. You know, we thought it

6 really wasn't for the media.

7 Q. So is it your understanding that Antoinette Konz recorded the

8 previous event as well?

9 A. I believe she did, yes she did. I believe she did. But after that event

10 I worked on my story in the car after William Carey and I erased my speech then

11 so that I would have enough room in my recorder for the next event. So, I mean -

12 Q. I'm sorry.

13· A. I'm just telling you how when we report, you know, normally we will

14 keep the tapes and sometimes we won't. But, at William Carey I worked on it in my

15 car and erased my recording to have it ready for the next event. So that it would

16 be full, I mean open.

17 Q. And for clarification that was your digital recorder that you erased?

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. To provide additional room?

20 A. Yes. I didn't know if that was important, but--

21 Q. At some point during Scalia's speech you were approached by a

22 woman later identified as a Deputy U.S. Marshal.

23 A. Right.

24 Q. Can you tell me-

25 A. What happened?
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1 Q. - what happened?

2 A. Okay. It was midway through his speech or maybe, I'm not sure if it

3 was halfway, a little over halfway into the speech and I was sitting on the

4 bleachers taking notes and in my lap I had my notebook and I had my tape

5 recorder sitting next to me on the bleachers. And this woman approached and I

6 had actually, I saw her walk in with Scalia. It was Scalia and Ms. Rube and a

7 couple of other people and I did not know at that moment in time that those were

8 actually Marshals. I just thought that they went with him to events. They were

9 some sort of PR people who you know, I didn't know who they were. And I noticed

10 that the television reporter recorded Scalia coming in and the audience was

11 standing up clapping and I noticed Ms. Rube who I later met, you know, look at

12 him and do the cut signal which, your neck, you know when you're telling someone

13 to cut it off. Or, she did that to him -

14 Q. Is this the same woman with whom you spoke-

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. - during the event?

17 A. But I remember before the event started, I didn't know she was a

18 Marshal, but I did see her take action with the TV reporter. And I remember

19 thinking that it was kind of odd 'cause I'd never seen anybody treat the media like

20 that.

21 Q. When you say take action, what do you mean by take action, in

22 terms of the nonverbal communication, is that-

23 A. Well, she saw him recording and he was probably to my right, a little

24 bit in front of me. And when they were walking in she saw him and she did the cut

25 thing with her hand and her neck and pointed to him and shooed him to the very
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1 back of the room and almost out the door. And I was thinking, boy, that was kind

2 of strange. 'Cause I had never seen that happen before. So, you know, and then

3 I just started, Scalia started speaking so I started doing my job and taking my

4 notes. And I pressed record on my machine.

S Q. At the time you didn't make any connection though between that

6 exchange that you witnessed and then the comments at William Carey College?

7 A. Well, I was thinking, yeah, I was thinking gosh, he really doesn't like

8 the media, you know.

9 Q. When you say he you're referring to Scalia.

10 A. Scalia, yeah. But in the speech, well did you want me to tell you?

11 Q. Please.

12 A. Okay. Well, like I said it was midway through the speech and I was

13 taking notes and I had my recorder sitting next to me on record and this woman

14 approached me. And it was the same woman that I had seen, you know, push the

15 TV guy out the door. But I didn't know who she was still at the moment. And--

16 Q. When you say push, you don't mean physically push?

17 A. Well, she kind of shoed him, you know. And he was backing up the

18 entire time. I mean he looked scared to me.

19 Q. There wasn't any contact.

20 A. No, she didn't actually push him with her hands, she just kind of

21 shoed him, you know, away.

22 Q. Sort of giving him a signal.

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. You need to back up a little bit.

2S A. But it wasn't really, it was more flamboyant to me the way she shoed
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1 him. It was, you know, like shoo, shoo, shoo, get out of here, you know. It was

2 kind of, it was a little more aggressive than I think that if you wanted someone to

3 get away, you know, like you just did would be normal. But it was a little bit more

4 than that.

5 Q. Okay. Please tell me what --

6 A. Okay. I was sitting there and I had pressed record. I was recording

7 the speech. And a woman came over and kneeled next to me and she picked up

8 my recorder and she said is this a tape recorder? And I said, yes, ma'am. And I

9 didn't even know why she was doing that or, you know, I was kind of confused and

10 I said, yes, ma'am, it is. And she said, well, I'm going to have to take the tape.

11 And I said well, it doesn't have a tape because it's digital. And she said you need

12 to stop your machine. How do you stop it? And you know, I was kind of

13 dumbfounded and I said, well if I stop my machine I can't do my job. I need it for

14 my notes. And she said, well I'm going to have to take your tape recorder. And I

15 told her she could not have my tape recorder. And she said well I'm going to have

16 to take it with me because you cannot record. You cannot record. And I said I've

17 never heard anything like that before. That's insane, you know, I'm covering a

18 speech. I'm just trying got be sure I quote him accurately so I need my tape

19 recorder.

20 And that kind of exchange went on for a few minutes and then finally she

21 said I'm a U.S. Marshal and you cannot record. And she said something about the

22 Supreme Court. I didn't know exactly what she said, but I was you know, just

23 shocked. And I said well, I've never covered a Supreme Court Justice before, but

24 I don't think that it's right that I can't record. I said there was no announcement

25 made or anything, you know. I'm not aware of this. And she said, well, you know,
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1 you can't record and we persisted. She persisted. She wanted to take my tape

2 recorder and I wouldn't let her have' it. And she leaned over me sort of and point,

3 and Toni was sitting next to me. And while all this was going on, Toni was taking

4 notes. "m not sure if she was listening to us or what, but she didn't stop what she

5 was doing to see what was going on with us. So she leaned over and asked Toni

6 if she had a tape. And Toni didn't say anything. She just kept taking her notes.

7 And she asked me if Toni had a tape. And I just, I didn't tell her because r didn't

8 want her to take Toni's tape. And we kept going back and forth and she said give

9 me your tape recorder. And I said I just don't think this is right. You cannot take

10 my tape recorder. And another woman came up and I'm assuming she was a

11 Marshal because she walked in with him. And she kind of, she came over real

12 quickly and she stood over Melanie and she said leave her alone. Take her word.

13 You know, she's just doing it for her job. Because' had told Melanie why do I want

14 to keep this speech. I said I'm going to erase it after the event anyway. I don't

15 understand the importance of me not recording and the lady said, just, you know,

16 take her word. You know, because I think the woman kind offigured that we were

17 interrupting the speech. So she ran over to kind of, you know, make her go away

18 and let me do my job. And then she ran back quickly and sat back down. But

19 Melanie never took her advice.

20 Q. Now this woman who came over to talk to Melanie--

21 A. Uh-huh.

22 Q. Were they seated together?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. They were seated together.

25 A. Yes. And she walked in with Scalia, Melanie and there was a shorter
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1 older lady. She had on a black suit and then there was a man.

2 Q. Could you hear exactly what it was she said to Melanie?

3 A. Yes, because she heard me telling Melanie that I was pleading with

4 her not to take my tape recorder because I was really worried about how I was

5 going to do my job. How I was going to write my story. And that's what J was

6 pleading with Melanie about. I was like please don't erase my notes because it's

7 difficult. Because I was taking notes with my pen, but they were more or less

8 shorthand, and notes, I would look at my recorder and say, you know, it had this

9 number where you can say number 12 was interesting. He said at 12 so I would

10 write down 12. And there was no way I could have written a story with what I had

11 actually written in my notebook. So my recorder was very important and that is

12 what we were talking about.

13 And I believe that the woman, she came over and she heard that. And so

14 she said okay, just let her record. Take her word, you know. She's just doing this

15 for her job. And then she ran and sat back down real fast. But Melanie did not

16 leave. She persisted for my recorder. And finally I was frustrated. I had missed

17 half of the speech anyway. And she kept saying how do you erase your recorder?

18 Q. During this exchange between you and Ms. Rube --

19 A. Uh-huh.

20 Q. Did Ms. Rube talk about the announcement that was made earlier?

21 A. Not at William Carey. She said there was an announcement made

22 that you cannot record at Presbyterian. And I said, no, ma'am, it was not. I did not

23 hear it. And she said well there was supposed to be one. And I said, well there

24 wasn't one. And you know, I kept persisting how am I going to do my job and she

25 said it's not my problem. You can't record.
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Q. So, at this point about how many minutes have gone by, three, four?

A. Uh-huh. The exchange lasted a little over maybe five or seven

minutes or so.

Q. In which you did not want to stop recording and she did not want to

allow you to continue recording, essentially.

A. Right. So we were going head to head on that issue.

Q. Sort of impasse, would you describe it as an impasse or?

A. What do you mean impasse? You mean --

Q. Or that you could not come to some sort of agreement.

A. Right. We could not agree. And she was kind of aggressive but in a

calm, it was more or less like a negotiation scene, you know. Whenever

someone's trying to get a gun from someone. It seemed to me like that, you know,

but she was kind of pushy, but, you know, I was being pushy, too, because well

first I didn't realize she was a U.S. Marshal. I didn't know who she was. But I was

also being pushy because I didn't think that was right. And so -

Q. Did you get the impression when she identified herself as a U.S.

Marshal that she was enforcing some sort of a policy?

A. She said I'm a U.S. Marshal. And I was still, you know, I said well I'm

with the Associated Press and I'm doing my job. And so that's --

Q. Did you get the impression that she thought she was doing her job?

A. Well, I didn't understand why she was being so aggressive with her, I

feel like in hindsight if that was a big issue, then she should have pulled me aside

after the event and said, hey, you know, I saw you recording. You know, you're

not supposed to record. Can we work something out? That is the way that I think

it should have been handled.
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1 Q. What happened to bring your exchange to some sort of conclusion?

2 A. Okay. Like I said I was frustrated and I missed half of the speech

3 anyway. And she had my tape recorder in her hands and she kept, well half the

4 time she didn't know how to erase it.

5 Q. She was right there with you?

6 A. Uh-huh.

7 Q. She didn't walk away?

8 A. No, she was kneeling next to me. And--

9 Q. She was holding it while you were talking to one another.

10 A. Yes, I had it and then she had it and then, I wouldn't say it was a tug

11 of war, but, you know-

12 Q. She wanted you to erase it.

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And you did not want to erase it.

15 A. Right. I told her this was insane. You know, I couldn't write my story.

16 She was taking away my tape recorder. But anyway, it was -- finally she did not

17 know how to erase it and there's a big yellow button on the top of the machine that

18 says erase. And sq I said well why don't you just push the erase button. That

19 might erase it for you. So she pushed erase and she said this is not all of it

20 because it has folders. And I said, well, give it here. So she gave it to me and I

21 pushed erase eight times or nine times, however many folders I had in there. And

22 I said, okay, I erased my notes. Will you please leave me alone? Because the

23 speech was still ongoing.

24 Q. Okay. So your recollection is that she erased the first part then you

25 erased beyond that or -
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1 A. She erased. She pushed the yellow button and she said this is not

2 all of it. And I was frustrated with her because she had been so long interrupting

3 me and she didn't know how to erase the machine. So I said, well here I'll show

4 you how to do the rest of it. And at this point Toni had already handed over her

5 tape.

6 Q.

7 A.

8 Q.

9 A.

10 Q.

11 folders?

Okay. But in terms of the erasing you -

Yeah.

You erased-

Part of it and she erased --

You said she erased one folder and you erased the remaining

12 A. The rest, the remaining folders, yes. And then she was not happy

13 until my machine said clear, you know, erase, the whole entire thing was empty.

14 Q. But you indicated prior to the event that you had erased the previous

15 speech.

16 A. Right, uh-huh. And that was the end of that. And I thought she was

17 going to go back to her seat. But I had some items sitting behind me. I had my

18 purse, a folder with some information and I also had the backUp recorder that I had

19 at William Carey just in case my recorder I was using ran out and I could discreetly

20 grab it without interrupting the speech and press record. Well, she saw it and she

21 picked it up and but before she picked it up she moved around all my stuff. She

22 moved my purse. She moved my folders and she picked it up and said is this a

23 recorder? I said, my goodness, yes, it is. I said it is not on. You know, I'm not

24 recording with this recorder. Can I please do, you know. At this point I wanted her

25 to go back to her seat because I had missed half of my speech and I didn't know
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1 how I was going to write a story, so--

2 Q. I'm sorry. How did it come about -

3 A. This other recorder?

4 Q. - this other recorder?

5 A. Before she went away, after, you know, I had erased my first

6 recording, before she went away she wanted to see, she kept milling beside me

7 for a minute.

8 Q. Okay.

9 A. And I was wondering why she was still there. At this point I was not

10 talking to her and she was not talking to me. But she kneeled beside me and then

11 she started kind of looking at all my stuff that was sitting behind me.

12 Q. But she didn't see another recorder.

13 A. Yes, but she moved stuff around to, I mean she started moving my

14 stuff qnd she picked it up. I don't know if she saw it and then moved the stuff to

15 get it or what? But I thought it was odd that she was moving all my stuff around.

16 Q. Was this before or after her exchange with Antoinette Konz?

17 A. Afte~

18 Q. This was afterwards-

19 A. You mean, what do you mean?

20 Q. In terms of the discussion about the recording?

21 A. No, this was during the speech. Her exchange with Antoinette was

22 after the, at the reception. Is that-

23 MR. VAN SLYKE: I think she's talking about when Toni gave up her tape.

24 A. Oh, yeah. Well, Toni never had a discussion with Melanie during the

25 speech.
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INSP. GOODMAN: She didn't have a discussion with Melanie during the

speech?

A. No, she just popped her tape out and said here, and just gave it to

her.

Q. So she-

A. I'm the one that had the discussion with Ms. Rube during the speech.

MR. VAN SLYKE: That was after she was asked? Excuse me. I want to

get this clear.

A. Uh-huh, yeah.

Q. Was she asked for the tape?

A. Yes, but she didn't immediately hand it over. And she kept asking

Toni did she have a tape and Toni finally gave it to her.

INSP. GOODMAN: So Deputy Rube asked if Antoinette was recording the

speech?

A. Uh-huh. She leaned over me and asked Toni because Toni was

sitting next to me.

Q. And could you say, do you remember what she said?

A. She said are you recording, to Toni.

Q. And Toni responded?

A. Toni didn't say anything at first. And she asked a few times. And

Toni didn't even say yes, she just -

Q. So she wouldn't acknowledge that the question was being asked

initially?

A. Well, she said, you know, Toni looked kind of shocked because she

was trying to cover the speech still. And you know, while I was having the
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exchange with Ms. Rube, Toni never stopped and said hey, what's happening or

what are y'all talking about. She just kept doing, taking notes. And she just kind of

looked at Ms. Rube shocked whenever she said give me your tape, you know.

She kept saying give me your tape.

Q. That's what she said, she said give me your tape?

A. Yes, she was like give me your tape. I need your tape.

Q. And then what happened?

A. Toni gave her the tape.

Q. And what followed that, if you recall?

A. Like J -- Toni gave her the tape while we were still going, talking back

and forth about my recorder.

Q. Okay.

A. And J had erased my notes and then that's when she grabbed my

other recorder before she went and sat back down.

Q. She grabbed your other recorder?

A. Uh-huh. Well picked it up, got it behind me sitting in my things.

Q. But could you tell if it was sitting out? I mean -

A. My recorder?

Q. Yeah.

A. I had it kind of, I didn't want it to be, you know, I wanted to be able to

get it real fast if I needed to because I didn't want to cause a commotion. So I just

kind of had it, you know, sitting behind me, kind of just in between my folders and

my purse.

Q. So she would have been able to see it from where she was talking to

you.
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1 A. Yeah, she could see it, yeah. 'Cause she was kneeled down beside

2 me and it was on the bleacher behind me.

3 Q. Was it clearly with your belongings or could it have been with

4 someone else?

5 A. No, it was my belongings. It was sitting kind of you know, near my

6 purse was kind of beside it and my folder.

7 Q. And she asked you if you were recording with that?

8 A. She said is this a tape recorder and I said yes, ma'am, it is a tape

9 recorder. And I promise it's not on. You know, I was just like, is this ever going to

10 end, you know.

11 Q. And what happened with regard to your conversation about that

12 recorder?

13 A. I finally, I told her that it was not on and she looked at it awhile and

14 held it and stared at it and made sure it was not on. And then she sat it back down

15 and walked, and got back in her sea(

16 Q. Okay. Do you know ultimately how the exchange between

17 Antoinette Konz and Deputy Rube worked itself out?

18 A. Yes, it was after the speech and you know, I was mad. I was very

19 upset that that had happened. And Toni said I need my tape, you know, she can't

20 take my tape because it has stuff on the other side that I need. And she said r

21 want to go get it. And I said, well, let's go get it. I'll go with you. Because I didn't

22 think this was right, you know. So I went with her and Toni went up to her and said

23 I need my tape. And she said r can't give you your tape. And she said well can I

24 please have it back, you know. I need it for my notes. She said I don't have your

25 tape, somebody else has it. And I made the point to Ms. Rube that the only reason
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1 why we were recording was to be accurate. And she kind of put her hand up in

2 front of my face and said, you know, it wasn't her problem. And she kind of

3 shooed me off like she didn't want to listen to me. She kind of cut me off or you

4 know the gesture where people put their hands up, you know, most teenagers do

5 it. She did that to me and just practically wanted me out of her face.

6 And I wasn't being mean or aggressive. I was just saying, you know, you

7 know, we just use those for accuracy. That's the only reason why. But she never

8 said, you know I was told to do this or anything. I was confused why she was so

9 adamant to get my recorder or erase my notes. But she wouldn't explain to me

10 why.

11 Q. Do you know who had the tape at that point?

12 A. Who had Toni's tape?

13 Q. Right.

14 A. No, after that I stepped outside to call my editor and I missed the

15 entire Toni tape, Toni's situation.

16 Q. Following this incident did you receive some sort of correspondence

17 from Justice Scalia?

18 A. Well, following the incident I called my editor and he told me to find

19 out Ms. Rube's name and she was actually parked beside me and she got in her

20 car and I asked her for her name and she seemed kind of, you know, perplexed

21 that I wanted her name. And I said well my editor wants me to get your name.

22 And you know, she seemed kind of mad that I was getting her name. And finally

23 she said she wasn't talking to the press. I told her we probably didn't want to talk

24 to her, I just had to have her name for my editor. And so I got her name and that

25 was the end of my exchange with Ms. Rube that day.
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But I did get a letter from Scalia, saying he apologized for the events.

Q. Did he talk about his policy at all in that letter?

A. He said it had been his policy not to allow radio or television

coverage. But he has no problem with print reporters at all. That's what he said.

could have brought my letter. Actually the day I got it I had to give it to my - do

you have a copy?

Q. I don't believe I have a copy of yours. I believe I have a copy of the

one that went to Ms. Konz.

MR. VAN SLYKE: I think they may -

A. It's the same letter. It's just, yeah, it's the same letter. It's just

different, you know, addressed to Ms. Konz and then addressed to me. It's been

his policy to refuse radio and television coverage, but and he explained why. But

he said he really had no problem with print media at all at the end. And it says the

Marshals were doing what they believe was their job, but the fault was his

because he didn't ensure the ground rules and didn't clarify his rules to the

Marshals. Which I can understand that. But I feel that it was handled in an odd

manner.

INSP. GOODMAN: At the end, does he conclude and say indeed in the

future I will make it clear --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. - that recording for use of print media is no problem.

A. Right.

Q. So it appears that some clarification is coming out as a result of this.

A. Right, uh-huh.

Q. Perhaps even a change in policy.
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1 A. Uh-huh. Yes.

2 Q. Before I conclude this interview I would like to ask you if there is any

3 further information you wish to add or any statement you wish to make before I

4 stop the recorder?

5 A. I guess the only thing, like I said before, I don't think our exchange

6 would'have been so odd if maybe she would have stated who she was in the

7 beginning and what she was doing and why she was doing it. She never actually

8 stated that clearly to me.

9 Q. So she didn't identify herself as a U.S. Marshal at the very beginning.

10 It wasn't until you had some --

11 A. In the-

12 Q. -- some conflict?

13 A. Yes and then finally she said she was a U.S. Marshal. But after she

14 even announced herself she didn't say I'm ordered not, you know, I'm ordered to

15 make sure that there's no recording. She never said anything like that. I didn't

16 understand why she wanted my tape recorder. And I thought that was just

17 handled, you know, in an odd way. Which I've never had an exchange with a U.S.

18 Marshal. I don't know how they work or how they function. But I thought it was

19 unprofessional in my opinion.

20 Q. Is there anything else you wish to add or any other statement you

21 wish to make at this time?

22 A. No.

23 INSP. GOODMAN: Okay. The time is now 9:42 a.m. and today's date is

24 April 20, 2004. This concludes the interview of Denise Grones. And I will now

25 stop the tape recorder.
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1 [INTERVIEW OF ANTOINETTE KONZ BY INSPECTOR GOODMAN IN

2 CASE NUMBER: 04-0256.]

3 INSP. GOODMAN: Today's date is April 19, 2004. The time is 3:18 p.m.

4 My name is Bruce Goodman. I'm a Senior Inspector with the U.S. Marshals

5 Service Office of Internal Affairs. I'm here today to conduct an interview of

6 Antoinette Konz. Your participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and relates

7 to an ongoing administrative investigation. This interview is being audiotaped;

8 therefore I would ask that all parties involved speak clearly and that your answers

9 be directed at the microphone located on the table in front of us.

10 Ms. Konz, her representative attorney Mr. Van Slyke and Mr. Jon

11 Broadbooks and I are the only ones present for this interview. This interview is

12 taking place at the Hattiesburg American, 825 North Main Street, Hattiesburg,

13 Mississippi. Mr. Van Slyke, would you please introduce yourself and spell your

14 name for the record?

15 MR. VAN SLYKE: My name is Leonard Van Slyke, that's L-E-O-N-A-R-D,

16 last name is two words, V-A-N, another word capitol S-L-Y-K-E.

17 INSP. GOODMAN: Mr. Broadbooks, would you please introduce yourself

18 for the record.

19 MR. BROADBOOKS: I am Jon Broadbooks, executive editor of the

20 Hattiesburg American. That's J-O-N, first name. Last name is Broadbooks, B-R

21 O-A-D-B-O-O-K-S.

22 INSP. GOODMAN: Ms. Konz, before I begin with any questioning I need to

23 administer an oath to you.

24 MS. KONZ: Uh-huh.

25 INSP. GOODMAN: Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear
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1 or affirm that the information you're about to provide is the truth to the best of your

2 knowledge?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. I also need to obtain some biographical information about you.

5 Please state your full name and spell it for the audiotape.

6 A. Antoinette Konz, A-N-T-O-I-N-E-T-T-E, last name is K-O-N-Z.

7 Q. And where are you employed?

8 A. At the Hattiesburg American.

9 Q. And what is your title?

10 A. I'm the K through 12 education reporter.

11 Q. How long have you been employed by your present company?

12 A. Since April of 2002.

13 Q. What is your telephone number here at the office?

14 A. Area code 601,584-3025.

15 Q. Do you have any questions before we begin the interview?

16 A. No.

17 Q. Prior to April 7th, 2004 had you ever attended a speech given by

18 Justice Scalia?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. Can you tell me about that?

21 A. Sure. I was a college student at the University of Southern

22 Mississippi and I believe it was April of 2000. I'm not real sure on the date. He

23 was the keynote speaker to the Lambda Alpha Epsilon Criminal Justice Banquet.

24 was a double major at USM, in Journalism and Criminal Justice Major so I was

25 part of that association. And it was our annual awards banquet and he was the
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1 keynote speaker to that event.

2 Q. Were you doing some sort of a report?

3 A. No, I was attending it because I was part of the association. It was a

4 dinner, black tie event, very formal.

S Q. Were you aware of other members of the media?

6 A. Not at the time because I wasn't working in the media so I don't

7 recall. I don't recall.

8 Q. Do you recall at that time any restrictions placed on the media?

9 A. No, I sure don't. I don't really remember.

10 Q. Were you aware of it?

11 A. I may not have been aware of it because I mean again, I wasn't there

12 with the media. I was strictly with a bunch of friends, dressed formally and eating

13 dinner and then listening to him.

14 Q. Did you attend an event at William Carey College in Hattiesburg,

15 Mississippi on April 7, 2004 in which Justice Scalia served as the guest speaker?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. Prior to his speech, what type of research did you do?

18 A. I went online and did a lot of research on the cases that he's, I don't

19 even know the word, he's been through before. And found out some biographical

20 information on him, how many children he's had, as well as how often he speaks

21 at colleges. Pretty much just did a Google search on him and just found out as

22 much as I could. I started the night before which would have been the 6th and

23 then all morning up until the event on the 7th, I spent researching him.

24 Q. During your Google search, did you come across any previous

25 encounters he had had with the media or any restrictions he had previously
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1 imposed on the media regarding recording --

2 A. No.

3 Q. - of speeches?

4 A. No, nothing prior.

5 Q. How did you learn about the William Carey College Hattiesburg,

6 Mississippi speech?

7 A. My assistant managing editor, Donald Ederton was sent a letter from

8 the President of William Carey College and it was forwarded on to me and that's

9 how I learned of that event.

10 Q. Can you tell if this function was private, Le., by invitation only or

11 could anyone from the public attend?

12 A. I believe anybody from the public could attend because I noticed in

13 the audience were several public figures, superintendents from different school

14 districts. People from the community that I don't believe had any real ties to

15 William Carey.

16 Q. Prior to Justice Scalia's speech, did you receive any instructions

17 regarding recording restrictions imposed on you?

18 A. Yes. It was, I'm trying to think here. Right at the beginning of the

19 convocation which I think began about 11 o'clock, there was an announcement

20 made by the President of William Carey College that recording devices and/or

. 21 photography would not be allowed during the convocation. And the media would

22 have ample, this is not verbatim, would have ample time to interview or talk with

23 Justice Scalia at a reception following the event. And then he introduced Scalia

24 and then it went from there. And at the end when Scalia was done speaking,

25 again, the President of William Carey said that he only had one request was that
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the media let Justice Scalia shake hands and talk with the people from the college,

from the community members and then again we would have time to speak with

Justice Scalia.

Q. Was this prior to his speech that this announcement was made by

the President?

A. The first one that no audio recordings was prior to the speech. The

second one where he told, where he made the request that we let their people get

through first, and then told us that the reception would be in a certain room and

that's where the media would be allowed to talk with him. That was made after,

right before they walked out of the room after the convocation.

Q. Did the President make both announcements?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And was this President Kennedy?

A. I believe so, Larry Kennedy I believe is his name.

Q. So you did not tape-record his speech at William Carey College?

A. No, I didn't. I didn't even have my tape recorder in my purse at the

time.

Q. You mentioned a reception, did you attend that reception?

A. Yes, in fact, I left the convocation as soon as the announcement was

made so I could get into the reception hall beforehand, to kind of, you know, take

in the scenery, provide color for the story, that kind of a thing. And was waiting in

the reception room which was directly to the -- I mean not even 15, 20 yards from

the auditorium and was waiting there when Justice Scalia walked in.

Q. Did you observe or hear any restrictions imposed on members of the

media regarding attendance at the reception?
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1 A. No, other than the fact that we were invited to attend. And the public

2 relations department sent out lots of e-mails and made phone calls and invited

3 several members of the media, not just myself. There were people from the coast.

4 There were people from Jackson, etc., there.

5 Q. So you weren't aware of any incidents at the college that caught your

6 attention.

7 A. Well, he did not allow the television station to record, WDAM TV. He

8 went to the President and told him that they had to leave and so they had to pick

9 up and leave. And then still photography was not allowed at first, and after about

10 five minutes the PR people, public relations people there, I guess it seemed that

11 personal people were shooting photos, so she came up to me and said, weill

12 guess it's okay for y'all to take pictures. And then our still photography, I did not

13 personally take any pictures. But George Clark, our staff photographer went and

14 had started taking photographers and did the other still photographers.

15 Q. Following the William Carey College event, did you attend a speech

16 given by Justice Scalia later in the afternoon at Presbyterian Christian High School

17 also located in Hattiesburg, Mississippi?

18 A. Yes, I did.

19 Q. How did you learn about this speaking event?

20 A. I was, our paper had done prior stories, previous stories about

21 Justice Scalia coming to the school. I did not write those stories. But since it falls

22 on my beat as part of K through 12 education, I was assigned, you know, that

23 would be my story to cover. So, I actually found out about it by reading it in our

24 paper, although I had not written the story. Other reporters had written the stories.

25 Q. Was this function open to the public or were invitations required for
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attendees?

A. It was open to the public. In fact, on the web site of Presbyterian

Christian High School at the time, there was an open invitation to people in the

public. And they were invited to attend. And also in that event I did notice people

from the public that were there that I don't believe had any ties to Presbyterian

Christian.

Q. Can you estimate how many members of the media attended this

event?

A. Five or six.

Q. In total?

A. In total.

Q Like radio, TV?

A. The other was, I can narrow it for you. Three reporters with WDAM

TV; two reporters with the Times of Lamar County; one from the Associated Press;

and myself are the ones that I noticed. There was nobody else really sitting in that

area.

Q. Do you remember approximately when you arrived at the high

school?

A. About 2:00, what time did it start? A half hour before it started.

believe about 2 o'clock. I don't think it started until 2:30.

Q. But you believe you were there approximately 30 minutes early?

A. Half hour, yeah.

Q. Prior to Scalia's speech.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Did you hear any instructions given to members of the media at
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1 Presbyterian Christian High School regarding recording restrictions?

2 A. No.

3 Q. While you heard instructions not to record Scalia's speech at William

4 Carey College, you did not hear the same instructions at Presbyterian Christian

5 High School.

6 A. That is correct.

7 Q. If you had heard similar instructions given at the high school, would

8 you have followed and honored that request not to use a recording device?

9 A. It depends. I probably would have, yes.

10 Q. Is it possible that instructions not to use recording equipment were

11 given at the high school but you were either not present or were unable to hear the

12 announcement?

13 A. I was there a good half hour beforehand. The gymnasium was very

14 loud, lots of students talking, lots of people from the community. There was no

15 announcement made over a loudspeaker, over any kind of a microphone, nothing

16 like that. Nobody came up and spoke with me. I just, I think that I would have

17 seen it. I was sitting in the front row. I would have seen somebody come up, so I

18 don't believe that there was an announcement made.

19 Q. And you indicated you were sitting in the front row?

20 A. In the front row. Okay. I'm trying to picture this. Scalia sat up on the

21 stage and he's actually on the gymnasium court and there's chairs that are set up

22 in the court. And we were sitting in the front row of the bleachers. The front row of

23 the bleachers which is right to the side of the stage. So we were sitting in the front

24 row, myself and a reporter with the Associated Press. The other people were

25 sitting behind us.
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10

1 Q. Several days after the event, your newspaper printed an article

2 about a certain teacher by the name of Jason Meaux I believe it is.

3 A. Yes, I believe.

4 Q. Spelled M-E-A-U-X.

5 A. Uh-huh.

6 Q. Did you see that gentleman? I'll show you a picture now of Jason

7 Meaux your paper printed.

8 A. Uh-huh.

9 Q. Did you see him at that event?

10 A. I did not notice him until during the speech he was sitting in the front

11 row with his students. And actually I thought he was a student because he looked

12 very young and he was dressed in a suit and a tie and I remember making a

13 comment to somebody. I said, wow, that guy is really dressed up for the speech

14 and I thought he was a student. It wasn't until after I believe Mosbacker's the head

15 master, I don't believe it was until after then he introduced him as saying that was

16 the teacher of the class that I realized that's who Mr. Meaux was.

17 Q. This particular article was entitled "Teacher Says He Warned Media"

18 and under that it says "three organizations say they never heard restriction."

19 believe your name, Mr. Broadbooks and the Associated

20 MR. BROADBOOKS: Yes, I wrote that.

21 INSP. GOODMAN: Did you speak with Mr. Meaux?

22 MR. BROADBOOKS: Yes, I did. In fact, I spoke to him more than once.

23 spoke to him two times to do the story and I did also speak to him afterwards.

24 INSP. GOODMAN: And in the story that you wrote, it indicates that Mr.

25 Meaux suggests or has said that he told members of the media, specifically it
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1 says, I believe I'm quoting you, Mr. Broadbooks, it says Meaux said he told a

2 representative of WDAM TV and reporters from the Hattiesburg American, the

3 Associated Press and another unidentified person in the media area of the

4 restriction on taping.

5 MR. BROADBOOKS: That's what he said, yes.

6 INSP. GOODMAN: That's what he said.

7 MR. BROADBOOKS: Yes, that's what he told me. And I actually called him

8 to reconfirm that.

9 INSP. GOODMAN: Did your paper, the Hattiesburg American, have other

10 reporters there at the time?

11 MR. BROADBOOKS: Toni was our only reporter. We did have a

12 photographer who was there, Gavin Harreverel. We had a different photographer.

13 INSP. GOODMAN: So if he was talking about a reporter, you're saying it

14 wasn't you.

15 MS. KONZ: It wasn't me.

16 INSP. GOODMAN: But at the same time, there wasn't another Hattiesburg

17 reporter?

18 MR. BROADBOOKS: I talked to Gavin and Gavin says he never had a

19 conversation with that guy. He was never told. In fact, he even specifically

20 inquired about still photography and was told that still photography was okay.

21 INSP. GOODMAN: So you weren't present for any sort of announcement

22 this gentleman might have given.

23 A. No. I didn't even know who he was until like I said in the middle of

24 the speech I recognized that that was who Mr. Meaux was. I had never met him

25 prior. You know, I never did any stories with him prior, so I didn't even know who
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he was.

Q, So at some point during the speech, you had an encounter with a

woman later identified as a Deputy U.S. Marshal.

A. Yes.

Q. Melanie Rube?

A. Yes.

Q. R-U-B-E?

A. Yes.

Q. Had you ever encountered, or seen Ms. Rube before?

A. Yes. I was a deputy sherif for the Forest County Sheriff's

Department for a period of three, three-and-a-half, almost four years. And in my

capacity there, I had met Ms. Rube as a Marshal. She had occasionally come in

with prisoners and whatnot. So I had met her. Knew her by face. Knew who she

was.

Q. Did you speak with her at the previous event, the event at William

Carey College?

A. Yes, I said, I mean I just, I don't remember what, I think it was just an

occasional hi, you know, hi, are you still working at the Marshals Service and do

you remember me, I used to work at the jail, that kind of occasional thing. And she

said yes and that was pretty much it.

Q. So you didn't have a lengthy conversation?

A. No, it was pretty much hi, how are you doing, that kind of thing,

and --

Q. But at some point during Scalia's speech Ms. Rube approached

you?
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13

1 A. She approached the Associated Press reporter. The Associated

2 Press reporter was sitting to the right of me and there was a stairwell and Ms.

3 Rube was sitting on the other side in the front row of the stairwell. So she came

4 over, kind of came over. This is about 35 minutes into the speech. I believe it was

5 right during the beginning of the question and answer session. Scalia had a

6 question and answer session with the students. And Ms. Rube came over and sat

7 next to or kneeled down or sat right next to the Associated Press reporter and

8 that's when I noticed that she was over there.

9 Q. She had been seated on the same bench?

10 A. She had been sitting -- no, not on the same bench. There's a, if you

11 have a, I mean I hate to draw something, but like here's the front row. Here's

12 where Scalia is speaking. Here's the stairwell and these are all bleachers. I was

13 sitting here. Denise was sitting there and the Marshals were sitting here. So she

14 came over, sat down like right on these steps next to Denise and that's when I

15 noticed that she had approached us.

16 Q. So she spoke to Denise first?

17 A. Yes.

.18 Q. Okay. Do you recall what it was that she said?

19 A. Yes, I was listening. She said ask, Denise if she was recording. And

20 again, this is not verbatim 'cause Scalia was still speaking at the time. She asked

21 Denise if she was recording the speech. Denise said yes, that she was. And

22 Denise or Melanie had said I need to have your recorder or I need to have your

23 tape because you're not supposed to be recording this event. And I believe

24 Denise responded I didn't know that. And why are we not supposed to be

25 recording the event. And Melanie said that the announcement had been made
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1 we're not supposed to be recording it. And again, they kind of went back and forth

2 a little bit about you know, you can't, and I don't have a tape. She said I don't have

3 a tape, I have a digital recorder. So I don't have a tape to give you. And, after you

4 know, a couple of seconds possibly a minute, she said, well, you know, wanted

5 her to erase it and Denise said well I'm not going to erase it until after I'm done

6 using it, you know for quotes and whatnot. And I believe Melanie asked if she

7 could see the recorder and then asked her how to erase it. And Denise said well

8 all you have to do is press the erase button. And then I believe that's when

9 Melanie had erased, pressed the erase button and then returned the recorder to

10 her.

11 Q. Now, are you certain that it was Deputy Rube who did the erasing,

12 that she's the one who pushed it down and erased it as opposed to Ms. Grones, I

13 believe is her last name, G-R-O-N-E-S?

14 A. I do believe 'cause that's what I saw. Now I haven't really talked to,

15 you know, that's what I believe happened because she did take it and then once

16 she gave the recorder back to Denise, she, Melanie leaned over and began

17 talking to me. So, I --

18 Q. So they both had the recorder in their hand at some point?

19 A. Yes, at some point.

20 Q. And they were seated on, seated close to one another?

21 A. Yeah, Denise was sitting next to me and Melanie was sitting kind of

22 on the stairwell. Or she may have even been on the, I don't think she was on the

23 seat because we were sitting really close to the stairwell. I think she was sitting on

24 the actual step to the stairwell.

25 Q. Can you estimate how long the exchange lasted between Ms.
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1 Grones and Ms. Rube?

2 A. Three and five minutes, maybe.

3 Q. This was discussion about recording restrictions?

4 A. Recording restrictions, Denise was saying that I didn't know there

5 was any. Can I have your tape? No, you can't have my tape, that kind of just

6 going back and forth and then well, I don't have a tape cassette. Well, I need you

7 to erase it. And then the tape, the recording was actually erased. And then Ms.

8 Rube bent over, kind of leaned over and said to me. She asked me, she says

9 Toni, are you taping this and I said yes. And she said can I have your tape. And I

10 shook my head, no as I was looking up at Scalia 'cause he was still speaking. And

11 she says I need your tape. And I believe I said why do you need my tape and she

12 said because you're not supposed to be taping this. So, I took the tape,the

13 cassette tape out of my tape recorder and gave it to Ms. Rube.

14 Q. You took the tape out and you gave it to her?

15 A. Uh-huh.

16 Q. And then what happened?

17 A. Well, I knew there was going to be a reception as soon as he was

18 done speaking and my intention of giving her the tape back was that I was going to

19 get it back after the speech was over with. I did not want to make a scene so I

20 just, you know, I gave her the tape. I didn't want to raise my voice or anything

21 because he was still speaking and I was trying to be respectful of that. So I just

22 kind of was keeping in my mind what had happened so after he was done

23 speaking I could go try to get my tape back from her.

24 Q. So she didn't get it back to you right away?

25 A. No, she had it and took it with her.
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1 Q. You said she took it with her. Where did she--

2 A. Back to where she was sitting in the front row. There was another

3 male Marshal there and I don't know his name. I can't remember his name and

4 there was also a female. And I don't know if she's a Marshal or if she was an

5 Inspector. She might have been an Inspector. I don't remember what Melanie

6 used to describe what she was. But I think it was, she said my Inspector. And

7 again, I don't know how the ranks work so I don't know who that, but she was a

8 shorter lady. We have a picture of her. I don't know.

9 Q. That person would have been a Marshals Service employee as well.

10 A. Okay. That's her right there. I just, I can't - I don't know her name.

11 I've never seen her before. And so she sat there with them for the rest of the

12 speech.

13 Q. She -- during the rest of the speech she maintained the tape?

14 A. Yes, she had the tape for the entirety of the speech.

15 Q. At some point did she come back to you?

16 A. No.

17 Q. Back to you?

18 A. No, nothing.

19 Q. You never got the tape back?

20 A. No, I got the tape back at the reception. I went up to her as soon as

21 the speech was over with and he was in the reception. I left before the students

22 got in there, the Associated Press reporter and myself. She, the Associated Press

23 reporter asked where I was going and I said I'm going to get my tape back. So, I

24 went back into the reception room and went up to Melanie who was, just in the -

25 she was in the crowd, not near where Scalia was, but kind of visiting with other
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1 people. And I said, hey, I really need my tape back. I said I've got some important

2 stuff on there and I really need to have it back. And she said that I couldn't have it

3 back because I was not supposed to be recording the event and that I knew that.

4 And I said, oh, I don't think that we were, I said the announcement was never

5 made that we could not record. There was an announcement made at William

6 Carey but there was not an announcement made at PCHS. She said, well the

7 announcement was made.

8 And, you know, we kind of went back and forth. I'm like, well, I did not hear

9 it. Well, maybe you weren't in there when the announcement was made. And I

10 said I really don't think so. I said I was there a half hour before anybody even

11 walked in, you know, anybody official walked in, so I don't think there was an

12 announcement made. So we went back and forth. And I said look, I really need to

13 have my tape back. I said I've got stuff that's on the other side of that tape that

14 has nothing to do with Scalia that I need to have today, because I'm going on

15 vacation tomorrow which would have been Thursday, and I had stuff on that side

16 of the tape that I needed to write stories for tonight which would have been

17 Wednesday. And she said, weill can't give it to you.

18 And I said weill need, I said I don't know what you need to do. I said, but I

19 really need to have that tape back. I said I don't know if you need to, you know, I

20 don't know what you need to do, but I have to have that tape back. So she went

21 back and asked, I told her I said I have my tape recorder, but I don't have any

22 other tapes, you know. And I, and she said, well let me go see what I can do. So

23 she went over to this lady who I believe she called her Inspector, but I don't know.

24 Like I said I can't remember verbatim what she had said. And about two or three

25 minutes passed and I walked up, yeah, that lady right there. And I walked up to, I
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1 saw her kind of over there talking to the lady who had my tape. Because Melanie

2 said she did not have the tape anymore. She had given it to her Inspector.

3 So, she went over to her Inspector and I waited like a minute or two and as I

4 walked over there and see what the process is. 'Cause I mean I needed my tape

5 if I was going to have it to finish recording student quotes and comments and I was

6 going to try to get my tape back.

7 Q. Did she turn over this tape to the woman she described as her

8 Inspector?

9 A. Yeah, she told me she said I don't have it. I have to go talk to my

10 Inspector. I'll have to go and see if she has it.

11 Q. Did you ever see her hand the tape to this woman?

12 A. No, but she was sitting, I believe she was sitting next to her in the

13 front row of the gymnasium. So she very well could have given her the tape then.

14 Q. But again, you did not hear an announcement at the high school the

15 way you heard the announcement at the college and because of that you assumed

16 that those restrictions no longer applied?

1 7 A. That's correct. I felt that it was just a William Carey convocation

18 . thing. Because I've heard of, you know, they're, you know, they're usually Baptist,

19 they don't like to have their convocation things recorded. So I figured it was just a

2a convocation thing for William Carey. I did not know it was, you know, an order.

21 He did not say, Justice Scalia does not want us. He just said we ask that there's

22 no tape recording, so I did not know that that was the standing order or that there

23 was an order issued. There was not an order issued at Presbyterian Christian.

24 Q. So you didn't attribute that to Scalia or Scalia's wishes--

25 A. No.
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1 Q. - at the time.

2 A. No, I attributed it strictly to Larry Kennedy who's the President of

3 William Carey.

4 Q. How did things conclude with your tape?

5 A. I - after she talked with her supervisor I kind of met her halfway

6 through there and she had the tape in her hand. And she said --

7 Q. I'm sorry you said she, who?

8 A. Melanie had the tape in her hand and said I can give this back to

9 you. She said but you have to erase the speech. You have to erase his entire

10 speech. And I said okay. So she gives me the tape and she says I need to make

11 sure you're going to record over it or erase the entire speech and I said okay I'll do

12 that. And she gave me my speech, my tape cassette recorder back and I walked

13 over to the stage in this reception room and put my tape in the recorder, rewound

14 it, 'cause it was a good 45 min-- you know 30, 40 minutes of the speech, rewound

15 it and then began taping over it. I hit record and play and then was just taping

16 blank, pretty much dead air for about 10 or 15 minutes until I left.

17 Q. The tape-

18 A. Taped over the speech, uh-huh. Actually I left the recorder on the

19 stage and I was out doing my other work. I just left it sitting there just recording

20 blank air.

21 Q. So following this incident you did not have occasion to speak with the

22 other reporter involved, Ms. Grones?

23 A. Yes, I did speak with her. I spoke with her. She came back to the

24 Hattiesburg American and had to e-mail something to her editor in Jackson,

25 Mississippi so she had come here to use the internet to e-mail something.
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1 believe it was just a piece on what the speech was and stuff like that to her editor.

2 So I did speak with her. We did not ride in the same car, but I came back here and

3 she was here writing something up.

4 Q. Before I conclude this interview 1would like to ask you if there's

5 further information you wish to add or any statement you wish to make before'

6 stop the recorder?

7 MR. VAN SLYKE: I do have one question of you if in you're in a position to

8 answer it. At this point do you have any information that Ms. Rube was under

9 orders from anyone to seize the tapes?

10 INSP. GOODMAN: It would not be appropriate for me to comment at this

11 time. We are at the early stages of the investigation. I can neither confirm nor

12 deny that I have any information to that effect.

13 MR. VAN SLYKE: Okay. We will hopefully get that in the report that you

14 mentioned.

15 INSP. GOODMAN: Yes, thank you. Is there any other information you wish

16 to add or statement?

17 A. I don't think so. I believe that's it.

18 MR. VAN SLYKE: When we go off the record if I could just ask you, there's

19 one question I wanted to ask you about.

20 A. Okay.

21 INSP. GOODMAN: Are you prepared for me to stop the-

22 MR. VAN SLYKE: Yeah, if you'd like to stop the recorder just for a minute.

23 mean I want to talk with her for just a second off the record.

24 INSP. GOODMAN: Is there a possibility you would want to come back on

25 the record?
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1 MR. VAN SLYKE: Possibility.

2 INSP. GOODMAN: The time is now 3:48 p.m. and I will stop the recorder.

3 (Discussion off the record.)

4 INSP. GOODMAN: After taking a break we are returning to the tape to

5 conclude the interview of Antoinette Konz. The time is now 3:56 p.m. on April

6 19th,2004.

7 (Whereupon. at 3:56 p.m., the interview was concluded.)
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1 [INTERVIEW OF ROBERT MORRIS BY INSPECTOR GOODMAN IN CASE

2 NUMBER: 04-0256.]

3 INSP. GOODMAN: Today's date is April 20, 2004. The time is 3:28 p.m.

4 My name is Bruce Goodman. I'm a Senior Inspector with the U.S. Marshals

5 . Service Office of Internal Affairs. I'm here today to conduct an interview of Robert

6 Morris. Your participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and relates to an

7 ongoing administrative investigation. This interview is being audiotaped, therefore

8 I would ask that you speak clearly and that your answers be directed at the

9 microphone located on the table in front of us. Mr. Morris and I are the only ones

10 present for this interview. This interview is taking place at the Times Newspaper

11 Office. Number 4, Willow Point, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 39402.

12 Mr. Morris, before I begin with any questioning, I need to administer an oath

13 to you. Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the

14 information you're about to provide is the truth to the best of your knowledge?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. I also need to obtain some biographical information about you.

17 Please state your full name and spell it for the audiotape.

18 A. Robert R-O-B-E-R-T Michael M-I-C-H-A-E-L Morris M-O-R-R-I-S.

19 Q. Where are you employed?

20 A. The Times Newspaper.

21 Q. What is your title?

22 A. Reporter.

23 Q. How long have you been employed by your present company?

24 A. Just less than one year.
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1

2

3

Q.

A.

Q.

What is your telephone number here at the office?

601-268-2331.

Mr. Morris, on April 7, 2004 did you attend a speech by Justice

4 Scalia?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. Can you tell me about your attendance at that speech?

7 A. I attended the speech at Presbyterian Christian High School. There

8 was a prior speech at William Carey College that I did not attend. I attended on

9 the invitation of one of the teachers there. And what else do you want me to say?

10 Q. Okay. Can you tell me approximately how many minutes before his

11 speech, before he began his speech you were -

12 A. I would say about ten minutes, five minutes approximately, but I was

13 in the building probably ten minutes before he arrived, speaking to people I knew.

14 And I sat down near some other reporters, next to some other reporters for the

15 speech.

16 Q. So you indicated you arrived approximately five or ten minutes

17 beforehand. But you weren't in your seat during that entire time?

18 A. No, I was not in my seat that entire time.

19 Q. And you were not in the media section during that entire time?

20 A. No.

21 Q. And when I say media section, was there an area that was sort of

22 designated for the media?

23 A. If it was designated I would kind of say no, there was not any

24 designation whatsoever. There were some other reporters that I knew, you know,

25 through working here. But the television media was all over the place and the
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1 photographer for the newspaper, for the other newspaper was walking around, so

2 - and there was nothing marked on the seats. It was close to the front and I saw

3 people I knew. You know, I saw my colleagues there so I sat with them.

4 Q. Now, you refer to your colleagues, did you know these two female

5 reporters?

6 A. I knew Ms. Konz previously from just working on other stories with

7 her, you know, in the same place that she was. I had never met Ms. Grones and

8 didn't even know she was a reporter.

9 Q. Did you sit next to them on the bleachers?

10 A. I sat next to Ms. Konz.

11 Q. You sat next to Ms. Konz? And so on the other side of Ms. Konz was

12 where Ms. Grones was seated?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Prior to the speech were you present for any sort of instruction given

15 about recording restrictions?

16 A. I was given no instructions whatsoever.

17 Q. Did you see a teacher by the name of Jason Meaux or do you know

18 a teacher by the name of Jason Meaux?

19 A. I know him by name. I'm not sure if he knows me or not, but I did

20 see him and I was sitting like three or four seats away. He was seated in the

21 students section but I was seated, the bleacher where I was sitting was only a few

22 feet away from him.

23 Q. So you were not there for any address he might have made to the

24 media.

25 A. I heard no address whatsoever.
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1 Q. Is it possible that an address might have been given while you were

2 away from the area and doing something else?

3

4

A.

Q.

Certainly.

During the speech do you recall seeing any sort of altercation or

5 verbal exchange between either of the two reporters that were seated to your

6 right, I believe?

7

8

A.

Q.

No, there was no, I didn't notice any altercations whatsoever.

Did you notice any sort of verbal exchange between, you know, one

9 of the two reporters and perhaps an unidentified female?

10 A. No. But I was paying close attention to the speech and I could have

12 Q.

13 A.

14 Q.

15 notes?

16 A.

17 Q.

18 A;

11 missed it, I suppose.

Did you record the speech?

No.

Is it your standard practice to record events or do you simply take

I prefer to take notes.

Were you assigned to cover this story by your newspaper, or-

Essentially we had a lot of leeway here, but I made it clear that I

19 would be at the speech.

20 Q. Following the speech, were you made aware of any sort of issue

21 involving the media?

22 A. No, I was aware that there was going to be a reception for Justice

23 Scalia after the speech and I wanted to, well emphasis in this story that I was there

24 to write on the students' interaction with Justice Scalia. I wanted to examine the

25 types of questions that they asked him and so I wanted to get in and see their
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interaction with him during the reception as quickly as possible.

Q. Prior to April 7, 2004 when you covered the speech, did you do any

sort of research on Justice Scalia?

A. Nothing formal.

Q. Did you get on the internet and research -

A. I had read about him in the past but I can't say that and there were,

you know, things written about him before he came and I read those. But I didn't

seek out any information about him, anything to that effect. As I said my interest in

the speech was how the students, you know, how some 12th grade-students were

able to interact with a Supreme Court Justice.

Q. Were you aware of the recording of this event by any other members

of the media?

A. Yeah, I did see the tape recorders by the other two reporters.

Q. Did you see the recorders, the recorders of any other reporters that

might have been present?

A. No, those were the only two I noticed, the two sitting next to me.

Q. Did you have occasion to speak with either reporter following the

event?

A. I don't believe I spoke to either reporter following the event. I spoke

to Ms. Konz prior to the event and I talked to the photographer for the Hattiesburg

American prior to, following the event, but nothing was ever mentioned about tape

recorders or anything. He was changing his tire and that's what we talked about.

Q. When did you first become aware of an issue regarding the taping

restrictions?

A. Not until it could have been the television news. Seems like they
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1 may have reported on it that night and I believe I was told about that. I didn't see

2 the report myself, but if I recall correctly someone told me that that's what their

3 report had focused on.

4 Q. So, during the speech on April?, 2004 nothing stuck out in your mind

5 as odd in terms of what may have transpired between security personnel and the

6 members of the media.

7 A. No, not that I can recall.

8 Q. Before I conclude this interview I'd like to ask you if there's any

9 further information you wish to add or any statement you wish to make before I

10 stop the recorder?

11 A. All that I would add is that my attention during the speech was

12 focused on the speech and not on my colleagues. So any sort of altercation could

13 have taken place without my knowledge. And I guess that's it.

14 INSP. GOODMAN: This concludes the interview of Robert Morris and I will

15 now stop the tape recorder.

16 (Whereupon, the interview was concluded.)
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1 [INTERVIEW OF JASON MEAUX BY INSPECTOR GOODMAN IN CASE

2 NUMBER: 04-0256.]

3 INSP. GOODMAN: Today's date is April 20, 2004. The time is 1:49 p.m.

4 My name is Bruce Goodman. I'm a Senior Inspector with the U.S. Marshals

5 Service Office of Internal Affairs. I am here today to conduct an interview of

6 Barrett Mosbacker. Your participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and

7 relates to an ongoing administrative investigation. This interview is being

8 audiotaped, therefore I would ask that you speak clearly and that your answers be

9 directed at the microphone located on the table in front of us. Mr. Mosbacker and I

10 are the only ones present for this interview. This interview is being conducted at

11 Presbyterian Christian High School, 221 Bonhomie Road, Hattiesburg, Mississippi

12 39401.

13 Mr. Mosbacker, before I begin with any questioning I need to administer an

14 oath to you. Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that

15 the information you're about to provide is the truth to the best of your knowledge?

16 A. I do.

17 Q. J also need to obtain some biographical information about you.

18 Please state your full name and spell it for the audiotape.

19 A. Barrett L. Mosbacker, B-A-R-R-E-T-T M-O-S-B-A-C-K-E-R

20 Q. And where are you employed?

21 A. At Presbyterian Christian School.

22 Q. What is your title?

23 A. Headmaster.

24 Q. How long have you been employed by -
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1 A. Eighteen months.

2 Q. What is your telephone number here at the office?

3 A. 601-589-4956.

4 Q. On April?, 2004 your school hosted a speech by U.S. Supreme

5 Court Justice Antonin Scalia. How did this event come about?

6 A. I wrote Justice Scalia a letter, I believe it was sometime in

7 December, inviting him to speak to our student body.

8 Q. Did you receive some sort of response from him, from his office?

9 A. Yes, I, well no actually I sent him the letter and then I had asked a

10 local Justice if he, who happens to be friends with Justice Scalia, if he would

11 basically call him and let him know of my letter, which he did. And then Justice

12 Pickering called me back and said he's accepted the invitation and that's how we

13 had it confirmed.

14 Q. So you never received any sort of written correspondence from

15 Justice Scalia or from his office?

16 A. No, I did not.

17 Q. Did your school send out written invitations for this event?

18 A. Yes, we did.

19 Q. If you can just tell me a tittle bit about those invitations that went out.

20 Were those invitations to --

21 A. There were multiple invitations that went out. One was just a general

22 parents notification and invitation to our parents. Then we sent out an invitation to

23 kind of a community VIP list which comprised members of the City Council, the

24 Mayor, a couple members in the military from Camp Shelby, some local judges,

25 some pastors in the area, etc.
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her.

So you passed this along to someone else to --

My secretary probably would have a list. I can double check with

1
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Q. Presbyterian Christian High School, is this a public institution or

private?

A. It's private.

Q. Was this event private or was it open to members of the public?

A. It was open to members of the public.

Q. So anyone could have shown up?

A. Anyone could have shown up, yes, yes.

Q. And do you have a list of the reporters you invited?

A. I'm not sure.

Q. Do you know approximately how many members?

A. I personally did not invite them. I turned that over to someone else.

think basically it was kind of a generic. I know we contacted WDAM. We

contacted Hattiesburg American and I'm pretty sure we also contacted I believe it's

the Independent. Beyond that I think it word, it pretty much spread word of mouth

at that point.

Q.

A.

Q. Did you meet with U.S. Marshals Service Court Security Inspector

Debra Sanderson and provide U.S. Marshals Service personnel with a tour of your

school on April 6, 2004?

A. Yes, Idid.

Q. Do you remember what issues you discussed with respect to the visit

of Scalia on the following day?

A. I don't really remember the specific conversations. The general gist
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1 of those was approximately when he would arrive; tour of the general facilities. As

2 I understood for general security issues, so what the issues might be. I frankly do

3 not recall whether at that point the Marshals had mentioned anything regarding

4 press restrictions. They may have. I don't, I simply do not recall them doing so.

5 Q. Do you recall when it was that you remember hearing specifically

6 about press restrictions?

7 A. Yes, yeah. The time I recall hearing about it was when they arrived

8 with Justice Scalia, immediately prior to basically walking him into the gymnasium,

9 that's when I recall that conversation taking place. Again, it may have taken place

10 the day before when they were here, but I don't recall it. I did not receive any

11 written communications from the Marshals Service, though.

12 Q. Nor did you receive any written communications from Justice Scalia.

13 A. That's right. In fact, I just checked my file. The only thing I did

14 receive was from Charles Pickering to an Edwin Pittman, Chief Justice Supreme

15 Court Mississippi. Saying Dear Ed, I talked with Barrett Mosbacker about a move

16 of the time of Justice Scalia's visit, but that was pretty much the only thing that was

17 included.

18 Q. And again there was no reference to recording restrictions.

19 A. No, that's right, no, no.

20 Q. - in that correspondence.

21 A. That's right.

22 Q. You indicated that when Justice Scalia and the security detail arrived

23 the issue of recording or restrictions against recording did come up.

24 A. It did, yes.

25 Q. And can you tell me about what was discussed?
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1 A. One of the Marshals, there were several and I don't recall which one.

2 But one of the Marshals made it clear at that point that Justice Scalia preferred not

3 to have video or audiotapes. But my understanding was that still photography, still

4 photos would be permissible. So that's essentially what I was told.

5 Q. And again, you don't recall which Marshal -

6 A. Unfortunately I do not. There were three or four there. I frankly don't

7 recall who told, said what because there were multiple conversations taking place

8 at the time.

9 Q. Did you or any of your staff members make announcements to

10 members of the media regarding recording restrictions?

11 A. I made individual announcements to individual reporters. I did not

12 make an announcement from the podium. As I was walking in with Justice Scalia

13 into the gym, there were two or three representatives of the media present. One

14 was a representative. a reporter actually from WDAM and I told him very

15 specifically could not record the events. He shook his head in the affirmative, he

16 understood. There was another, either it was newspaper reporter or photographer

17 and I'm not sure it was because again I was walking with Scalia and I didn't have

18 time to check it. And I told him no recordings, but you may take still photos.

19 Q. Do you know with whom he was employed?

20 A. He was with the Hattiesburg American, I believe, but I don't recall

21 seeing a press badge, so. And again the difficulty was I was initially walking Scalia

22 into the auditorium at the time so it wasn't, I didn't have time at that point to really

23 go into depth. But I did tell those two individuals with the press they could not do

24 so. I was not aware, I did not speak to the female journalist with the Hattiesburg

25 American, Konz I believe is her name and I did not know that the AP Press was
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1 there either, so.

2 Q. Have you had any conversations with teacher Jason Meaux about

3 the events that unfolded on April?, 2004?

4 A. Not related to the press at all, just, you know, how pleased he was

5 how it went. And I talked to him about how well I thought the students had

6 formulated their questions, things like that. We really have not discussed the

7 press coverage, other than maybe just a passing but nothing in particular.

8 Q. According to an article by Hattiesburg American executive editor Jon

9 Broadbooks, Jason Meaux has indicated that he spoke with a representative of

10 WDAM TV, reporters from the Hattiesburg American and the Associated Press

11 and another unidentified member of the media regarding taping restrictions. The

12 Hattiesburg American quoted Jason Meaux as saying "I told them there would be

13 no type of recording allowed." Did you observe or did you hear Mr. Meaux give

14 instructions of this nature?

15 A. I did not.

16 Q. Were you in some sort of holding area prior to entering -

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. - the auditorium for the speech?

19 A. Yes, we had just built a new wing to the facilities and there was an

20 unfurnished office that we pulled some chairs into and we had the Marshals and

21 Justice Scalia in that office.

22 Q. Is it possible then that teacher Jason Meaux gave these instructions

23 while you were outside the auditorium?

24 A. Yeah, he, well he could have done it even as I was walking in for all J

25 know. But clearly I wasn't present when he did it, at least not near him.
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1 Q. Did you hear or observe any conversations between U.S. Marshals

2 Service personnel, Deputy Melanie Rube in particular and members of the media?

3 A. No, I did not.

4 Q. Did you have any conversations with Justice Scalia regarding the --

5 A. I don't recall a direct conversation with Justice Scalia, but my

6 recollection is that the Marshals addressed the issue upon their arrival with him.

7 He was there with the group. I don't recall interacting directly with him, so there

8 may have been some brief exchange of words, I don't know. But I think most of

9 the conversation took place between me and the Marshals.

10 Q. But when you were party to that conversation, upon their arrival, I

11 think you indicated that Justice Scalia was right there at the time.

12 A. Yes, he was, yes.

13 Q. So he could hear what the Marshals were saying?

14 A. I presume so, yes.

15 Q. And-

16 A. Now there were a couple times when he stepped out to go to the

17 men's room, so there were a couple of instances in which I was just with the

18 Marshals and he was not immediately present. There was another instance, I

19 believe, in which he was in the office and we had stepped out into the hall. So I

20 can't say with certainty that he heard that. I'm assuming there were some points

21 of conversations along those lines.

22 Q. And again, specifically can you recall what it was that was conveyed

23 to you by the Marshals?

24 A. Not verbatim, but the gist of it was that there were to be no

25 recordings, video or audio of his presentation.
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1 Q. Following this alleged incident, did you have conversations with any

2 members of the media regarding the day's events of April 7, 2004?

3 A. Yes. I believe I had conversation with the Hattiesburg American

4 reporter. I had a conversation with the reporter from Education Week. I had

5 received a call from the LA Times which I believe was a reporter based in

6 Washington in this case. And there was another national media outlet that I think it

7 was either ABC or NBC News that left a message for me. But I did not get that

8 call. When J called back, they never returned my call so that was the last I heard

9 of them.

10 Q. From these conversations, any of these conversations you had with

11 members of the media, did the issue of taping restrictions come up?

12 A. They asked me about it. I believe I did. If I recall correctly, I think

13 most of their focus was what did I see and hear in relation to the Marshals and the

14 reporters and what was my perception in their view the irony or the paradox of

15 Justice Scalia being an advocate for the First Amendment but restricting the

16 media's ability to record. They really wanted my reaction to that and did I see or

17 hear anything specific regarding the Marshals and the reporters.

18 Q. And this would have been on April 7th or soon thereafter.

19 A. Yes. Yes.

20 Q. And again based upon our conversation, you were not privy to that

21 exchange between the Marshal --

22 A. No, I mean I was in the very front row on the edge of the aisle right in

23 front of the podium. And I was pretty much focused on Justice Scalia. The only

24 exchange I saw at all was Justice Scalia asking a photographer to please quit

25 clicking so many pictures, because the photographer had it on almost auto format
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1 for taking pictures and it was just taking picture after picture after picture. After

2 about a third of the way through his speech Justice Scalia said, something to the

3 effect I suspect you probably have enough now. If you wouldn't mind I'd

4 appreciate it if you'd quit taking pictures. That's the only thing I observed.

5 Q. Before I conclude this interview I would like to ask you if there is any

6 further information you wish to add or any statement you wish to make before I

7 stop the recorder?

8 A. Not in particular. I was grateful, of course, for Justice Scalia's visit.

9 That was quite an honor for our students and I was appreciative of the way the

10 Marshals conducted themselves. They were very professional, very kind and

11 courteous. If I had a recommendation, it would be that if there are protocols that

12 are to be followed, it would be nice to know in advance, preferably in writing so

13 that if there are any questions we can deal with it. It's difficult to respond at the

14 spur of the moment. So that would be just simply a recommendation to avoid

15 misunderstandings in the future.

16 INSP. GOODMAN: Thank you. The time is now 2:03 p.m. and today's date

17 is April 20, 2004. This concludes the interview of Headmaster Barrett Mosbacker.

18 And I will now stop the tape recorder.

19 (Whereupon, at 2:03 p.m., the interview was concluded.)

20
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1 [INTERVIEW OF JASON MEAUX BY INSPECTOR GOODMAN IN CASE

2 NUMBER: 04-0256.]

3 INSP. GOODMAN: Today's date is April 20, 2004. The time is 2:22 p.m.

4 My name is Bruce Goodman. I'm a Senior Inspector with the U.S. Marshals

5 Service Office of Internal Affairs. I'm here today to conduct an interview of Jason

6 Meaux. Your participation in this interview is strictly voluntary. It relates to an

7 ongoing administrative investigation. This interview is being audiotaped, therefore

8 I would ask that you speak clearly and that your answers be directed at the

9 microphone located on the table in front of us. Mr. Meaux and I are the only ones

10 present for this interview. This interview is taking place at Presbyterian Christian

11 High School, 221 Bonhomie Road, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 39401.

12 Mr. Meaux, before I begin with any questioning I need to administer an oath

13 to you. Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the

14 information you are about to provide is the truth to the best of your knowledge?

15 A. It is.

16 Q. I also need to obtain some biographical information about you.

17 Please state your full name and spell it for the audiotape.

18 A. Eugene Jason Meaux, E-U-G-E-N-E J-A-S-O-N M-E-A-U-X.

19 Q. Where are you employed?

2a A. Presbyterian Christian High School.

21 Q. What is your title?

22 A. Teacher.

23 Q. How long have you been employed by Presbyterian Christian High

24 School?
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1 A. This will finish four full years.

2 Q. What is your telephone number here at the school?

3 A. 582-4956.

4 Q. Mr. Meaux, what was the nature of your involvement regarding the

5 visit of Justice Scalia to Presbyterian Christian High School on April 7, 2004?

6 A. Well, I actually had nothing to do with his coming. My job was to

7 prepare my senior AP class and my other seniors for his visit by having them read

8 his book, A Matter of Interpretation, and having them look over some cases that he

9 made decisions on in the past and to come up with some questions, some

10 intelligent, thought-provoking questions for his visit to ask him during the question

11 time.

12 Q. Sir, in this process, did you do any research about prior speeches he

13 may have given at other institutions?

14 A. I actually did not, just mainly any reports or decisions that he's made

15 on the Supreme Court itself. We just stuck wholly with the Supreme Court.

16 Q. How were you made aware of taping restrictions that were to be

17 imposed on members of the media on April 7, 2004?

18 A. Well, actually what happened was before the whole speech came

19 over to the other building where he walked into with his entourage of Marshals and

20 other guests I assume, and the main reason I approached him with Mr. Mosbacker

21 is because I had the individual who was going to be praying, or opening up with

22 prayer, ask how to pronounce his first name because there was a subject of

23 debate here with other people so that was my question to him, and I also

24 presented him the questions we had to make sure there was nothing controversial

25 that could get him in trouble. So, he looked over the questions and told us yeah,
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1 or nay on certain ones.

2 And then when I went back, I was there for a good 10 minutes or so, Mr.

3 Mosbacker and••• came into the building. They were on the stage when I

4 approached them because I saw a man with a camera. And I asked him what he

5 had, if anything, to do with recording, and he said no. Mr. Scalia said no recording

6 at all. So that's when I walked to the media section or the section where they have

7 most of the media and that's when I approached them about it.

8

9 no?

10

11

12

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

I'm sorry. Just for clarification, who is it that told you that Scalia said

Mr. Mosbacker.

Mr. Mosbacker.

He was on the stage at the time, yes. He said no recording and

13 that's when I approached the guy with the camera and everyone else who was

14 sitting in that section.

15 Q. And approximately how many minutes if you can estimate before

16 Scalia began to speak was it that you went over and addressed these members of

17 the media which you refer to as the media section?

18 A. Vest That would be hard. I would say it was just 10 minutes or less

19 before he came in, probably five or six minutes, actually.

20 Q. So presumably any members of the media who would have been

21 covering the event at the time would have been seated?

22 A. Yes, except for two that I knew of that were not there that I noticed

23 afterwards sitting at the top. That would be Brandon Ross with WDAM and

24 another individual with him, a lady, so. But we had already contacted or I had

25· already talked to the WDAM camera man.
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1 Q. You had already spoken with him?

2 A. Yes. 'Cause he asked a specific question about recording just when

3 he walks in and that's when Mr. Mosbacker was walking up and J posed the

4 question to him and Mr. Mosbacker took over afterwards.

5 Q. But with the exception of this gentleman from WDAM --

6 A. WDAM.

7 Q. -- and this woman who was with the gentleman --

8 A. I assume she was with him. She was sitting beside him.

9 Q. Beside him.

10 A. Uh-huh.

11 Q. With the exception of those two individuals, it was your

12 understanding, your impression or your observation that all the other members of

13 the media were in place?

14 A. Yes, the ones that I noticed. There were four of them, one

15 unidentified that I know of, the camera man and the two written press reporters.

16 And I found out later there was another one from the Independent Newspaper that

17 was there also, so.

18 Q. Can you identify the Independent Newspaper, if you know?

19 A. I do not recall his name. It was told to me by a faculty member's wife

20 who was sitting behind two of the reporters off to the side.

21 Q. But those individuals that you described, I think you described four

22 members of the media -

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. - that were in the "media section?"

25 A. Yes.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q. And you addressed those members?

A. Yes.

Q. And can you tell me what it was you said to those members?

A. Well, I didn't say anything specifically about what type of recorder.

just said there are no type of recordings. There will be no type of recordings and

that's when the WDAM guy stepped down and asked me. He's the one who

posed the question to me and that's why I turned my attention to him, so-

Q. But this was at the front of the auditorium or close -

A. Yes.

Q. The first two rows.

A. Yes.

Q. The front two rows.

A. Well, I say front two rows. It was the first section. The unidentified

guy was about four seats up, five seats up. The camera man was on the first or

second row and the other two reporters were to the right of the aisle about three

seats up, I think.

Q. And can you estimate approximately how far those other two

reporters, these are two female reporters we're talking about?

A. Yes.

Q. And one of those would have been from the Hattiesburg American?

A. And the other one was from the AP because they both interviewed

me afterwards.

Q. Okay.

A. And I would say they were about 12, 15 feet away, so -

Q. But you addressed your comments to those -
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1 A. To all people, I looked at all of them, yes.

2 Q. Can you estimate whether there was any sort of acknowledgment?

3 mean, was it your sense that your announcement got through to those --

4 A. It was my sense, or my knowledge or my understanding that they

5 heard what I said or at least it was loud enough for them to hear. And whether or

6 not I could see if they acknowledged me by saying, okay, I understand because

7 the camera man caught my attention, that's when I had to turn my attention to Mr.

8 Mosbacker and find out if that was okay to allow the recording of just Scalia's, Mr.

9 Scalia's walking in and everyone standing up and that's it.

10 Q. But these two female reporters that you spoke to following the event

11 were the same reporters who were seated -

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. -- a couple of rows up?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And I'm sorry. And exactly how many rows up would you say?

16 A. Like I said. I mean I'll say three or four rows up, two to four rows up.

17 I mean I didn't count the rows at the time, but it was close enough and they were

18 down at the bottom. They weren't at the top with other people. 'Cause there were

19 other people sitting around also at the time. But-

20 Q. But your attention when you spoke was directed at that area?

21 A. That area, because I looked at all four of them in that area. And

22 there was someone else sitting there. I don't know if they were with the media or

23 not, in between the unidentified man on the left and the camera man. There was

24 someone else sitting in that area. It could have been media. I don't know.

25 Q. And these two ladies were they seated near a stairwell on the
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1 bleachers? Sort of a --

2 A. Yes, there was like a little aisle where you walk up the bleachers, left

3 side, right side. They were right to the right of the aisle.

4 Q. And at the time, it was your belief that you were speaking loud

5 enough that they could hear and you were addressing --

6 A. Yes, sir.

7 Q. -- comments to them.

8 A. Yes, sir.

9 Q. Did you witness any sort of exchange between these two ladies and

10 Marshals Service personnel during the speech?

11 A. I didn't know anything until after. The only thing I heard was when it

12 was time for me to stand up and start having the questions posed by my students I

13 heard some talking going on behind me the entire time. And then afterwards when

14 I found out that a tape was taken, I asked the reporter before any of that was even

15 mentioned to me, did she hear any noise going on. Was there some talking. And

16 that's when she told me yes, me and the other reporter were talking because our

17 tapes were taken away. My only response was oh, really. And that's when she

18 started interviewing me for her paper and that was the AP lady. The Hattiesburg

19 American interviewed me in front of everybody inside the get together for Scalia.

2 a Q. At that point when you spoke to these two reporters, did you discuss

21 the announcement you had made prior to the --

22 A. Nothing was said to me about it or asked to me about it or anything.

23 Iwas-

24

25

Q.

A.

So you didn't offer anything about your previous -

No. That was the last thing on my mind because they were wanting
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1 to interview me, Associated Press. The only thought that was going through my

2 head was my goodness, of all people to interview, me, a national newspaper, so --

3 Q. Right. Did they make some sort of comment to you of -

4 A. Well, the only comment she made was those two ladies talking

5 because their recorder was taken away from them, so. And my only comment was

6 oh, really, so I left it at that.

7 Q. The ladies who were involved in the taping, were those the ones who

8 spoke with you though? Did they complain to you about having their, being

9 directed to erase tapes or having tapes taken -

10 A. I don't recall the Hattiesburg American lady, I don't recall her saying

11 anything to me about the tapes. The AP lady was the one that said something to

12 me, the one that said that they were the ones talking and just because their tapes

13 were taken away or one of their tapes was taken away and erased.

14 Q. Soon after this incident on April 7, 2004 were you out of town?

15 A. Yes, I left Thursday morning because we had a district track meet

16 which was in Louisiana so we left first thing Thursday morning. Hattiesburg

1 7 American doesn't come out until about 10:00 or 11 o'clock in the morning. So and

18 I didn't find out anything 'cause we didn't get back till 9:30, 10 o'clock that night.

19 So it was Friday, 'cause we're off for Good Friday, sometime that day that I

20 received a phone call. I was mentioned to about the whole incident. I didn't even

21 know it had blown up as much as it did. That's when I started picking up the

22 newspapers reading and I was receiving phone calls from the media every day,

23 so-

24 Q. Following the return from your track meeting were you contacted

25 then by Hattiesburg American specifically Jon Broadbooks?
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1 A. He called me Tuesday afternoon, I believe. Talked to Jon

2 Broadbooks.

3 Q. Broadbooks. And did he interview you regarding the incident?

4 A. He asked me about it because I had talked to one of the editors of

5 the opinion page whose daughter is a student of mine. He came to school to give

6 me the letter that Scalia had sent to that specific reporter, Ms. Konz, I believe. And

7 he was asking me my feelings about it and I was telling him and I told him what

8 happened because this was on Tuesday when I talked to him. I don't recall what

9 that date is. It's the Tuesday after Good Friday. so - and he asked if it would be

10 okay jf Mr. Broadbooks could call me to verify, to ask me what happened from my

11 point of view, so that's when I told him.

12 Q. And that's what you told Mr. Broadbooks?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Mr. Broadbooks?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. What was the reaction of Mr. Broadbooks, if you recall?

1 7 A. Actually it was the first time he had heard anything and then

18 secondly he wanted to try to find out more. He was going to talk to his reporters

19 'cause my gathering was that he wanted to make sure that, I don't want to say that

20 his reporter wasn't in the wrong, but make sure she was right and he wanted to

21 interview me, talk to me a little more about it and try to see how the stories pan

22 out. Because I think he's going to contact WDAM to understand how they fall into

23 this because they abided by what was told to them, unlike the other two reporters.

24 And the Independent Newspaper didn't use a recorder, so -

25 Q. So the only two members of the media that did not adhere to the
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1 policy that you had announced --

2

3

4

5

6

7

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Uh-huh.

- would have been the AP reporter and 

And Hattiesburg American.

-- and Hattiesburg American.

Yes, sir.

Before I conclude this interview, I would like to ask you if there is any

8 further information you wish to add or any statement you wish to make before I

9 stop the recorder?

10 A. I don't believe so.

11 INSP. GOODMAN: The time is now 2:36 p.m. and today's date is April 20,

12 2004. This concludes the interview of Jason Meaux and I will now stop the tape

13 recorder.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(Whereupon, at 2:36 p.m., the interview was concluded.)
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1 [INTERVIEW OF MELANIE RUBE BY INSPECTOR GOODMAN IN CASE

2 NUMBER: 04-0256.]

3 INSP. GOODMAN: Today's date is April 21,2004. The time is 9:01 a.m.

4 My name is Bruce Goodman. I'm a Senior Inspector with the Office of Internal

5 Affairs. I'm conducting an interview of Melanie Rube. This interview relates to an

6 ongoing administrative investigation. This interview is being audiotaped. Please

7 speak clearly and allow me to finish my question before you begin your answer.

8 Ms. Rube and I are the only ones present for this interview being conducted at the

9 U.S. Marshals Office, 701 Main Street, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 39401. Mr.

10 Luciano Cerasi, Ms. Rube's representative is listening to this interview via

11 telephone. Mr. Cerasi, would you please introduce yourself and spell your name

12 for the record?

13 MR. CERASI: Sure. First name Luciano, L-U-C-I-A-N-O, last name Cerasi,

14 C-E-R-A-S-1. I'm Associate General Counsel for the Federal Law Enforcement

15 Officers Association.

16 INSP. GOODMAN: Ms. Rube, before I begin with any questioning, I need to

17 administer an oath to you.

18 A. Okay.

19 Q. Please raise your right hand.

20 A. All right.

21 Q. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the information you are about

22 to provide is the truth to the best of your knowledge?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. I also need to obtain some biographical information about you.
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1 A. Okay.

2 Q. Please state your full name and spell it for the record.

3 A. Melanie, M-E-L-A-N-I-E Jean, J-E-A-N Rube R-U-B-E.

4 Q. What is your title and GS grade?

5 A. Deputy U.S. Marshal, GS-12.

6 Q. What is your duty station?

7 A. Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

8 Q. What was your entry on duty date with the U.S. Marshals Service?

9 A. June 3rd, 1990, I think.

10 Q. I must advise you that you are required to truthfully answer all work- .

11 related questions and that failure to answer work-related questions could result in

12 disciplinary action up to removal. Do you have any questions or statements you

13 wish to make before.1 begin the interview?

14 A. Not at this time.

15 Q. Ms. Rube, on April 7, 2004 were you part of a protection detail for

16 Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Can you tell me about your involvement in the detail and how that

19 came about?

20 A. Okay. Just beginning with when I found out that I was going to be

21 working this. Is that right?

22 Q. That will be fine.

23 A. Okay. We had a few weeks advance notice that he was coming to

24 Hattiesburg to speak at the school, at both schools and I had requested that I be

25 allowed to work it. They did need me to work it anyway so they needed both Billy
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1 and myself, both, two of the Hattiesburg deputies. And so we, Billy handled most

2 of the advance work locally before the Inspector came here by going to the school

3 and just kind of feeling his way around, finding out where he needed to go. On

4 April the 6th is the day that I became involved in it. When, and Court Security

5 Inspector Debbie Sanderson from New Orleans, the other Court Security

6 Inspector, Galen Knupp from Jackson. That's K-N-U-P-P, myself, and Deputy Billy

7 Valentine from the Hattiesburg Office, the four of us went to both locations, to

8 William Carey College. We met with the President of the College and then to

9 Presbyterian Christian High School and met with Barrett Mosbacker.

10 Q. And again, just for clarification, this all occurred on April 6th, 2004.

11 A. Yes, yes, it did.

12 Q. Thank you. Please continue.

13 A. Are you interested in what happened at both locations or just--

14 Q. If you could just give us a synopsis of what your briefing may have

15 entailed at both locations.

16 A. Okay. Okay.

17 Q. With particular focus on the second location, Presbyterian Christian

18 High School.

19 A. Okay. At the first one, at William Carey we met with Dr. Kennedy

20 who's the President. Debbie Sanderson and Galen Knupp did most of the talking.

21 Debbie did almost all the talking and we just followed around to see where the

22 Justice would be; where he would come in; where in the auditorium. It would be

23 where the reception was and where the luncheon was. Debbie told Dr. Kennedy

24 about the Justice's policy on not being recorded. And he said that would not be a

25 problem. We stayed there for 30 minutes and Debbie addressed, I really don't
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1 remember saying much of anything at the college. Debbie addressed everything

2 and so we left there and went to Presbyterian Christian High School and met with

3 the principal, Barrett Mosbacker. And he gave us a walk-through of the school;

4 told us how it will be set up; who would be seated where and informed us that

5 there would be a reception following. Debbie asked him would the media be

6 present and he said yes. We had told Dr. Kennedy about the media restriction

7 and his Chief of Security, I'm backing up to William Carey. His Chief of Security

8 was with him and he turned to him and said, asked the Chief of security would you

9 make a note, remind me to contact the media about the Justice's policy. But

10 principal Mosbacker was alone and we told him. Debbie, I say we, Debbie I

11 believe is who mentioned it over and again. She reiterated to him the Justice's

12 policy, and this was on April 6th, that he did not want to be recorded.

13 Q. I'm sorry. I did not mean to interrupt. You said he did not want to be

14 recorded. She suggested that he did not want to be recorded in any form, either

15 video or audio?

16 A. As best that I can remember, to the best of my recollection.

1 7 Q. And she said this more than once to the -

18 A. She did. She said it "to him more than once because she asked him.

19 She made a point of asking him was the media invited~ And I want to say that he

20 said that WLOX was invited, which is a coast, Mississippi Gulf Coast news

21 channel and that we didn't really follow up on it and we told him that he would

22 need to make the announcement prior to the Justice's speech of his ban, I guess

23 for Jack of a better word on recording devices. He said he would do so. That was

24 pretty much the end of that day.

25 The following day on Wednesday, April the 7th we met at the college. The
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1 Justice was going to be arriving with some of his friends as well as Judge

2 Pickering here in the Hattiesburg Office. So we were meeting them separately.

3 We arrived on site first. Billy and myself went to one section. Debbie and Galen

4 waited for the Justice in another area where he was to arrive. Came in. Dr.

5 Kennedy or one of his staffers did make the announcement, although I did not

6 hear it. Everyone has acknowledged the announcement was made as to his

7 restriction on the recordings. I was seated a few feet behind the media. I didn't

8 notice any interaction or any recordings or any recording devices. I don't even

9 remember if the TV reporter was there. I know the cameraman was not in there.

10 He spoke. Dr. Kennedy made a comment on the way, his final comment was to

11 invite everyone to the, invite the staff to the reception and he said, he asked the

12 media would you please wait until the staff has had a chance to meet him before

13 you proceed with questions. And they left and they headed in my direction.

14 And I heard Justice Scalia tell Dr. Kennedy your press is going to be

15 disappointed because I don't do interviews. I don't talk to the press. We walked

16 out of there, rounded the corner into a reception area and there stood the WDAM

17 Hattiesburg Channel 7 cameraman with his video recorder on. He was filming the

18 Justice and everybody walking behind.him. And they continued to show that bit of

19 footage, no, not that footage. Never mind, scratch that. But anyway he was

20 filming it. I don't know that I've seen that footage, but I think it has been shown on

21 the local channel. Justice Scalia looked like he got angry. He walked over, kind of

22 threw his notebook down, said something to the President of the College. I'm not

23 sure what it was but I know it involved telling the media to go away or telling the

24 cameraman to go away.

25 Dr. Kennedy turned around, put his hand up and spoke to the cameraman.
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1 He packed up and left. We stood around with the Justice as he was doing his

2 handshaking and talking and whatever. The Hattiesburg American reporter, her

3 name is Antoinette Konz. Is that correct?

4 Q. I believe it's K-O-N-Z.

5 A. K-O-N-Z. We know her as Toni. She remembered me. She used to

6 be a jailer here at Forest County jail and also a dispatcher with the Hattiesburg

7 Police Department and she remembered me. So she started making small talk

8 with me about was I still with the Marshals Service and nothing at all to do with the

9 Justice. Just wanting to know did I remember her so on and so forth. And it was

10 only just a minute or so, small talk.

11 Q. Did she know you were with the Marshals Service?

12 A. Yes, yes. She remembered me from when I would come over to the

13 jail in the morning and do, pick up prisoners and she knew I was there with the

14 Justice. From that point, we left and went to a luncheon for the Justice there at

15 William Carey. There was nothing else that happened. The newspaper

16 photographer for the Hattiesburg American was there and he was taking pictures.

17 Also just different people were taking pictures with their own personal cameras.

18 Like the Justice was posing for pictures with I guess staff members and all. And

19 that's it. That ended.

20 Billy and myself went to the Presbyterian Christian High School also called

21 PCS if I refer to it as that. We went there in advance of the Justice, Debbie and

22 Galen. They were going to follow him over there. When we got there, we spoke

23 to Mr. Mosbacker and we were more concerned, we were primarily focused on

24 parking because where we had planned to park the day before it wasn't going to

25 work out that day and so we ended up parking at the front door, walking in and we
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1 took the Justice back to a little kind of a break room so he could have a few

2 minutes to himself to gather his thoughts or whatever before he had to go straight

3 up to the podium and speak. Debbie, Galen and the Justice were in the room.

4 Billy and I were outside the room and different members of the high school staff

5 were out there. I believe the Government teacher, Jason Meaux may have come

6 up at one point. But Mosbacker was back and forth. He was with us and then

7 he'd leave to go to the auditorium.

8 I asked him if he made the announcement. He said he did. I asked him on

9 the way in to the gymnasium which is where the speech was held because I saw

10 one of the TV reporters walking ahead of us going in another door. And I said well

11 there are those WDAM reporters. Did you make the announcement? He said

12 yes, I did. We go in there. I walked in and sat down off to the side on the

13 bleachers. The Justice was facing his audience actually on the basketball court.

14 There were some chairs set up and I sat off to the side on the bleachers with

15 Debbie Sanderson and Galen Knupp. We came in, of course, after any and all

16 announcements were made and they gave a little indication and he got up and

17 began to speak. There was a Hattiesburg American, I believe, photographer

18 there. I think his name is Gavin. I don't know his last name. He was apparently

19 sitting in the section in between the students snapping pictures with his camera.

20 And after several, several minutes of that, the Justice put his hand over the mic

21 and spoke to the man and somebody told me that he told him you have taken

22 enough pictures of me. And we were sitting there listening to the speech.

23 Billy Valentine was all the way in the back. He, you know, he didn't see any

24 of this, but about 20 minutes probably into the speech, 20, 25 minutes Galen was

25 sitting right behind me and he tapped me on the shoulder and whispered and
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1 asked me was that a tape recorder next to this woman. And I looked at him and

2 told him no, I thought it was a cell phone. He said, no, I think it's a tape recorder.

3 She keeps mashing buttons on it. Looks like that's a cell phone behind her beside

4 her purse. And I said Debbie, would you like me to go check it out? And she said,

5 yes. So we were about five or six feet away from them on the same row. There

6 was nobody seated between us and the reporters. So I walked over, sat down

7 beside her and whispered to her and asked her was she a reporter. And she said,

8 yes. And I asked her who she worked for and she said the Associated Press. I

9 sat down. At some point, I identified myself. I'm not sure exactly when, that I was

lOa U.S. Marshal. I was wearing U.S. Marshal lapel pin, but I can't say for certain

11 that she saw it. She saw me come in with him and she was also at the first

12 location because I remember her. I remember both reporters from the first

13 location.

14 So, I sat down beside her. I picked up the digital recorder that was now

15 between the two of us and I asked her was she recording and she said, yes. And I

16 said I'm sorry, ma'am, it's the Justice's policy that he not be recorded and I'm

17 going to have to ask you to turn this off and erase it. She did not want to erase it.

18 It was a very polite interaction with her. She said that they did not make the

19 announcement. I said well, he said he did. I asked him prior to coming in here.

20 He said he did make the announcement that there was to be no recordings.

21 Q. And when you refer to he, at this point?

22 A. He, I'm referring to the principal, Barrett Mosbacker.

23 Q. Barrett Mosbacker.

24 A. Exactly. The whole time the Justice is giving his speech and the only

25 people, I guess, that are hearing this or even aware of it are the deputies and the
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1 reporters. So, she did not want to erase it. She told me I was going to ruin her

2 story. She was making notes. She had several pages of notes that she had

3 written and she told me that she wanted to, she needed her recording so she

4 could quote him correctly. And I just told her, ma'am, I'm sorry. I'm not trying to

5 make your job any more difficult, but it is his standing policy not to be recorded.

6 Debbie said, I motioned for Debbie to walk over there. She walked over. Well, let

7 me pause that because I had interaction with the Hattiesburg American reporter

8 before Debbie walked over.

9 Denise Grones was the Associated Press reporter that I was talking to.

10 She took the recorder from my hand. I mashed a button on the recorder thinking I

11 was stopping it. I'm not familiar with a digital recorder and did not want to do

12 anything to damage her recorder. And I said you're going to need to erase this.

13 She took the recorder from my hand and she started erasing it mashing the, I

14 guess, the erase button. Showing me see, see, see, it's erased. It's erased.

15 Sometime during this encounter with her, the Hattiesburg American reporter was

16 seated to her left. She leaned over and commented that the announcement was

17 not made. Both reporters acknowledged they heard the announcement at William

18 Carey College as to no recording. So I said well, I asked Mr. Mosbacker. He said

19 he made the announcement. The Hattiesburg American reporter, Toni she said

20 that she was recording also. And I told her she was going to have to turn it off.

21 She said it was a tape. She took the tape, I never saw her tape recorder. I never

22 saw it. It must have been seated between her and the Associated Press reporter.

23 She turned it off. She took the tape out of it and she held it up and she said

24 that she needed it. That she didn't want to erase it. And I told her that she was

25 going to need, you know, she couldn't tape it, that it was his policy. I kept
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1 reiterating it was his policy. That I was just, you know, doing as I was instructed.

2 And I assured them I was not trying to make their job any more difficult. Both girls,

3 both reporters were making notes. So, she probably reached a little bit across me

4 and I was reaching a little bit across. I mean she reached a little bit towards me

5 across Denise, the AP reporter and I reached probably halfway. She handed the

6 tape to me. I took it from her.

7 Q. In terms of the conversation you had with her before she handed you

8 the tape--

9 A. Uh-huh.

10 Q. Do you recall what was said? What you said to her? What she said

11 to you as close to verbatim as possible?

12

13

14

A.

Q.

A.

Well, that's pretty much what it was. That's as best I can remember.

The Justice did not --

The Justice did not want his speeches recorded. That was - I kept

15 telling them that. And she handed me the tape. Well, before this happened,

16 before she handed me the tape, I motioned for Debbie to come over and told her

17 that they were both recording. And I said do you want me to have them erase it.

18 And this was before the AP reporter erased hers. And Debbie nodded her head

19 yes and she went back and sat down. And that's when Denise erased hers and

20 Toni handed me the tape. I turned around and handed the tape to Debbie and she

21 put it in her pocket.

22 Q. Do you recall ever saying to Antoinette Konz I need your tape or

23 something to the effect of give me your tape?

24 A. I may have said you're going to need to give me your tape. I may

25 have said that. I'm not sure. I never in a million years dreamed that I would have
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1 to recall this event, you know, two weeks later or at all. So, I'm not real sure

2 exactly what I said to her, but I know that the entire exchange was polite. They

3 apologized to me and I apologized to them because I told them that I realized that,

4 you know, they needed this for work, but I was following his policy.

5 Q. You were simply doing your job.

6 A. I was simply doing my job and I told them that and told them that. So

7 he finishes his speech. We followed him out and go to a reception across the hall.

8 Both the Associated Press reporter and the Hattiesburg American reporter came

9 up to me following the speech at the reception and they both apologized again. I

10 told them it wasn't necessary and they said that the announcement was not made.

11 At some point following that encounter I walked over to the principal to

12 Barrett Mosbacker and I told him I'm haVing trouble with a couple of reporters. Are

13 you sure you made that announcement? Yes, I did. They heard it. They're lying

14 were his words to me. And so I was talking to both the Hattiesburg American and

15 the Associated Press reporter, and Toni, the Hattiesburg American reporter told

16 me that she had a story on the other side of the tape that she needed for her

17 notes. It was some story she had been working on. So I went to Debbie. I asked

18 her to, I told her what had happened and I said she said she'll erase the tape.

19 Debbie handed me the tape. I handed it to Toni and she says I'll go over here

20 right now and pointed off to the side. I'm guessing there must have been an

21 electrical outlet there. I don't know if she needed that or what.

22 Q. But this was Antoinette Konz who said I will go over-

23 A. She said I will go over here and erase it. I will erase it right now in

24 front of you. Well, I knew I didn't have time to go stand in front of her to watch her

25 erase the tape. And) handed it to her. And I said go ahead and erase this. So
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1 she walked off with the tape and shortly thereafter the Justice was ready to go.

2 And when he was ready to go, he was out the door. So I left right behind him and I

3 don't recall seeing Toni again, seeing the Hattiesburg American reporter again.

4 think that's everything that happened that day.

5 Q. Referring back to your conversation with Mr. Mosbacker, just prior to

6 your departure -

7 A. Right.

8 Q. Is it possible that Mr. Mosbacker had been referring to or was

9 referring to different reporters?

10 A. Yeah, he could have been. There were apparently there were these

11 two reporters, another reporter for I believe the Independent of Lamar County.

12 And I'm saying that because he was there and wrote an article that I've read. And

13 the Channel 7 WDAM cameraman. So it's a good possibility that he, you know, I

14 was talking about the press reporters and he was talking about the media, the TV

15 reporter. So, I called him the next day because this made the 6 o'clock and the 10

16 o'clock news in Hattiesburg. So I called principal Mosbacker the next day, the next

17 afternoon. And I asked him was he getting as many calls as I was from different,

18 you know, New York Times, Washington Post, whatever. And he said yes. And I

19 said weill just want to ask you one more time. Did you or did you not make that

20 announcement. He said well, I told the, I went up to the -- no, let me correct

21 myself. He said I went to the WDAM people, the Channel 7 cameraman and told

22 them that they could not record. I never saw that Associated Press reporter. And

23 those were his words to me.

24 And I said so you did not get up and pUblicly make the announcement from

25 the podium? And I'm thinking as we told you more than once on the 6th and even
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prior to the Justice coming out to speak. He said no, I did not. And I said, thank

you and good bye and that's the last time I've spoken to him and that's all I know.

Q. Are you familiar with the report that came out following the event? It

was an article that was printed in the Hattiesburg American involving a teacher, a

Government teacher Jason Meaux?

A. Yes, it came out on Wednesday of last week.

Q. Do you know Mr. Meaux?

A. I do not. I do not. I saw him for the first and only time at the high

school. I don't remember even speaking to him.

Q. So if he gave instructions to the media that day, you were not aware

of it?

A. No, because our dealings were only with Mr. Mosbacker and Mr.

Mosbacker may have directed Mr. Meaux to make those instructions. But Mr.

Mosbacker never told us that. And Mr. Meaux was not with us on April the 6th, the

day we went, the day prior to the Justice's appearance.

Q. And on April 7, 2004 you may have not been in the auditorium at the

time that those announcements were made?

A. Right. The auditorium, everybody was in the auditorium before we

went in there. So I wasn't present for it. I was, I hate to even use it. I was

assuming that Mr. Mosbacker did as he told me he did. That he had made the

announcement.

Q. And just for clarification, you were acting in good faith.

A. Yes.

Q. You believed that-

A. Yes.
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1 Q. he had made the announcement and you also believed that you

2 were simply upholding the policy -

3 A. Exactly.

4 Q. -- of the Supreme Court Justice Scalia.

5 A. Yes, uh-huh.

6 Q. Thank you.

7 INSP. GOODMAN: I am now going to conclude the interview. However,

8 before I turn off the recorder I would like to ask you if there's any information you

9 wish to add or any statement you wish to make before I stop the recorder?

10 A. I can't think of anything right now. I don't know if I've left anything

11 out. If I have, it was inadvertently. I've tried to go by my report here that I have.

12 MR. CERASI: And Deputy Rube understands her continuing obligation. If

13 she recalls something that--

14 A. Right.

15 MR. CERASI: - relevant to contact you, Mr. Goodman and let you know.

16 INSP. GOODMAN: Thank you.

17 A. That's all.

18 INSP. GOODMAN: This concludes the interview of Melanie Rube. The time

19 is now 9:27 a.m. Today's date is April 21, 2004. I will now stop the tape recorder.

20 (Whereupon, at 9:27 a.m., the interview was concluded.)

21

22

23

24
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1 [INTERVIEW OF DEBRA SANDERSON BY INSPECTOR GOODMAN IN

2 CASE NUMBER: 04-0256.]

3 INSP. GOODMAN: Today's date is April 23, 2004. The time is 10:38

4 Eastern Standard Time. My name is Bruce Goodman. I'm a Senior Inspector with

5 the Office of Internal Affairs. I'm conducting a telephone interview of Debra

6 Sanderson. This interview relates to an ongoing administrative investigation. This

7 interview is being audiotaped. Please speak clearly and allow me to finish my

8 question before you begin your answer. Ms. Sanderson and I are the only ones

9 present for the interview.

10 Ms. Sanderson, before I begin with any questioning I need to administer an

11 oath to you. Please raise your right hand.

12 A. Okay.

13 Q. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the information you're about to

14 provide is the truth to the best of your knowledge?

15 A. I do.

16 Q. I also need to obtain some biographical information about you.

1 7 Please state your full name and spell it for the record.

18 A. Debra, D-E-B-R-A, S. Sanderson, S-A-N-D-E-R-S-Q-N.

19 Q. What is your title and GS grade?

20 A. I'm Senior Inspector with JSD and my grade is 13-8.

21 Q. And just to clarify the record, JSD stands for?

22 A. Judicial Security Division.

23 Q. Thank you. What is your duty station?

24 A. New Orleans, Louisiana.
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1 Q. What was your entry on duty date with the U.S. Marshals Service?

2 A. 12/79.

3 Q. I must advise you that you are required to truthfully answer all work-:-

4 related questions and that failure to answer work-related questions could result in

5 disciplinary action up to removal. Do you have any questions or statements you

6 wish to make before I begin the interview?

7 A. No, I don't.

8 Q. Mrs. Sanderson, how long have you served in your current capacity

9 as Court Security Inspector?

10 A. March 1992.

11 Q. Can you give me a brief synopsis of your duties as a court security

12 inspector?

13 A. As a court security inspector I have done protective details for high-

14 threat trials, Mexican Mafia in 1994; Edwin Edwards, the former Governor of

15 Louisiana in 2000; numerous protection details for the Supreme Court Justices;

16 conferences and then Judge Duffy, I worked the New York detail from 1995 to

17 2001, I think it was, so mostly protection details.

18 Q. In the performance of your official duties, when did you first

19 encounter U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia?

20 A. That had to be in February. This is approximate. Trying to think

21 back. The first time I protected JUdge Scalia was at Southern Methodist University

22 in Dallas in February and I think that was 2001.

23 Q. During the course of your assignments involving Justice Scalia, has

24 the Justice conveyed to you any of his practices or policies?

25 A. Yes. He, for that first time I protected him, I talked to it was either the
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1 Supreme Court Police or, I don't think it was his chambers, that he did not want his

2 speeches recorded. And then when I picked him up at the airport I asked him that

3 again and he said he doesn't allow any taping of his speeches.

4 Q. And, again for the record, approximately when did this occur?

5 A. Approximately, it was February of 2001.

6 Q. Were there subsequent occasions where you discussed Justice

7 Scalia's no taping policy with him?

8 A. Yeah, I protected him for the Fifth Circuit Conference in New Orleans

9 in April of 2001 and at that time we don't allow press in. That's a private

10 conference, but he didn't want anything taped. And then he came, it's

11 approximate now because I can't remember the exact dates. November 2002 at

12 the La Meridian Hotel he did a speech there and advised me then that he did not

13 allow his speeches to be taped.

14 Q. And when did this event occur, if you recall?

15 A. The Marriot was, it had to be around November 2002.

16 Q. And where did this occur?

17 A. New Orleans, Louisiana. He flew in. I picked him up at the airport,

18 took him to do his speech and then he left with friends.

19 Q. He conveyed this information verbally to you?

20 A. Yes, all this information has been conveyed verbally. I have nothing

21 in writing.

22 Q. When Justice Scalia explained his no taping policy to you, did you

23 ever discuss with Justice Scalia the potential violation of his no taping policy and

24 what he may have expected you to do if members of the media chose to defy or

25 violate his policy?
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1 A. No, we didn't discuss that. He explained to me that he wanted no

2 taping and I took it as an order. And he never really said if anything would

3 happen. I think he expected me to just make sure they didn't do it.

4 Q. So you perceived your role with respect to Justice Scalia's policy to

5 be an enforcement of that policy?

6 A. That's correct.

7 Q. And again, you didn't take this to be a request of Justice Scalia but

8 rather a policy?

9 A. That's how I took it, yes.

10 Q. Were you involved in the coordination of Justice Scalia's -- let me

11 backtrack. Were there any other occasions where you provided protection for

12 Justice Scalia?

13 A. Most of my protection for Justice Scalia is he loves to come to

14 Mississippi or Louisiana and go hunting. And I protect him a lot of times coming to

15 and leaving the airport. But these are the ones I remember the most where he told

16 me his policy on recording of his speeches.

17 Q. These occasions in 2001 and 2002?

18 A. Right, that's correct. And then, I'm trying to think. I know he's been

19 back, but these are the ones that stand out in my mind, that I remember telling the

20 people they could not record.

21 Q. And do you recall any issues or incidents involving these events?

22 Specifically regarding the media?

23 A. No, there wasn't. We didn't have a problem. At the Marriott I made it

24 clear they weren't allowed into the ball room where he was speaking. The

25 conference is closed. In Dallas we had no problem. We explained the policy and
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1 the only time I've ever had it was in Mississippi.

2 Q. This brings me to my next question. Were you involved in the

3 coordination of Justice Scalia's visit to Hattiesburg, Mississippi on April 7, 2004?

4 A. Yes, I was.

5 Q. What was your role?

6 A. I was the Inspector in charge, the Senior Inspector. I coordinated all

7 the security and the briefing of the deputies. We did an advance on the 6th and

8 advised both venues, the William Carey College and the Presbyterian Christian

9 High School, of his policy on no taping of his speeches.

10 Q. With whom did you speak at each location if you recall?

11 A. We went, now this is approximate. I drove from New Orleans to

12 Hattiesburg and after lunch we met first with the Presbyterian Christian High

13 School which would have been about 1 o'clock and about 2:00 or 2:30 with the

14 William Carey College.

15 Q. And again, at each one of these locations you spoke to these

16 individuals who represented the two schools?

17 A. Yes, at William Carey College, I spoke with Dr. Larry Kennedy.

18 Presbyterian Christian High School, Barrett Mosbacker who is the headmaster.

19 Now the Christian High School did not have security, but at the college they had

20 security and they assured me that they would do the perimeter and make sure that

21 we weren't basically bothered by the press.

22 Q. What was your understanding regarding the school's, the high

23 school's function? What did you convey, if you recall to Mr. Mosbacker and what

24 did he tell you or confirm with you regarding Scalia's no taping policy?

25 A. I explained to him that he did not allow his speeches to be taped or
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1 recorded. But if they wanted to take still photos that wasn't a problem. That's

2 what I explained to both venues.

3 Q. And at that time on April 6th both representatives from the respective

4 schools acknowledged to you --

5 A. Yes, they did.

6 Q. -- in the affirmative?

7 A. They said it would not be a problem.

8 Q. Please describe the events of April 7, 2004, beginning with William

9 Carey College.

10 A. Okay. The Justice around 11 :15 - we got there early. We got there

11 about 10:45 but the Justice was supposed to come about 11:15 and that's when

12 he did come with his friends. And we took him into the room and I asked him, I

13 said still no recording of your speech. He said that's correct. Took him into his.

14 changing room. He got changed into those outfits they wear for like a graduation

15 ceremony. I had two advance deputies in the auditorium. Galen Knupp and I

16 walked him in, stayed on the stage with him. Then when the speech was over he

17 sat down. Dr. Larry Kennedy stood up and said I would appreciate if you all, the

18 people, he didn't say y'all. He said if the audience would wait and let us exit

19 because the Justice is going to do a press interview. Well we walked into the

20 reception area which was right by the auditorium. The Justice said I do not do

21 interviews and your press is going to be very disappointed. They need to leave.

22 So, Channel 7 was set up in there. They left. And they asked one of the

23 newspaper people, I don't know who it was, said can we take photos. I said still

24 photos are fine, but he's not doing an interview and he doesn't want any

25 recordings. And that's what happened at the William Carey College.
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1 Q. Did Justice Scalia appear noticeably upset when it appeared that his

2 reception would be recorded or that members of the media anticipated an

3 interview with him?

4 A. Yes, he was very noticeably upset and he told Dr. Kennedy that and

5 he threw his folder down and said, he was just about ready to leave. But when

6 they, the press left he was okay and he greeted people.

7 Q. Did you or anyone else from your detail observe members of the

8 media taping his speech at this event?

9 A. At-

10 Q. When I say this event I'm still referring to William Carey College.

11 A. No, no, not at all.

12 Q. Nothing else stands out in your mind regarding the William Carey

13 College event?

14 A. No, the only thing was he was upset with the news media. Told them

15 to leave and then he, we had the reception and we took him to another location at

16 the college for lunch and we stayed there until he left for the Christian High

17 School.

18 Q. Were you present during no taping instructions at the college when

19 those might have been given?

20 A. You mean the day before?

21 Q. No, no, the day of, on April 7 when presumably President Kennedy

22 addressed the crowd?

23 A. I stayed with the Justice until we walked on the stage.

24 Q. So you were not in the auditorium or in the room when President

25 Kennedy gave those instructions?
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1 A. No, I stayed with the Justice.

2 Q. What--

3 A. Melanie and Billy were in the auditorium and Galen and I stayed with

4 the Justice to escort him on.

5 Q. Thank you. What happened when you arrived at Presbyterian High

6 School on April?, 2004?

7 A. Well, we followed him, he was again with his friends, followed him

8 and met with Mr. Mosbacker and took him to his changing room. And I understand

9 there was news cameras there but I didn't see them till later. And that was

10 outside. And then the Justice asked me to take care of some business for him

11 with the airlines so I left Melanie and Galen Knupp with the Justice and posted

12 Billy Valentine in the auditorium for the advance.

13 Q. Did you or any of your personnel confirm that instructions regarding

14 no Scalia's taping policy had been given?

15 A. No. I thought that was taken care of the day before when I talked to

16 Mr. Mosbacker. He assured me he would talk to the press and let them know. I

17 kind of left that with, this is a private school. I left that to be their responsibility.

18 Q. Can you describe where you and Deputy Melanie Rube were seated

19 during Scalia's speech?

20 A. Yes, this is a high school gymnasium. And they had students on the

21 floor. They were the most important, the seniors. And then on the side are

22 bleachers. You can picture a gymnasium where the basketball court would be,

23 that's where the chairs were for the main audience. On the side were bleachers

24 and that put us right next to the stage where we could be close to Justice Scalia.

25 Billy Valentine was by the doors where the public came in and that's where we
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10

1 were. We were sitting to the side off from the stage right close to Justice Scalia.

2 Q. And where was Inspector Galen Knupp positioned?

3 A. He was positioned by the door. You'd have to be there. We were on

4 the bleachers. He was by the door behind the stage.

5 Q. So he was essentially behind where Justice Scalia was positioned?

6 A. Kind of, not behind, but off to the side and back. But he could see,

7 you know, what was going on. He knew where Melanie and I -

8 Q. He was in a position to see Justice Scalia?

9 A. Oh, yeah.

10 Q. Did there come a time during Scalia's speech where Deputy Rube

11 noticed what she believed to be the use of recording devices?

12 A. Yes, there did.

13 Q. Please describe what happened with regard to an exchange with two

14 reporters during Scalia's speech.

15 A. Melanie looked at me and said I think they're taping the speech.

16 said you need to go find out exactly what they're doing. And I'm right there. And

17 she told me, she came back and she said they're taping his speech. They're both

18 from the press. I told them to erase it. I said that's fine and --

19 Q. How long after she went to check it out was it that she came back to

20 you and advised you?

21 A. Oh, it was only, we were right there side by side.

22 Q. Okay. So these reporters --

23 A. No, no.

24 Q. --were positioned not very far from where you were?

25 A. No, not at all. They were right next to us.
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1 Q. They were on the same row?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. Were you divided by some or separated by a stairwell of some sort?

4 A. No, we weren't on the front row facing the Justice. We were to the

5 side. If he was facing the audience, we were to his left.

6 Q. But with respect to the reporters, was there a small set of stairs --

7 A. Oh, wait a minute. Yeah, the bleachers where you walk up. Yeah

8 there was a small set of stairs.

9 Q. Okay. So just on the other side of this small set of stairs --

10 A. They were sitting there.

11 Q. -- there were two reporters seated there?

12 A. Exactly.

13 Q. And you advised Melanie to go check it out and she went and

14 apparently spoke with one or both of the reporters and confirmed that they were

15 recording the event?

16 A. Right.

17 Q. And again, how long after she went over to check this out or confirm

18 that they were recording this event, how long after she went over was it that she

19 came back?

20 A. It couldn't have been more than a minute because we were both

21 together. She went and asked. She came back and said to me I told them to,

22 well, the first person, Associated Press to erase it, is that okay. I said yeah, but let

23 them keep their notes. And Melanie went back over there and it was a digital

24 recorder. Neither one of us really knew how to use it. And Melanie asked her if

25 she would erase it and she did. Melanie never took it out of her hand. Melanie
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1 was very professional. And then the second reporter gave Melanie the tape.

2 They knew each other. Melanie gave it to me and I said, well, we need to figure

3 out, 'cause I was going to give it back to her after we erased it. And Melanie came

4 up to me later and said I think her name is Toni has a news story on one side. If

5 she can erase the other side would that be okay. I said sure, just so she doesn't

6 have his speech on tape and that's how that went.

7 Q. Okay. Just for clarification though, during Deputy Rube's interaction

8 with I believe it's Denise Grones, the Associated Press reporter.

9 A. Okay.

10 Q. You said that Melanie Rube never took the recorder out of her hand.

11 Was it on the bench next to her or where was it?

12 A. On the bench next to her. She picked it up after she was recording

13 and then handed it to her and asked her to erase it. She never jerked it out of her

14 hand.

15 Q. And with respect to the other reporter, Ms. Antoinette Konz with the

16 Hattiesburg American she handed over a tape too?

17 A. Yeah, she gave it to Melanie and Melanie gave it to me. And I said

18 well, we'll need to figure out what we're going to do with this. And then Melanie

19 came up to me later and said she really has a story on one side. She wants to

20 erase Justice Scalia's speech. I said well that's fine. And I gave it back to Melanie

21 to give to her.

22 Q. But at no time did either you or did Deputy Rube erase the tape?

23 A. No, neither one of us. Number one the digital one, we didn't know

24 how to erase. And we didn't mess with the recorders. I knew that we shouldn't.

25 Q. So it was only the tape that was handed over, not the recorder, then.
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1

2

A.

Q.

Exactly.

So eventually the reporter by the name of Antoinette Konz pulled the

3 tape out of her recorder and handed it to Deputy Rube who subsequently handed

Is that the one that's from -

This is the one from Hattiesburg American.

Yes, that's exactly what happened.

And then at some point following the speech, was there a reception

4 it to you.

5 A.

6 Q.

7 A.

8 Q.

9 held?

10 A. Reception, yes. And he was getting ready to go. Melanie came to

11 me and said she really has a story. I said well fine. I said just tell her to erase his

12 speech and she can keep whatever is on the other side. And we gave it back to

13 her. And then Justice Scalia was in a big hurry and we walked him out to go with

14 his friends to go hunting and that was the end of that until the next day when we

15 put him on the plane.

16 Q. Please tell me why you took or directed the actions you did with

17 regard to reporters Grones and Konz?

18 A. I did that because I was under what I thought was orders from

19 Justice Scalia that he did not want his speech taped. And not tape recorded it only

20 said recorded. It was never specified that the newspaper could tape it but the TV

21 couldn't. And that's why I did it. I thought I was following his instructions.

22 Q. Did you have any conversation with him following this incident?

23 When I say him, any conversation with Justice Scalia?

24 A. Yes, on Thursday when we were at the airport, I said Justice, did you

25 see this article in the paper? And he said no, but I saw it on TV. And I said weill
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1 thought I was doing what you wanted me to do. You don't want your speech

2 recorded. And he made the comment well I just don't want to be on the radio or

3 TV. I don't care if the newspaper wants to record it. And I didn't say anything, but

4 I thought how do you distinguish it. The newspaper records it,.why couldn't the

5 radio or the TV get it? But I didn't say that. I said okay. That was it and he told

6 me not to worry about it and that was our conversation.

7 Q. He told you not to worry about it?

8 A. That's exactly what he said. He said don't worry about it. I just don't

9 want to be on TV or on the radio.

10 Q. I am now going to conclude this interview. However, before I tum off

11 the recorder, I would like to ask you if there's any information you wish to add or

12 any statement you wish to make before I stop the recorder?

13 A. Well, I had this information and I've always done my job and I'm not

14 going to say anything, but the bottom line is from now on I'm going to write to my

15 supervisor and ask what the policy is going to be because I don't see where

16 there's been a policy of handling the press or everything I do with the Justices,

17 everybody is different. So I think we need to have a policy that tells us what the

18 Marshals Service expects so that something like this doesn't happen again. And

19 that's it. I just feel like I was doing my job. I'll take whatever. I don't want any

20 deputy on my watch to be in trouble for this. I will take responsibility for this whole

21 thing.

22 Q. Before I conclude, let me ask you have you had occasion to provide

23 protection for other Supreme Court Justices?

24 A. Oh gosh, yes. I've handled six of the nine and Thomas is the easiest

25 because he says no press and they get banned from wherever he is.
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1 Q. And you're referring to Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas

2 now?

3 A. Yes. And Justice Ginsberg really doesn't have a problem. Justice

4 O'Connor doesn't have a problem. None of them really want, well, most of them

5 don't want their speeches recorded because they don't want to be misquoted. But

6 I've never had anybody except Justice Thomas says he doesn't want the press

7 around and so does Justice Scalia.

8 Q. So with respect to Justice Thomas members of the media are not

9 allowed into any of his events?

10 A. Well, most of the ones I've been to because I was in Georgia and I

11 had to go do an advance and tell the media they could be outside filming him but

12 they could not be inside. And somehow one of them got in. My deputy didn't

13 realize it was and the Justice said no, yeah, and I think they, I don't know if they

14 have the right or not. But I thought they had the right to say whether they wanted

15 to be filmed or recorded and that's how it went. But no, it's easy when they tell

16 you, hey, they just can't come in. Then you can control it. But now if the Marshals

17 Service wants to tell me don't worry about the press, I won't worry about it.

18 Q. Thank you. Is there any other information you wish to add or any

19 other statement you wish to make at this time?

20 A. No, I think I've been on my soapbox long enough.

21 Q. Thank you, Inspector Sanderson.

22 A. Okay.

23 INSP. GOODMAN: This concludes the interview of Debra Sanderson. The

24 time is now 11 :04 a.m. Eastern Standard Time and today's date is April 23, 2004.

25 I will now stop the tape recorder.
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1 (Whereupon, at 11 :04 a.m., the interview was concluded.)
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December 17,2002

Honorable Antonin Scalia
Associate Justice
United States Supreme Court
Washington, DC 20001

Dear Justice Scalia:

I recently had the privilege of reading your book, A Matter ofInterpretation: Federal
Courts and the Law, in an advanced Constitutional Law course in my doctoral program at
the University of North Carolina, Charlotte. Your book provided a helpful framework for
analyzing Supreme Court cases as well as providing a contemporary perspective on the
role of the judiciary debated in the Federalist and Anti-Federalist Papers. After reading
your book, I am convinced that American high school students need to be challenged
concerning the importance of the Constitutional issues of our day and challenged to
prepare themselves to participate as informed citizens in our great democracy.

With that in mind, I am writing to invite you to be the keynote speaker for our 2004
graduating class. To allow as much flexibility as possible to accommodate your
schedule, we can schedule graduation on any of the following dates: Friday, May 14;
Saturday, May 15; Friday, May 21; or Saturday, May 22.

In addition to addressing our graduates, it may be possible to schedule you as the keynote
speaker for The University Forum at the University of Southern Mississippi's Honors
College. I can explore that possibility if you are able to accept my ipvitation.

We will, of course, cover your expenses. If you are able to accept my invitation, please
let me know the amount of your customary honorarium.

llook forward to hearing from you.

Respectfully,

Barrett L. Mosbacker
Head of School

PS Unfortunately, turkey season ends in late April or I would invite you on a hunting
trip!



United States Court ofAppeals
Fift" CirclIit

701 North Main Street, Suite 228
Hauiesburg, MS 3940 I

601-583-4422
Charles W Pickering. Sr.

Circuit Judge

January 29, 2004

Honorable Edwin Lloyd Pittman
Chief Justice
Supreme Court of Mississippi
P. O. Box 117
Jackson, MS 39205

Dear Ed:

I talked with Barrett Mosbacher with the Presbyterian Christian School and he
agreed to move Justice Scalia's appearance back to 2:30 p.m. so that we will have a
longer period of time with our luncheon with you and the other members of the
Supreme Court. We will try to be at the luncheon at 12:30 and Justice Scalia will not
have to speak at the Presbyterian Christian School until 2:30. Thanks for suggesting
this and I look forward to being with you on this occasion.

sg

cc: Justice Antonin Scalia
Barrett Mosbacher
Or. Shelby Thames



Presbyterian
Christian Schools

Building upon a tradition of truth, honor & loyalty.

u.s. Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia to Address

PCHS Students and Faculty

February 24, 2004

Dear Parents:

The Law is making headlines. The mayor of San Francisco illegally issues marriage
licenses to gay couples, the Massachusetts Supreme Court legalizes gay marriage in that
state, the Courts remove the Ten Commandments Monument from an Alabama
courthouse, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit rules that the phrase
"Under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional, and President Bush
endorses a constitutional amendment to ban same-sex marriages. These are just a few of
the legal issues making national headlines.

With our country embroiled in complex and fundamental legal and moral questions, I can
think of no better time to give our students an opportunity to hear from one of the
nation's preeminent legal scholars and jurists. As Head of School, one of my priories is
to work with the administration and faculty in developing an educational program that
stimulates our students' intellectual curiosity, raises their academic and career horizons,
and provides them an opportunity to learn firsthand about the critical legal and
sociological issues facing our country.

With that goal in mind, last fall I wrote a letter inviting Justice Antonin Scalia to address
our students and faculty. I am delighted to announce that with the kind assistance of
Justice Charles Pickering, Justice Scalia has accepted my invitation to address our student
body and faculty.

\ .:' ' In preparation for this visit, the Upper School principal, is working with the
Upper School faculty to provide background lectures, reading, and research for our
students and to assist our students in preparing well-informed questions for the question
and answer period that follows Justice Scalia's remarks. Our purpose is to maximize the
educational value of this wonderful opportunity.

----------------..-""',,.,.,. ·...·""·.w"""·...., _

LOWER SCHOOL CAMPUS (K-6)
~•••Principal

3901 Lincoln Road I Hattiesburg, MS 39402
(601) 268-3867

Barrett MOJbtUkn;
Head ofSchool

www.pcsk] 2.org

UPPER SCHOOL CAMPUS (7-12)
•••"Principal

221 Bonhomie Road I Hattiesburg, MS 39401
(60 J) 582-4956



Details
Date: Wednesday, April 7

Time: 2:30 to 4:30. A reception for Justice Scalia will be held at around 3:30
for those who would like to meet Justice Scalia.

Location: Presbyterian Christian High School Campus (221 Bonhomie Rd.).
Justice Scalia will speak in the gymnasium and the reception will be held in the
cafetorium.

Cost: Free

Who May Attend? All Upper School students, staff, and administration will be
in attendance. The Lower School faculty and all pes parents are also encouraged
to attend. Members of the community are also invited.

More details will follow as final arrangements are made. Mark your calendars now
and please plan for your child (7th_12 th

) to be dismissed late on April 7.

We are grateful to be able to provide this opportunity for our students. Please give me a
call if you have any questions.

Your servant in Christ,

f~/4Z?~
Barrett Mosbacker
Head of School

PS Attached is biographical data for Justice Scalia



Biographical Data

Birth, Residence, and Family
Born March 11, 1936 in Trenton, N1. Married Maureen McCarthy, September 10,
1960. Children: Ann Forrest, Eugene, John Francis, Catherine Elisabeth, Mary
Clare, Paul David, Matthew, Christopher James, and Margaret Jane.

Education
Georgetown University and University of Fribourg (Switzerland), A.B., 1957;
Harvard, LL.B., 1960; note editor, Harvard Law Review; Sheldon fellow, Harvard
University, 1960-61.

Government Service
General counsel, Office of Telecommunications Policy, Executive Office of the
President, 1971-72; chairman, Administrative Conference of the United States,
1972-74; Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, U. S. Department
ofJustice, 1974-77.

Law Practice
Admitted to the Ohio Bar, 1962, Virginia Bar, 1970; in private practice with
Jones, Day, Cockley and Reavis, Cleveland, Ohio, 1961-67.

Law Teaching
Professor of law, University of Virginia, 1967-74 (on leave 1971-74); scholar in
residence, American Enterprise Institute, 1977; visiting professor of law,
Georgetown University, 1977; professor of law, University of Chicago, 1977-82;
visiting professor oflaw, Stanford University, 1980-81.

Judicial Offices
Nominated by President Reagan to U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit; took oath of office August 17, 1982

Nominated by President Reagan as Associate Justice of the United States
Supreme Court; took oath of office September 26, 1986.

Other Offices
Editor, Regulation Magazine, 1979-82; chairman, ABA Section of Administrative
Law, 1981-82; chairman, ABA Conference of Section Chairmen, 1982-83; board
of visitors, 1. Reuben Clark Law School, Brigham Young University, 1978-81.
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March 11, 2004

Dear :

I am writing to invite you to be our guest on April 7, 2004 to meet U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia. Justice Scalia will be addressing our students and faculty on April 7,2004 with a
reception following his remarks.

With our country embroiled in complex and fundamental legal and moral questions, I can think of no
better time to give our students and the community an opportunity to hear from one of the nation's
preeminent legal scholars and jurists. As Head of School, one of my priorities is to work with the
administration and faculty in developing an educational program that stimulates our students'
intellectual curiosity, raises their academic and career horizons, and provides them an opportunity to
learn firsthand about the critical legal and sociological issues facing our country.

We would be honored by your presence. If you are able to attend, please RSVP with•••••
JExecutive Administrative Assistant to the Head of School, at 601.582.4956. You may also

email J at @pcskI2.org.

Please feel free to call me if you have any questions or if I can be of any assistance. I look forward to
meeting you. For more information on Presbyterian Christian School, please visit the school's
website at www.pcskI2.org.

Details

Date: Wednesday, April 7, 2004

Time: 2:30 to 4:30. A reception for Justice Scalia will be held at around 3:30 for those who
would like to meet Justice Scalia.

Location: Presbyterian Christian High School Campus (221 Bonhomie Rd.). Justice Scalia
will speak in the gymnasium and the reception will be held in the cafetorium.

Respectfully,

~/~
Barrett L. Mosbacker
Head of School



April 19, 2004

Honorable Antonin Scalia
Associate Justice
United States Supreme Court
Washington, DC 20001

Dear Justice Scalia:

Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to address our students. Your
comments to our students were extremely well received. I am particularly appreciative of
the graciousness you extended toward our students by entertaining their questions,
shaking hands, and autographing your book. For many of our students, your presence on
our campus was the capstone of their young academic careers.

I also wish to apologize for any mistake that I may have made in not publicly announcing
press restrictions. Although to the best of my recollection I was not informed of those
restrictions until I spoke to the Marshals upon your arrival, it would have nevertheless
been prudent to have made an unplanned announcement. I did inform a television and
newspaper reporter that they could not film or record your comments. I did not realize,
however, that an Associated Press reporter was in the audience. A public announcement
may have mitigated the problem, although the members of the press who were informed
chose to ignore the policy.

Again, thank for your graciousness in visiting our school. Your presence with us will
always remain a milestone in the school's history and a high watermark of its academic
commitments.

Respectfully,

Barrett L. Mosbacker
Head of School
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ShillIng lh.: Light for South Mississippi

remarks 10 both his audiences.
We were able 10 live Ihe 20,000

households and businesses who
receive Ihis newspaper informa
lion about Justice Scalia and his
concerns over Ihe Court's depar·
ture from the Constitulion on lhe
d~y he was in lown, and we have
additional cove rag... of his pre·
senlation in loday's edition,

In neither edilion have we used
our readers' time and the villll'
able news space in the pages of
this newspaper to vent any cum·
plainls abOUI our trealment at
William Carey Collegl' nor at
('resbylerian Christian 5<:huol.
Nor hav\" we voked complaints
about Ihe justice or his se.:urily
team,

We are lully aware Ihal our
realll"rs arl: uwre interested in,
and more runcernt:d about, the
dirtt.'li"n of the Supreme Lourl
and Ihe insi/(hls of Justice Scalia,
who has onrsi!{ht over the U.S.
Fillh (iIL'Uil (ollrl of Appeals,
which Serv('s Mississippi, than
the)' are about ~tIInehlldy's tape
recorder.

In my younger yt:an, I had a
$imilar exverient·e. When I wro!l'
a scallling outburst al/ainst IIIl'
speaker and his sp.)Ilsors for lim·
itinll my a,cess, a wiser and
more t"",p('rien~l:d editor advised
Ole that our rcadl'rs Wert mu~h

more interested in whal lhe
speaker had to say lhan in my
frustration as to Ihe ....i1y I cov
ert'd the speech,

Havilli' expt:riel1c~d a 5ilualion
that made my news assignment
more dillicult than expected, I
offer a suggestion for lhose
reporters whose rraders mi"ed
Ihe messag\" frurn tine "I the
Illost rt'spl'l·tl'd and musl respon
sible Supremo: Court JUliet's III
our time, in what (uuld havl'
bern a unet.-,in+lifl'lirnt' opportu·
nity III St'l" ht'ar, anti Illl','l a Jus·
rict' ollht' U.S. Suprellw Courl.

111e next time you have a world
lealler in Ihe ('tllnmunity and yuu
want to writ .. a It'pon un his
spl'crh ..... take alung a pendl and
a nc>ll'pad.

It .....urks l'vI'r)' time.

nally known that JusliC'e Scalia
hu been asked to recuse himself
tr"m a case presentl, before the
(nurt because of comments he
1I1klfedly made in another
spl'ech. So it seems reasonable
lhat Justice Scalia, and lhe other
JUdices as well, would rest rid
lilt recordinll of their comments.
., ply to avoid situations in
.. i ..ch justice Scalia finds himself
luc:~ty.

Moreover, the howling 01 the
Itll'dia Ihat their nnstilulional
rights had been violatl'd seeuis
far afir:ld, I don't find any firsl
anll'ndment "free spel'ch" gu;u'
anh'e of tbe use 01 lape
recorders in the Constitution,
nor did the Cederal offkers con·
list· ale any equipment OWTwd by
lht: newspapns; they simply
"t'lI,oved Ihe tapes. erasrd lhe
l!Orlions of Ihe speech that had
been recorded, and relilrnt:d the
l'qllipment 10 Ihe uwnen, Nei,
lh,', did I find any intcrft:renn'
wilh anyunl:':; right tu lrel:
sl'l'l'ch,

When I enlt'red the aUllitoriuRl
~I William Carey College a col·
It'll" host advist'd me that tape
rt'rurclers would not be permit·
ted. I was not uf/ended, nor did I
,nlllplain llld my cunstilutiunal
rilolhts had been violatcd,

SUllie newsnll:n and women
l'olllplained that no such instruc·
lion was announced at the Pres
byterian School assembly, /I nol,
lhat wu a mistake. not by the
Justice. bUI by his security team
or, perhaps, by the host inslitu·
lion.

Absence of such all announce
ment, huwever, was neilher a
seriOUli brtl'ch (If conslilutional
riRhls, nllr 01 fn·... speech.
Itallwr, il KenlS to have been the
rt'suhs of overly zealuus or
Lmlll~lurc reporters who lackC'r1
l"t"'lif.,;trt~ ill t!(';llilll( with dislitl'
Rlli,lll'd public !igult·s

Representatives of TilE (NnE·
PENDENT did cOr1siderabll'
ll·~t'arl'h on Justice Sralia's
SUflr,'/ll(' COllrt and public writ,
ings priur 10 his ,isit III the arell.
Then "'t' Iistl'nl'tl illlclIll)' to his

£

Bob
Piumun,
Publisher

MISSISSIPPI
SCENE

A learncd Justice Irom Ihe lfnit.
ed Stain Supreme (uurt callie
(0 this area a few days ago to
deliver a s<:holarl)' address on
The Religion Clause ollhe Can.
stitulion:

In an eleganl presC'n1ation to a
convocalion alldicnt'c al WilJi41ll
Carey Colleit', a privat(' tdi.
gious inslitution. Justke A~tonin
Scalia noled that the U,S
Supreme Court in 1947 ------------
~nno~nced tor the firs. time in. .
~ts hIstory Ihat it would punUt' 'llSliCe Scalia, traced. ca,sc ~y
a wall 01 s('paration b"tw.'cn '~st', Ih~ Supreme (:.,url s

church and slale" kparture from the fundam.:nlill
Yet, live years later, Ihe Courl 'ools III Ihe Constilutlon in its

he added, cOmml'nled in a 19S<! : tllinl/s in mailers of religion.
decision lbat 'We are a'religiflus Later in l~e day, the }u~tice
people whos(' insl/tutions pr"slIl" ~ddr"ssl'd high sc.hool ~lu~lents
pose a Supreme Being.· al lht, Prcsbyltman Chnst...n
Th.~n, within 10 years, said lht, St'h"ul, fl'vising ~i:s s..-ript (lIr his

]usltce, the ~ourt had complell" hlil'h sch'wl ~udlenc~, ,
!y revNsed lis direction; finally, Mister Juslice Scalia dehvered
In the 1960$. adopting and Iwo rf:asoned, responsible. ~nd

announcing a princip!l' uf reli. I'lIlighlening mastf.'rpieces to
gion neutrality, :-'Illllh Missis!\ippi audil'un's.
.It .'''as :at Ih"l p"inl, )lIslie., .TCl~ b~c1 ~ UlallY South Mi,s;,'

SI:aha l'mphasind 10 his Wtllialll ,ippl.lIlS nllS>ied II,
(:arry CullC!lt, audimn', th"t Ihe nil': l:'oilJEPE:'4DENT is lhl'
Supreme l'OUrl dl'partt'd frum its unl)' n""'>l'aper in thl' regioll \I)

previously acrepft-d practit:e (If n'por! 10 lIS r('aders the conh'lll
following tradition, It was at ,h',1 ,~f l!t(' Juslit'e's presentations.
poinl,. siressed the }uslkl', Ih;" News IlIl'dia in both lIallies·
the Supreme ("uri depart"ll lmrg and Jack~~n bOR!/ed dU\I(.n
frorn Its cllStomary fOIlI.step \I. usdns Inv!a. uSing thc\T
prol'l:ss of deciding cases. Thosr pag.-:::. to romplaln Ihat rcp0rl~rs
four steps, he ritt'd, inclutkd Wi're 1101 allowed III t..pc Ihe

1. Following the tt'XIs of rcmarks o{ tilt' Justice,
lhe Constitution; lhat is, a<:cepl. Olher weekly newspapers in
mg Ihe Constitution as saying [h~ arn apparenlly neVl'r kilt,,,,,
exactly whal it says. lite Justice was in luwn.

2. . Accepting the original '!be dail~ ne,wspapers missed
meanmg of the Constitulion Of othNwlse I,nored Ihe jus
rather Ihan changing its nlt'3ninl/ lk,,'s eye opening historical
(rom lime 10 time as the '1ocial ilC'cfJunl tlf the Court's Siraying
order changes. ;r(llll 11\1' Constitution, using

3. Fullowillg the lraditiun, ,hcir space to strike out at Jus·
or the clocumrnt; thaI is, (r;,din!!. Ii." Scali~ {or prohibiting tlwir
Inlerprcolalions and applinlions us.. uf lalle recorders.
of the Constitulion i1ITonling III i\nd, bt'lllrc the weck was uver,
lh., 'railitio/ls IIf l"arlin Courls ,hI' tl"ilit's had a wide mixlun' DC

.1... "\t-Cl:IHill!: lit... prind!,'" ,,:..-..1"'01 journilliSIII. sod.·[i.,s
01 lnlOlI,lablilly, thaI is, a.·t't'p. l"IUUl~ Iht'lI, 11\ tilt'lr IIII,ll:,lS
lanre lIf the Con~tilulilln ,,:I it ~J(~lIlsl ,h... Jushcr:.
c!oeUmt'nl lIf undl:Jnlling m(,;lh. It is ",.-II knuwn Ihat tht: Jus·
io~. fin', of the U,S. SlIpn'IlII' CuUrI,

In an al'adt'mit' ('xI'reisl' fill ..,] 11":ll'rall)' do nul all!)w t!ll" tapillJ(
",ith bOlh brillian('<' ;lOti humor, 0; lhl'ir s!ll'el·hrs. It is also 11""'

I 11 •
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Teacher says he warned media
3 organizations say they never heard restriction

By Jon K. Broadbooks; jbroadbol@gannett.com

American Executive Editor
-_.~--------

A Presbyterian Christian High School
teacher said Tuesday he told members of
the media covering a speech by U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia that
they wouldn't be allowed to tape the event.

But members of three news organizations at
Scalia's speech said Tuesday they don't
recall government teacher Jason Meaux's Meaux
warning, which he says was made in a
section of a gymnasium set aside for the
media.

Meaux said he told a representative of WDAM-TV and reporters from the
Hattiesburg American and The Associated Press and another unidentified person
in the media area of the restriction on taping.

"I told them there would be no type of recording allowed," Meaux said.

Reporters Antoinette Konz with the Hattiesburg American and Denise Grones
with The Associated Press had recordings of the speech taken from them by a
deputy U.S. marshal halfway through the event. Both reporters protested the
action by U.S. Deputy Marshal Melanie Rube, but complied after she again made
the demand.

Grones said her recording was erased by the marshal. Konz got her tape back
only after she agreed to erase the portion of the tape containing the justice's
speech.

Konz said she never saw Meaux come over to the media area prior to the speech
or heard him make a statement about press restrictions.

"He could have come over and I might not have seen him speak," she said. "He
did not speak to me."

Konz and Grones said the WDAM reporters and a camera operator were sitting
five to six feet away from them across an aisle in the bleachers. Konz said that
the television reporters were sitting several rows back in the stands, while she
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and Grones were sitting in the front row. Meaux confirmed the seating
arrangement.

Page 2 of2

Grones said she never heard Meaux issue the instruction and was also unaware
he had walked over to the media section. After the event she said she mentioned
her recording's seizure to Meaux during an interview.

"He didn't say a word about a warning," Grones said.

WDAM-TV News Director Randy Swan said he was familiar with Scalia's
prohibition on electronic recording from experience covering past news events.
He said he was frustrated by restrictions on videotaping the event.

Brandon Ross, a reporter for the station, told Swan on Tuesday that he was
informed privately by Presbyterian Christian Headmaster Barrett Mosbacker that
that his station needed to adhere to the no-recording rule. Swan said Ross heard
no blanket announcement made by Meaux to the media section.

The station was allowed to tape Scalia's entrance before being told by a federal
marshal to turn off the camera. The station complied.

Meaux said there was no announcement over the gymnasium's public address
system about the policy. Scalia, in a letter to Konz received Tuesday, noted that
as well.

Meaux said he didn't know if Grones and Konz heard his warning.

"It's possible they weren't paying attention to me and didn't hear," Meaux said.
"They didn't respond to me and I didn't give them any attention after I talked to
them."

He says he did discuss with a WDAM representative about whether or not the
station could shoot footage of Scalia's entrance into the building.

Meaux said he has witnesses who saw him speak near the media section, but he
said the witnesses were too far away to hear what he had to say.

He said his version of events wasn't told earlier because he is a coach for the
school and was away at a track meet in Louisiana.
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From The Morning Call

Justice Scalia backs up an apology with some
constructive change

advefti~er~

April 14,2004

An apology doesn't mean much unless it's followed by an effort to refonn the
offending behavior. So give Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia some credit and
hope he reflects a little more upon his most recent brush with the First Amendment.

Ever since joining the Supreme Court in 1986 as an appointee for fonner President
Ronald Reagan, Justice Scalia has adhered to a strict policy of not allowing his
public appearances on video or audio tape. Reporters can scribble their notes but he
has strictly forbidden television or radio journalists (or print journalists, for that
matter) to use electronic recording devices.

When the Supreme Court hears cases, it doesn't allow audio or video taping either.
So it's not unusual that reports of these proceedings often produce variations of a
justice's comments. When Justice Scalia talks in public, he often complains about
being misquoted.

Whereto
learn.

Consequently, the events of April 7 should be instructive. Justice Scalia was talking about the
Constitution to students of the Presbyterian Christian School in Hattiesburg, Miss. Near the end of his
talk, a deputy U.S. marshal approached a reporter for the Associated Press and another for a local
newspaper and told them they had to erase their tape recordings. The deputy said it was because of
Justice Scalia's prohibition.

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press protested, pointing out that "the essence of the First
Amendment's free press clause is the right to gather and publish news without government interference."
In addition, the justice's restrictions on the electronic media smacked of discrimination. The committee
also said the marshal's actions also violated federal law. Allowing tape recordings of his speeches only
helps to "promote accurate reporting."

Justice Scalia apologized and conceded the point. The deputy, he said, wasn't acting on his direction and
he, too, was "upset." He admitted the committee's concerns were "well justified." And since those
covering the speech have inaccurately reported him as saying, "people just don't revere like they used
to," he would allow reporters to tape his speeches in the future. That's movement in the right direction.

Copyright © 2004, The Morning Call
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Scalia: Justice still misses point on free press

April 14,2004
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Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia commendably has apologized for a deputy U.S. marshal's seizure of the
tapes of two reporters covering the justice's speech in Hattiesburg, Miss.

And in response to a complaint by the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, the justice replied with
a conciliatory letter, writing, "The action was not taken at my direction. I was as upset as you are."
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But the matter is not quite over.

The marshals service initially defended the actions of Deputy Marshal Melanie Rube, which appear to be clear
violations of federal law and the Fourth Amendment, as legitimate security functions.

Nonsense. The two accredited reporters, from the Associated Press and the Hattiesburg American, were
invited guests and manifestly posed no threat to Scalia. And while Rube was hassling two harmless reporters,
who was looking out for the judge?

The marshals' mandate does not include handling public relations for the justices.

Indeed, there seem to be some differences between Scalia and the service as to the precise role of the
marshals. Scalia promised to see that the incident is not repeated, but added, 'The United States Marshals do
not operate at my direction."

But Nehemiah Flowers, the U.S. marshal for Southern Mississippi, seems to believe that they do. He told the
AP, "The justice informed us that he did not want any recordings of his speech and remarks. And when we
discovered that one, or possibly two, reporters were in fact recording, she took action."

He went on, "Even with hindsight, I can't think of what other steps she could have done." Try this: She could
have done what the law says and kept her hands off the press.

Scalia is insistent that the broadcast media not cover his speeches and said he would continue to exercise his

http://www.courierpress.com/ecp/cda/articleyrint/1,1983,ECP_4480_2803897_ARTICLE... 4/14/2004
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"First Amendment right not to speak on radio and television."

Page 2 of2

In private gatherings, yes. But the First Amendment works both ways, and when a top U.S. government
official speaks in a public venue to a publiC audience, the press -- and the First Amendment makes no
distinction between print and broadcast -- has a right to cover the event.

In his letter to the Reporters Committee, Scalia noted that he had been misquoted on a key point in his
Mississippi speech. Wonder why?

http://www.courierpress.comJecp/cda/article....PrinUI.1983.ECP_4480_2803897_ARTICLE... 4/14/2004
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Justices should drop ban on recordings
The Virginian-Pilot
© April 14. 2004
last updated: 1:49 AM

For one who touts the beauty of the U.S. Constitution, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia seems to begrudge
the part about freedom of the press.

Fortunately, the recent embarrassment in Hattiesburg. Miss., in which a U.S. marshal ordered two reporters to
erase audio recordings of a Scalia speech, has caused the justice to rethink his ambivalence.

Scalia apologized to the reporters and amended his position on press coverage.

The action signaled progress, though not enough. Both Scalia and the Supreme Court itself need to further open
themselves to public scrutiny.

The justices typically set their own standards for dealing with the press outside the courtroom. Some, most
prominently Justice Stephen Breyer, welcome electronic and print coverage of speeches. Others are less inviting.

Until now, Scalia has headed the latter group. Reporters admitted to his speeches could take notes, but any
electronic recording was taboo. This was an odd stipUlation because its principal purpose is making sure that the
speaker is quoted accurately.

Scalia's quirk was well-known in Washington.

It was not known in Hattiesburg, however.

Invited to sit in the front row as Scalia addressed an assembly at the Presbyterian Christian High School,
reporters for the Associated Press and the local newspaper dutifully clicked on their recorders when the speech
began.

An electronic ban had been announced earlier in the day, but not at the high school speech.

Some time later a U.S. marshal approached the reporters and asked them to erase the recordings.

According to The Washington Post. the local newspaper reporter handed over her tape, which was returned
erased after the speech. The AP reporter balked. The marshal then took the reporter's digital recorder and erased
its contents, after the reporter explained how the recorder worked.

There is a degree of shared blame in this episode. Reporters need to be informed of and willing to stand up for
their rights.

But the marshal ought to be clear also that protection of a Supreme Court justice does not extend to interfering
with the rights of reporters to record events to which they've been invited and at which no ban has been
announced.

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press correctly protested the matter to Attorney General John
Ashcroft.

http://home.hamptonroads.com/stories/print.cfm?story=68946&ran=lQ':;R I All A''''''''''''
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Now, Scalia has sent letters of apology to the two reporters and has announced that print reporters will be allowed
to record his speeches. These commendable actions still prompt a question. Why can Americans read Scalia's
remarks but not hear or view them? And why, for that matter, does the Supreme Court still ban any form of
electronic coverage from its sessions?

Mystery may enhance the aura of the court's importance. But electronic recorders create a more accurate record
of an event by removing the filter of a reporter's interpretation.

The topic of Scalia's Hattiesburg speech was a celebration of the Constitution.

Giving the public a window into governmental deliberations seems a more solid expression of trust in that
document than words alone.

© 2004 HamptonRoads.com/PilotOnline.com
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What does seem clear is that the action violated
a 1980 federal law, the Privacy Protection Act
that protects reporters' notes, tapes and photos
from seizure by federal officials. There are exceptions, but they are few and require
an OK from the attorney general.

Two local reporters had been invited by the
school to cover Scalia's speech, which they did
until a deputy U.S. Marshal, Melanie Rube,
demanded their tape recorders and snatched
one of them. She erased one reporter's tape
and forced the other reporter to erase hers. It is
unclear whether Rube did so at Scalia's behest
or not, but with any law enforcement officer
there is always the implicit threat of force.

However, what happened when he spoke to a
Mississippi High School went over the line, even
putting aside for a moment the proposition that
the press has a right to cover pUblic officials
appearing in public venues.

Last year, he insisted that TV cameras be
barred from a luncheon where he was given a
free speech award for his efforts on behalf of
the First Amendment.

Wednesday. f\priI14. 2004

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia's
relations with the press have always been
strange.
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Earlier that day, Scalia spoke at a local college. The school told local TV crews that
they couldn't cover the speech but could cover the reception afterward. When Scalia
saw the TV crews he demanded they be evicted.

So he's not only a little shaky on the laws governing reporter's notes, he's ill
mannered as well.

More than any other federal officials, Supreme Court justices can unilaterally decide
how and when they'll talk to the press or even if they'll talk at all. Scalia may only
face the raised eyebrows of his fellow justices.

But the Justice Department should make it quite clear to the U.S. Marshals Service
that the marshals are there to provide protection, not to handle the justice's press
relations.

http://www.townonline.com/hanover/news/opinion/han_edihaeditjust04142004.htm 4/15/2004
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Scalia's speeches on freedom ironic
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TIlE SUN NEWS

It is offensive for any government official to arrogate the right to
dictate restrictions on the reporting of his public utterances.

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia appears to be no fan.of sound-bite journalism - at least not when it involves
broadcasting his voice or visage. So the justice has banned most recordings of his public-speaking engagements.

This makes for delicious irony because in his speeches, Scalia talks a pretty good game about the wonders of the U.S.
Constitution, which include the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of the press.

One time last year, Scalia barred reporters and camera crews who tried to cover his luncheon speech as he received a
Cleveland group's Citadel of Free Speech award.

Detecting irony is apparently not one of the justice's strong suits. The problem with his no-taping policy became so
obvious after an inddent last week that Monday he rightly amended his rules somewhat - though riot as completely as
he should have.

The incident was a nasty confrontation among a federal law officer and two reporters at a gathering In Hattiesburg,
Miss. Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube demanded that the reporters erase tape recordings of the justice's speech
that day at Presbyterian Christian High School. Rube seized the recorder and forced one reporter to show her how to
erase the tape.

Scalia did not ask the marshal to do that. In making the demand, though, the overzealous Rube thought she was
enforcing Scalia's "long-standing policy prohibiting such recordings of his remarks," according to a spokesman for the
U.S. Marshals Service.

There was no announcement at the school about Scalia's policy, so It was dubious, at best, to enforce it after the fact.

Rube needs to answer for her conduct, which the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press says likely violated
federal law barring government officials from seizing journalists' materials.

Monday, Scalia apologized for the tape erasure and said he would revise his policy to allow print reporters to make
audio recordings, but he still bars "TV cameras.

If Scalia fears that media recordings of his remarks on issues of the day will force him to recuse himself from cases
before the high court - as happened once already - then he should rein in his speechifying, not the media.

It is offensive for any government official to arrogate the right to dictate restrictions on the reporting of his public
utterances. It is particularly distressing in so powerful and distingUished an arbiter of the Constitution.

InMississippi, Scalia's remarks to the students were all but lost in the controversy.

One news account reported that Scalia said the Constitution protects the rights of all. He called the document "a
brillillnt piece of work" and added that "people just don't revere It like they used to."

http://www.myrtlebeachonline.com/mld/sunnews/news/opinion/8435764.htm?template=co... 4/15/2004
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Scalia's Dirty Little Secrets

BY JORDAN SM1TH

Last week the Web site the Memory Hole (www.thememoryhole.org) posted several declassified
documents from the mid-Seventies when the federal battlc over strengthening the Freedom of
Information Act was at its height - and according to the documents, Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia was among the law's biggest foes. In 1974 Scalia was working as the assistant attorney general in
charge of the Department of Justice's Office of General Counsel where he officially encouraged a
presidential veto of the bill, designed to give strength to the original, and extremely weak, FOIA passed
in 1966. President Gerald Ford did veto the 1974 FOIA law, but was overridden by Congress.

Even then, the law's passage did not deter Scalia from rallying against it. As part of the Interagency
Classification Review Committee, Scalia was charged with deciding which documents should be
declassified. According to a January 1975 memo, the ICRC strategy was to try to force litigation
regarding release of documents under the FOIA, in ordcr to set up case law that would favor withholding
information. As representative of the DOJ, Scalia's apparent addition to the discussion was to secure a
"so-called disinterested review" of the government's decision to deny the release of records, in order to
convince a court that the government's motives, and interests, were pure.

More recently, Scalia's position as a champion of opaque government showed itself again on April 7
during a speech to Mississippi high school students. According to the Hattiesburg American, while
Scalia was delivering a speech on the importance of protecting constitutional rights, a federal marshal
was simultaneously confiscating tape recorders from two reporters who were there covering the event.
Although there was no prior announcement prohibiting the recording of Scalia's remarks, the federal
marshal told the reporters that Scalia had asked that his speech not be recorded.

"Our Constitution is not only what started this great nation," Scalia told the students, "but is what
continues to make us one great nation. There is no other nation that can identify with those principles."
On Monday, Scalia apologized to the reporters involved - but reiterated that he feels he has a "First
Amendment right" to limit media coverage and forbid recording of his speeches.

http://www.austinchronicle.com/issues/dispatch/nav/print_or_email.php?URL=http://www... 4/1512004
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Scalia issues written apology

By Kevin Walters; kwalters@hattiesb.gannett.com
American Staff Writer

Calling the seizure of a reporter's tape
"upsetting and indeed enraging," U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia issued
a written apology Tuesday to a Hattiesburg
American reporter in which he blamed
miscommunication for the confiscation of her
tape by a U.S. deputy marshal.
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"It had been announced at my talk earlier
that day, at William Carey College, that video
or audio recording was not permitted," Scalia
wrote in a letter to American reporter
Antoinette Konz. "That announcement was not repeated at the high school, but
the marshals believed (with good reason) that the same policy was in effect.
Indeed, perhaps they thought the announcement had been made."
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The incident occurred during a speech on
the U.S. Constitution that Scalia gave at
Presbyterian Christian High School, the
second of two speeches he gave in
Hattiesburg last week. The school's students,
teachers and community members, as well
as the media, had been invited to the event.

"The marshals were doing what
they believed to be their job, and
the fault was mine in not
assuming that the ground rules
had been clarified." • U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Antonln
Scalia, in a letter to Hattiesburg
American reporter Antoinette
Konz
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U.S. Deputy Marshal Melanie Rube demanded the recordings from Konz and
Associated Press reporter Denise Grones. She erased Grones' digital recording
and took Konz's tape which was later retumed to her, but only after Konz agreed
to erase the portion containing Scalia's speech.

The Hattiesburg American fired a formal protest late last week with the U.S.
Marshals Office and Attomey General John Ashcroft on the grounds that the
seizure was unconstitutional and violated Department of Justice guidelines.

The idea of law enforcement officers seizing a reporter's notes or recordings was
something Scalia said he abhorred.

"The marshals were doing what they believed to be their job, and the fault was
mine in not assuming that the ground rules had been clarified," he wrote. "(To tell
the truth, even if they had been clarified and some reporter had broken them, I

http://www.hattiesburgamerican.com/news/stories/20040414/Iocalnews/231924.html 4/15/2004
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would not have wanted the tape erased.)"

Page 2 of3

Scalia wrote that it has been his policy in the past to decline television coverage
at his pUblic appearances in the tradition of other Supreme Court justices so as
"not to thrust themselves into the public eye, where they might come to be
regarded as politicians seeking public favor."

"Writing books and speaking to schools and learned societies is one thing: but
going live on national radio or TV is something else," he wrote Konz. "I realize
that not all judges follow this policy, and it may be that my efforts to pursue it are
doomed to failure."

He plans to change his policy in the future and he would have "no problem at all"
with the print media recording his speeches.

"I think it's very honorable for the justice to send a letter of apology," Konz said. "I
hope this never happens to another reporter ever again."

Hattiesburg American Executive Editor Jon K. Broadbooks called the apology
"gracious."

"Justice Scalia said he played no role in ordering the tape's seizure, and we take
him at his word," Broadbooks said. "We hope the U.S. Marshals Service will
quickly and forcefully explain their actions and explain how they can prevent it
from happening again."

The U.S. Marshals Service spokesman Dave Turner declined to comment on
what response his agency would make to the letter.

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press filed a complaint against
Scalia, and on Tuesday the group's executive director Lucy Dalglish praised
Scalia for his apology.

Though she called him a brilliant man, she did not back off in condemning Scalia
for not inclUding the broadcast media in his change of policy.

"This was a big screw-up and it's obvious that he recognizes that it was a big
screw-up," Dalglish said. "I really wish he would enter the 20th century when it
comes to broadcast media."

The American people need to be informed about the justices and the Supreme
Court, she said, and television and radio coverage would greatly improve the
public's knowledge of the nation's highest court.

University of Mississippi political science professor John Winkle, who specializes
in constitutional law and the Supreme Court, called Scalia's letter of apology a
rare thing.

"I'm really quite amazed that it unfolded the way it did but extremely pleased that
the judge has issued a formal apology," Winkle said. "It's an extremely significant
event that he would issue a formal apology for these actions."

He called the current Supreme Court one of the most active in history with many
of the justices conducting interviews and making public appearances.

"As a public officer, statements made in a public setting ought to be on the

http://www.hattiesburgamerican.com/news/stories/20040414/10calnews/231924.html 4/15/2004
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record, but I understand his position here," Winkle said. "I think the only thing that
would concern me as a constitutional scholar in the whole process of disallowing
any kind of recording devices is if the judge or the justices were to comment on a
pending case which would be quite inappropriate."
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Scalia Apologizes for Erasure Of Reporters'
Tapes of Speech
Justice Vows to Permit Recordings by Print Journalists

By Charles Lane
Washington Post Starr Writer
Tuesday, April 13,2004; Page A 17

. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia has issued written apologies for the
destruction of two reporters' audiotapes by a deputy U.S. marshal in guarding
him last week, and has promised to permit printjoumalists to record his public
speeches in the future, according to a letter by the justice made public
yesterday.
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In an April 9 letter to Lucy A. Dalglish, executive director of the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press, which had protested the incident, Scalia
said he had written to the two reporters, Antoinette Konz of the Hattiesburg
American and Denise Grones of the Associated Press, "extending my apology
and undertaking to revise my policy so as to permit recording for use of the
print media."

Scalia called Dalglish's concern "well justified" and said he had been "as upset
as you were" to learn of the deputy marshal's action, which, he said, "was not
taken at my direction."

His letter was posted on the Internet yesterday by the Reporters Committee. It
was his first known response to the incident, which occurred April 7.

Both Scalia and the U.S. Marshals Service have come under fire from
advocates of media freedom, who said the erasure of the reporters' recordings
was contrary to the spirit of the First Amendment, and possibly to a federal
law that prohibits federal officers from confiscating news material even while
investigating crimes.

Yesterday, Democratic Sens. Charles E. Schumer (N.Y.) and Patrick J. Leahy (Vt.) took the issue a step
further, sending a letter to Leonidas Ralph Mecham, director of the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, denouncing the April 7 incident and asking that standards be set for media access to the
speeches of federal judges.

It was unclear yesterday whether Scalia's apology and change in policy would satisfy his critics. Though
he indicated a willingness to let print reporters record his remarks for the sake ofaccurately quoting him,
he rejected suggestions that he perm it radio and television reporters to record his remarks for broadcast.

"We greatly appreciate Justice Scalia's prompt response to our letter," Dalglish said in a written
statement. "However, we remain disappointed with his policy regarding electronic media coverage of his
speeches, and hope he will reconsider."

Barbara Cochran, president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association, sent Scalia an open
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lett~r saying that his policy "discriminates against television and radio journalists, fostcrs less accurate
reporting and undermines the principle at the very core of the First Amendment."

Frank Fisher, the Associated Press's Jackson, Miss., bureau chief, and Jon Broadbooks, executive editor
of tile Hattiesburg American, said their reporters had not received the letters from Scalia.

Fisher and Broadbooks both used the word "gratified" to sum up their feelings about Scalia's apologies,
but said the issue of the deputy U.S. marshal's conduct rcmained·unresolved. Both news organizations
have protested to federal authorities.

"There is still the lingering question of why the marshal seized the recordings," Broadbooks said. "We
feci it was illegaL"

The 1980 Privacy Protection Act says government agents investigating a crime may not "search for or
seize any work product materials possessed by a person reasonably believed to have a purpose to
disseminate to the public a newspaper, book, broadcast or other similar form of public communication."

A spokeswoman for the U.S. Marshals Service, Nikki Credic, said the service had no comment on
Scalia's letter. As for possible corrective action by the service related to the incident, she said that "they
are still looking into the matter."

Scalia was delivering an address about the Constitution at Presbyterian Christian High School on April 7
when Grones and Konz were confronted by Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube and ordered to turn over
their recordings, which Rube then erased.

Rube cited Scalia's policy of not permitting audiotaping or videotaping of his public appearances. But
the policy had not been announced to the reporters.

© 2004 The Washington Post Company
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The mission of the U.S. marshals, established in
1789, is to "protect the federal courts and ensure
the effective operation of the judicial system."

SUPREME COURT Justice Antonin Scalia is
right on one point: Some people just don't have
enough reverence for the U.S. Constitution.

There has been no such expression of contrition
from the U.S. Marshals Service. Director Benigno
G. Reyna and his charges need to get the
message that their job is to follow the law when
they provide "security" for the federal judiciary.

In a letter to the Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press made public Monday,
Scalia said he apologized to the two reporters
and maintained that he had not ordered the
marshal to act. "I was as upset as you were,"
Scalia wrote.

A deputy U.S. marshal carried off the recorders
and returned them after Scalia's words were
erased.

What is wrong with this picture? The confiscation
of a reporter's recording device should not
happen at a public meeting, at least not in a
country where freedom of the press is embedded
in the Constitution.

If there was a crime that day in Hattiesburg, it
was not committed by the two reporters. The
1980 Privacy Protection Act was designed by
Congress to shield journalists from the types of
seizures of works-in-progress that are more
typically seen in totalitarian states.

Scalia was making that point in an April 7 speech
in Hattiesburg, Miss., when a federal marshal
insisted that two journalists turn over their tape
recorders. Scalia, it seems, does not like his
words to be recorded -- though the reporters said
they were not told in advance about the Supreme
Court justice's preference.
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Scalia's Abuse of the Law

From Capitol Hill Blue

THE SUPREMES

Scalia's Abuse of the Law
By DALE McFEATTERS
Apr 13, 2004, 06:59

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia's relations with the press have always been strange.

Page I of I

Last year, he insisted that TV cameras be barred from a luncheon where he was given a free speech award for his efforts on
behalf of the First Amendment.

However, what happened when he spoke to a Mississippi high schoof went over the line, even putting aside for a moment the
proposition that the press has a right to cover public officials appearing in pUblic venues.

Two focal reporters had been invited by the school to cover Scalia's speech, which they did until a deputy U.S. marshal,
Melanie Rube, demanded their tape recorders and snatched one of them. She erased one reporter's tape and forced the other
reporter to erase hers. It is unclear whether Rube did so at Scalia's behest or not, but with any law enforcement officer there is
always the implicit threat of force.

What does seem clear is that the action violated a 1980 federal law, the Privacy Protection Act that protects reporters' notes,
tapes and photos from seizure by federal officials. There are exceptions, but they are few and require an OK from the attorney
general.

Earlier that day, Scalia spoke at a local college. The school told local TV crews that they couldn't cover the speech but could
cover the reception afterward. When Scalia saw the TV crews he demanded they be evicted.

So he's not only a little shaky on the laws governing reporter's notes, he's ill-mannered as well.

More than any other federal officials, Supreme Court justices can unilaterally decide how and when they'll talk to the press or
even if they'll talk at all. Scalia may only face the raised eyebrows of his fellow justices.

But the Justice Department should make it quite clear to the U.S. Marshals Service that the marshals are there to provide
protection, not to handle the justice's press relations.

(Contact Dale McFeatters at McFeattersD@SHNS.cofl))

© Copyright 2004 Capitol Hill Blue
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Justice contrite to reporters
Marshal destroyed speech recordings
Adarn.~iplak, N~w_Yp[~Times
Tuesday, April 13, 2004
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Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia mailed letters of apology Friday to two Mississippi
reporters who were required to erase audio recordings of a speech he gave at a high school
there Wednesday.

The reporters, for a wire service and a local newspaper, were asked to destroy the
recordings by a deputy federal marshal at the end of a half-hour speech by Scalia at the
Presbyterian Christian High School in Hattiesburg.

The deputy cited the justice's standing policy prohibiting the recording of his remarks. The
policy had not been announced at the high school.

Both Scalia and the U.S. Marshals Service have come under fire from advocates of media
freedom, who said the erasure of the reporters' recordings was contrary to the spirit of the
First Amendment, and possibly to a federal law that prohibits federal officers from
confiscating news material even while investigating crimes.

On Monday, Democratic Sens. Charles Schumer, N.Y., and Patrick Leahy, Yt., took the
issue a step further, sending a letter to Leonidas Ralph Mecham, director of the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, denouncing the April 7 incident and asking that
standards be set for media access to the speeches of federal judges.

Scalia's letters had not yet arrived Monday, the two news organizations said, and the
Supreme Court declined to release them.

Scalia referred to the apologies in a separate letter mailed Friday to the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press, which had protested the marshal's actions. The
committee released the letter Monday.

The justice said the organization's concern was "well justified."

"You are correct that the action was not taken at my direction," he wrote. "I was as upset as
you were."

Antoinette Konz, a reporter for the Hattiesburg American, expressed appreciation for the
apology. She said she found the experience of having her tape confiscated disturbing. It was
returned to her only after she promised to erase the justice's speech from it.

"I think it's very honorable of him," she said. "I accept his apology. I am still upset about the
entire incident."

Scalia said the controversy had caused him to revise his policy "so as to permit recording
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for use of the print media" to "promote accurate rep0l1ing." He suggested that he had been
misquoted in some accounts as saying "people just don't revere" the Constitution "like they
used to." But the letter did not set out his version, and a court spokesman declined to
comment.

In the letter to the Reporters Committee, Scalia indicated that he would continue to ban the
recording of his speeches by the broadcast press.

"The electronic media have in the past respected my First Amendment right not to speak on
radio or television when I do not wish to do so," he wrote, "and I am sure that courtesy will
continue. "

Barbara Cochran, the president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association,
objected to that distinction in a letter to Scalia on Monday. "There is no legal basis for such
discrimination," she wrote. "To exclude television cameras and audio recording is the
equivalent of taking away pencil and paper from print reporters."

Frank Fisher, theAssociated Press' Mississippi bureau chief, said the apparent apology to its
reporter, Denise Grones, represented progress. But he, too, expressed his discomfort at the
disparate treatment of the broadcast news media.

"The First Amendment covers all of us," he said.

The Washington Post contributed to this report.

©200A. S\ln franGisc.o ChrQnic.!e.1 feed_b.~J~ I fAQ
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Scalia apologizes to reporters

By Nikki Davis Maute
Hattiesburg American

Two Locations in..•
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Scalia alluded to the apologies in a letter sent Friday to the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press. The Hattiesburg American reporter
involved in the incident, Antoinette Konz, had nQt received a letter late
Monday.

u.s. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia said he is sending a letter
apologizing to reporters who had recordings of his speech in Hattiesburg
seized by a federal marshal.
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"You are correct that the action was not taken at my direction; I was as upset
as you were," Scalia wrote to the cQmmitt~e, a journalists' advocacy
organization.
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Scalia spoke at a convocation at Presbyterian Christian High School in
Hattiesburg on Wednesday. Midway through the speech a federal marshal
approached Konz and an Associated Press reporter, Denise Grones,
demanding recordings they had made of the justice's speech.

Search I Both reporters initially refused to hand over the recordings but later complied
when the marshal, identified as Melanie Rube, again issued the demand. The
recordings were erased at the marshal's order.

Scalia said in the letter he doesn't direct the actions of the U.S. Marshals
Service but will tell marshals he would prefer that they don't confiscate
recordings. The marshals provide security for Supreme Court justices. Scalia
could not be reached for comment.

"We are pleased that Justice Scalia shares our dim view ofthe seizure of the
recordings," said Hattiesburg American Executive Editor Jon Broadbooks.

Broadbooks said allowing reporters to make recordings of Scalia's public
speeches makes sense. "The reason to tape is to help ensure accuracy,"
Broadbooks said.
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Most major newspapers in the country carried the story of the recordings'
seizures and it was featured on ABC's World News Tonight.

University of Southern Mississippi Journalism Professor Art Kaul said
Scalia's decision to revise his policy and allow recordings of his speeches is a
hopeful sign.

"Even U.S. Supreme Court justices can come to their senses," Kaul said.
"With all due respect to the distinguished judge, his prior position restricting
the recording of his words was on very dubious constitutional grounds."
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Apparently, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia didn't want his
speech recorded when he spoke Wednesday at Presbyterian Christian
High School in Hattiesburg, Miss. It is necessary to use the word
"apparently" because that ground rule wasn't announced before he
spoke.

Tuesday April 13, 2004

Retroactive ground rules

Yet U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube, who was providing security for the
justice, took an Associated Press reporter's digital recorder and
demanded to be shown how the recording could be erased. The reporter
conceded, and the marshal erased the recording, A reporter from The
Hattiesburg American erased her tape as well when confronted by the
marshal.
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official who
should know
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our laws better than all but a handful of people in the country.

Justice Scalia should know that ground rules cannot be established after
the fact and that a reporter's materials cannot legally be seized in such
manner.

Nehemiah Flowers, the U.S. marshal for the Southern District of
Mississippi, told the Associated Press that the marshals' failure to
indicate Justice Scalia's wishes prior to his speech "could have possibly
been a faux pas on our behalf." But, given the circumstances, he said
he doesn't know what his marshal could have done differently.

The answer to that is simple, though it's not one the marshals or Justice
Scalia want to hear. What she should have done was acknowledge the
failure to announce the justice's wishes and keep her hands off
materials obtained legally and ethically by the press.
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Scalia Apologizes for Seizure of Recordings

Calling the organization's concern "well justified," the justice wrote: "You are correct
that the action was not taken at my direction. I was as upset as you were."
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One of the reporters, Antoinette Konz ofThe Hattiesburg American, expressed
appreciation for the apology. She said she was disturbed that her tape was confiscated.

Justice Scalia referred to the
apologies in a separate letter
mailed on Friday to the Reporters
Committee for Freedom ofthe
Press, which had protested the marshal's actions. The committee released the letter on
Monday.

By ADAM LIPTAK
Published: April 13, 2004

On Friday, Justice Scalia wrote
the reporters to apologize, but his
letters had not yet arrived on
Monday, the two news
organizations said, and the
Supreme Court declined to
release them.

Justice Antonin Scalia of the Supreme Court has apologized to two Mississippi
reporters who were required to erase recordings of a speech he gave at a high

school there on Wednesday.

The marshal cited the justice's
standing policy prohibiting the
recording of his remarks. The
policy had not been announced at
the high school.

The reporters, for The Associated Press and a local newspaper, had been told by a
deputy federal marshal to destroy the recordings at the end ofa half-hour speech by the
justice at the Presbyterian Christian High School in Hattiesburg.
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It was returned to her only after she promised to erase the justice's speech from it.

"I think it's very honorable of him," she said. "I accept his apology. I am still upset
about the entire incident."

Justice Scalia said in the letter to the Reporters Committee that the controversy had
caused him to revise his policy "so as to permit recording for use of the print media" to
"promote accurate rcporting." He suggested that he had been misquoted in some
accounts as saying "people just don't revere" the Constitution "like they used to." But
the letter did not set out his version of what he said, and a court spokesman declined to
comment.

Justice Scalia indicated he would continue to ban the recording of his speeches by the
broadcast press.

"The electronic media have in the past respected my First Amendment right not to
speak on radio or television when I do not wish to do so," he wrote, "and I am sure that
courtesy will continue."

Barbara Cochran, president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association,
objected to that distinction in a letter to Justice Scalia yesterday. "There is no legal
basis for such discrimination," she wrote. "To exclude television cameras and audio
recording is the equivalent of taking away pencil and paper from print reporters."

Frank Fisher, Mississippi bureau chief for The Associated Press, said the apparent
apology to its reporter, Denise Grones, represented progress_ But he, too, notcd
discol11 fort at the varying treatment of the broadcast press.

"The First Amendment covers all of us," he said.

In his letter, Justice Scalia said he did not have the power to "direct security personnel
not to confiscate recordings."

"Security personnel, both those of the institutions at which I speak, and the United
States marshals, do not operate at my direction," he wrote, "but I shall certainly express
that as my preference."
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Online NewsHour
Special Reports:

Media Watcl:!

Supreme Court Justice Antonin ScaJia
apologized for the confiscation of two reporters' audiotapes by a
deputy U.S. marshal during a public speech in Mississippi last week,
and promised to allow print journalists to record his public speeches
in the future.

NeW'sHour Links I During the April 7 incident, the marshal ordered two
March /9. 2003: reporters to erase their recordings at the end of a half

Update: Justice hour speech by the justice at the Hattiesburg's
Scalia Bans Media Presbyterian Christian High School. The reporters,
From Free Speech Antoinette Konz of the Hattiesburg American and

Ceremony Denise Grones of the Associated Press, initially
balked at handing over their recordings, but complied
when Deputy Marshal Melanie Rube reiterated her
demand.

_NeWSHoa.
April 13,2004,4:30 pm EDT

JUSTICE SCALIA
APOLOGIZES TO
REPORTERS, REVISES
PRINT MEDIA POLICY

The U.S. Marshal Services defended Rube's actions,
Supreme Court pointing to the justice's longstanding prohibition of

Watch any recording of his public remarks. Though this
policy was not announced at the high school event, the
ban had been announced at an earlier speech Scalia
gave at a local college, which both reporters had
attended.

"I have written to the reporters involved, extending
my apology," Scalia said in an April 9 letter to Lucy
Dalglish, executive director of the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press, which had
protested the marshal's actions. The committee posted
the letter on its Web site Monday.

Calling the organization's concern "well justified,"
Scalia wrote: "I was as upset as you were" to learn of
the deputy marshal's action, which, he said, "was not
taken at my direction."

http://www.pbs.orglnewshour/updates/scalia_04-13-04.html 4/14/2004
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In the letters to Grones and Konz, which the reporters
received Tuesday, Scalia explained he had a long
running policy of refusing radio and television
coverage of his public appearances.

It It has been the policy of the American judiciary not
to thrust themselves into the public eye, where they
might come to be regarded as politicians seeking
public favor," Scalia wrote.

Scalia acknowledged that an announcement had been
made during his appearance at William Carey College
had not been repeated at the high school event.

"I abhor as much as any American the prospect of a
law enforcement officer's seizing a reporter's notes or
recording," he wrote. "The marshals were doing what
they believed to be their job, and the fault was mine in
not assuring that the ground rules had been clarified."

"I have learned my lesson (at your expense), and shall
certainly be more careful in the future. Indeed, in the
future I will make it clear that recording for use of the
print media is no problem at all," Scalia concluded in
the letter.

Konz accepted the apology, but she said she was still
troubled that her tape was seized by the marshal and
was returned to her only after Konz promised to delete
the justice's speech from it.

"I think it was very honorable for the justice to send a
letter of apology ... however, the issue remains that the
tapes shouldn't have been seized to begin with," Konz
said, as quoted in the Hattiesburg American.

Grones said Tuesday she was "happy Justice Scalia
understands the value of a reporter doing his or her
job. Print reporters usually depend heavily on their
recorders to ensure accurate quotes, and that's what I
was doing that day."

Still, Scalia's apology has not entirely quelled
criticism over the April 7 incident.

Scalia said in his letters that the controversy had
prompted him to revise his press policy "so as to
permit recording for use of the print media" to
"promote accurate reporting" and to avoid misquoting
his public statements, but said he would maintain his

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/scalia_04-13-04.html 4/14/2004
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ban against the broadcast press.

"The electronic media have in the past respected my
First Amendment right not to speak on radio or
television when I do not wish to do so and I am sure
that courtesy will continue," Scalia wrote to the
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press.

Barbara Cochran, president of the Radio-Television
News Directors Association, protested that distinction
in an open letter sent to Scalia Monday.

"There is no legal basis for such discrimination,"
Cochran wrote. "To exclude television cameras and
audio recording is the equivalent of taking away
pencil and paper from print reporters."

Frank Fisher, the Associated Press's Jackson, Miss.,
bureau chief, and Jon Broadbooks, executive editor of
the Hattiesburg American, each expressed gratitude
for Scalia's apologies but noted disappointment over
the different treatment for broadcast reporters.

"We are pleased Justice Scalia has acknowledged that
it was wrong for federal law enforcement officers to
force reporters to erase their tapes," Fisher told the
AP.

"But the justice also ordered a television crew to leave
a public reception before the speech, and newspaper
photographers were initially told not to take pictures.
We think that deserves an apology, too," Fisher said.

Broadbooks also cautioned that the issue of the deputy
U.S. marshal's possibly unlawful conduct remained
unresolved. Both news organizations have protested to
federal authorities.

The 1980 Privacy Protection Act says government
agents investigating a crime may not "search for or
seize any work product materials possessed by a
person reasonably believed to have a purpose to
disseminate to the public a newspaper, book,
broadcast or other similar form of public
communication."

A spokeswoman with the U.S. Marshals Service,
Mavis Dezulovich, said Monday that a complaint
from the news organizations was being reviewed, but
added that "it could take days or weeks" for the review

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/scalia_04-13-04.html 4/14/2004
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Media access limited during Scalia's
speeches
Justice: Constitution 'something extraordinary'

GAVIN AVERILL Hattiesburg American

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia
speaks before Presbyterian Christian High
School students in Hattiesburg on
Wednesday.

While U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia spoke to high
school students on Wednesday
about the importance of protecting
the rights provided by the
Constitution, the recording devices
of two reporters were confiscated
by a federal marshal.

"You may wonder what makes our
Constitution so special. I am here
to persuade you that our
Constitution is something
extraordinary, something to
revere," Scalia told students at
Presbyterian Christian High School
in Hattiesburg.
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"Our Constitution is not only what
started this great nation," Scalia
continued, "but is what continues to
make us one great nation. There is
no other nation that can identify with those principles."

During Scalia's speech at the high school, U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube
demanded that a reporter with The Associated Press erase a tape recording of
the justice's remarks. Rube also took a tape recording made by a reporter with
the Hattiesburg American.

Rube said Scalia had asked that his appearance not be recorded. But there was
no prior announcement that electronic recordings of Scalia's speech were
prohibited.

At an earlier appearance at William Carey College, Scalia talked about the
religion clauses contained in the Constitution. At a reception honoring the
Supreme Court justice, television reporters with WDAM-Channel 7 were told by
Scalia to leave and newspaper photographers were initially not allowed to take

http://www.hattiesburgamerican.com/news/stories/20040408/locaInews/196951.html 4/13/2004
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photographs.

A college official reversed the order after non-media guests started snapping
photos.

Jeanna Graves, a spokeswoman for William Carey College, sent an e-mail to
area media Wednesday night apologizing for the incident.

Page 2 of2

"I do not know how to apologize enough for today," Graves said. "I was told that
the media would have access to Justice Scalia during the reception.

Graves said she was "embarrassed and angry" at the way media were treated by
Scalia.

"I hope that this incident will not reflect badly on William Carey College," she
said.

Scalia, named to the high court by President Ronald Reagan in 1986, has long
barred television cameras from his speeches, but does not always forbid
newspaper photographers and tape recorders.

But it has been routine for Supreme Court justices to be video taped delivering
speeches and testimony before congressional committees.

Last year, Scalia was criticized for refusing to allow television and radio
coverage of an event in Ohio in which he received an award for supporting free
speech.

Supreme Court spokeswoman Kathy Arberg said that it is up to Scalia and his
staff to set guidelines for coverage of his events.

"It's standard that his speeches are not televised," she said.

The Associated Press contributed to this report.

::.a Email this story

Originally published Thursday, April 8, 2004
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Scalia's Tape Tactics at Issue
• Experts question legal basis for confiscation -- apparently on justice's orders -- of
recordings.

By David G. Savage, Times Staff Writer

On Wednesday afternoon, however, no warning of his rule was given to
event hosts or reporters when Scalia spoke at Presbyterian Christian High

Alone among the justices, Scalia forbids television camems when he
speaks in public, and he usually tries to clear the room of reporters. He
strictly insists, usually in advance, that his words not be recorded.
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WASHINGTON - Fitst Amendment experts on
Thursday questioned the legal basis for a deputy
U.S. marshal - apparently acting on the orders of
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia - to
confiscate and erase recordings made by two
reporters invited to hear the justice speak at a high
school gym.

The experts questioned not only Scalia's practice
of barring recordings of remarks made in public,
but also whether the seizure may have violated a
federal law intended to shield journalists from
having notes or records confiscated by officials.

"I don't think any public official - and I don't
care whether you are a Supreme Court justice or
the president of the United States - has a right to
speak in public and then say, 'You can't record
what I have said,' It said Burt Neuborne, a law
professor at New York University and former
legal director of the American Civil Liberties
Union. "A marshal is there for security, not to
censor what a justice has said."
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School in Hattiesburg, Miss.

"This was our first effort at having a national speaker on campus. Wc
assumed the public and reporters would want to be here," said Barrett
Mosbacker, the headmaster.

Antoinette Konz, a school reporter for the Hattiesburg American, said she
received a written invitation to cover the event. "They called back to make
sure we would be there Wednesday," she recalled. "And when we arrived,
they gave us a place to sit in the front row."

Soon after Scalia entered the gym, a marshal told a TV reporter to stop
recording. The justice spoke to the assembly of students, faculty and
parents about the importance of the Constitution.

The Constitution protects the rights of all, he said, according to a reporter's
account. It is a "brilliant piece of work .... People just don't revere it like
they used to," he said.

Near the end of the talk, Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube, who works
in the Hattiesburg area, confronted two reporters who were recording
Scalia's comments.

"She came up and demanded the tapes," Konz said. "She told us that Scalia
did not want the speech to be tape-recorded."

When Associated Press reporter Denise Grones balked, "the marshal
grabbed the tape recorder," Konz said, and erased the digital recording.

Konz said the marshal then removed the tape from her recorder and walked
away with it. "I said, '[ need that tape,' she said. "I tried to explain there
was stuff on the other side that I needed." After the event, the marshal
agreed to return the tape, but only after taping over the 40 minutes that
covered the time of Scalia's appearance.

Konz said she was surprised by Scalia's actions, since she had met him
four years ago when he gave a speech at a local college where she was a
student.

"I had my picture taken with him," she said. "I certainly wasn't expecting
something like this. What was this about? Why was he so upset?"

Experts in 1st Amendment law say it is generally understood that officials
- including judges - cannot confiscate or destroy notes or records that
journalists obtain in public events.

"This is a major embarrassment. And it is unsupportable as a matter of
law," said Jane Kirtley, a law professor at the University of Minnesota and
an expert on press law. "They could have said, 'No Press Allowed.' But if
they let the reporters in and there are no ground rules announced in INC
advance, they can't then say you can't report that or you can't use that."

http://www.latimes.com/news/custom/showcase/la-na-scalia9apr09.story 4/13/2004
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She said that principle was invoked recently in Mississippi when a judge
tried to punish a reporter for writing a newspaper article about a
defendant's juvenile record, which had been described in an open court
hearing. The state Supreme Court ruled that the information, once made
public, could not be declared confidential afterward.

Kirtley also said the action by Scalia and the marshal appeared to violate
the Privacy Protection Act of 1980, which says: nit shall be unlawful for a
government officer or employee ... to search for or seize any work product
materials possessed by a person reasonably believed to have a purpose to
disseminate tothe public a newspaper, book, broadcast or other similar
form ofpublic communication." The law also says victims of such official
confiscations may sue the violators.

Neuborne said he was disappointed by Scalia's action in light of his past
decisions upholding the I st Amendment. "This is very surprising coming
from him, since he has a good grasp of the 1st Amendment," Neuborne
said. "This doesn't live up to the ideals ofthe 1st Amendment. He should
know he can't use a U.S. marshal as a private police force to enforce his
will."

Earlier Wednesday, Scalia prompted a minor flap at nearby William Carey
College, a private Baptist school.

Reporters and TV crews were told that they could not record Scalia's
speech, but that they could photograph him afterward at a social reception.
But when the justice entered the reception area, he told the reporters and
TV crews that they would have to leave.

"That was my fault. 1did not realize it was longstanding policy not to give
interviews to the press," said college President Larry Kennedy.

A press aide at the college sent a note of apology to reporters afterward.
"They had been invited by me, based on what turned out to be wrong
information," said Jeanna Graves, the spokeswoman.

Last year, Scalia's aversion of the press made headlines in Cleveland. He
was given the annual Citadel of Free Speech award by the City Club of
Cleveland in honor of his efforts on behalf of the "preservation of the 1st
Amendment." But the justice nonetheless barred TV reporters and camera
crews from covering his luncheon speech.

If you want other stories on this topic, search the Archives at Iatimes.comfarchives.
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Marshal Orders Tapes Of Scalia Talk Erased
Reporters Told Justice Bars Recording

By Charles Lane
Washington Post Staff Writer
Friday, April 9, 2004; Page A02

A federal marshal guarding Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia ordered two reporters to
erase audio recordings they were making of Scalia's speeeh to a group of high school students
in Mississippi on Wednesday, prompting protests from local journalists who said they were
victims of official interference with the press.

As Scalia was addressing an afternoon assembly at the Presbyterian Christian High School in
Hattiesburg, Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube confronted the journalists and told them they
must erase their recordings because they violated the justice's policy against audio- or
videotaping of his public appearances.

After Associated Press reporter Denise Grones balked, the marshal took her digital recorder
and erased its contents -- after Grones explained how the machine worked. The marshal also
asked Hattiesburg American reporter Antoinette Konz to hand over a cassette tape and
returned it, erased, after the event.

"The deputy's actions were based on Justice Scalia's long-standing policy prohibiting such
recordings ofhis remarks," David Turner, a spokesman for the U.S. Marshals Service, said.
But, he added: "Justice Scalia did not instruct the deputy to take that action."

Editors at both the Hattiesburg American and the Jackson bureau of the AP said their
reporters had not been told ahead of time that they could not record at the high school.

"I fmd it very curious where a Supreme Court justice spends a significant amount of time
talking about the Constitution, he seems to omit the part about freedom of the press," said Jon
Broadbooks, executive editor of the American. "What authority does the marshal service have
to try to confiscate reporters' tape recorders?"

Supreme Court spokesman Ed Turner said that Scalia was unavailable for comment. "The
justice generally prefers not to have audio or video recordings of his remarks," Turner said.
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Like the recent debate over Scalia's refusal to recuse himself after a duck-hunting trip with Vice President Cheney while
Cheney is a named party in a pending case at the court, the incident in Mississippi drew attention to the nearly complete
autonomy each justice enjoys in deciding matters that bear on how he or she is perceived by the public. While some justices
welcome television coverage of their speeches, others shun it.

But confrontations between the media and justices' security details, which are far smaller than those that surround the
president and some Cabinet officials, are rare. Members of the court are guarded by Supreme Court police while in
Washington, and by U.S. marshals when they travel outside the capital.

Deputy Marshal Rube is based at the Marshals Services' Hattiesburg sub-office, Turner said. She had been instructed to
enforce Scalia's policy during preparations for his visit, Turner added.

The incident at the high school followed a clash between Scalia and the media earlier in the day at William Carey College, a
Baptist institution where Louis Griffin, with whom Scalia regularly hunts turkeys, is a trustee.

College officials announced before Scalia's speech to a large assembly that it could not be recorded. But they invited the local
media, including television reporters, to talk with Scalia at a reception afterwards.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A62514-2004Apr8?language=printer 4/9/2004
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When Scalia saw cameras at the reception, however, he informed the college's president, Larry W. Kennedy, that he did not
give interviews, and Kennedy asked the journalists to leave, Kennedy said in a telephone interview.

Both of the reporters whose recordings were erased in the afternoon were at the morning event when Scalia's ban was
announced.

But, said Ron Harrist, news editor of the AP's Jackson bureau, the afternoon speech "was a separate event at the high school.
There was no announcement not to do it. We feel like it [the order to erase] was unjustified. Our reporter was strictly using a
recorder to make sure she got what he had to say corrcct."

© 2004 The Washington Post Company
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Scalia, Federal Marshal Land
In First Amendment Controversy

New York Lawyer
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By rt1~., Associated Press

JACKSON, Miss. ·A deputy federal marshal violated the law and ·the
fundamental tenets of press freedom- when she ordered two reporters to
erase recordings of a speech by Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, a

. journalists' advocacy group said Thursday.

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press said in a letter that the
marshal violated the Privacy Protection Act, which says government officers
may not seize materials in the possession of people who plan to distribute
them through public communication. "

"It is clear that the statute's purPose is to provide maximum protection for the
news media against seizures of work product," the group wrote in a letter
signed by Committee Executive Director Lucy Dalglish, Legal Defense
Director Gregg Leslie and Kirsten Murphy, a legal fellow.

Justice Department employees should receive approval from the attorney
general before ordering a journalist to tum over work materials, the letter
said. Because the marshal failed to do so, her actions should lead to a
reprimand or other disciplinary action, according to the letter.

"We also urge that all such officials be reminded of the important interests at
stake when dealing with the news media," the letter said.

The letter was addressed to Attorney General John Ashcroft, U.S. Marshals
.Service Director Benigno G. Reyna and Nehemiah Flowers, the U.S.
Marshal for the Southern District of Mississippi.

During a speech Scalia gave on the Constitution in Hattiesburg on
Wednesday, a woman who identified herself as Deputy Marshal Melanie
Rube demanded that a reporter for The Associated Press erase a tape
recording of the justice's comments.

The reporter initially resisted, but later showed the deputy how to erase the
digital recording after the officer took the device from her. The marshal also
made a Hattiesburg American reporter erase her tape.
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"We're very upset over the forced erasure of our reporter's tape and believe
that crossed the line" AP Mississippi Chief of Bureau Frank Fisher said
Thursday. ·We hope that this will never happen again:

Fisher added that the erasure "doesn't show a lot of respect for the First
Arnendment ft

Scalia gave two speeches Wednesday in Hattiesburg, one at Presbyterian
Christian High School and the other at William Carey College. He did not
warn the audience at the high school that recording devices would be
forbidden, but issued a warning before the college speech.

At a reception following Scalia's speech at William Carey, the justice told
television reporters from Hattiesburg station WDAM-TV to leave. A member
of his entourage also told newspaper photographers they could not take
pictures, but a college official reversed the order after non-media guests
started snapping photos.

William Carey spokeswoman Jeanna Graves later apologized to the media.
,

A spokesWoman for the Supreme Court said it is up to Scalia and his staff to
set guidelines for coverage of hisev.ents.

. Spokespeople for the Justice Department and Marshals Service did not
immediately respond to calls seeking comment Thursday.
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speeches, others shun it
But confrontations between the me

dia and justices' security details,
which are far smaller than those that
surround the president and some Cab
inet officials, are rare. Members of the
court are guarded by Supreme Court
police while in Washington, and by
u.s. marshals when they travel out
side the capital.

Deputy Marshal Rube is based at
the Marshals Services' Hattiesburg
sub-office, Tamer said. She bad been
instructed to enforce Scalia's policy
duringprepatations for his visit, Turn
eradded.

The incident at the high school fol
lowed a clash between Scalia. and the
media. earlier in the day at William
Carey College, a Baptist institution
whereLouisG~ withwhomScalia
regularly hunts turkeys, is a trustee.

College officials announced before
Scalia's speech to a large assembly
that it could not be recorded. But they
invited the local media, including tele
vision reporters, to talk with Scalia at
a receptionafterwards.

When Scalia saw cameras at the re
ception, however; he informed the col
lege's president, Larry W. Kennedy,
that he did IIOt ~e interviews, and
Kelllledy asked the journalists to
leave, Kennedy said in a telephone in
terview.

Both of the reporters whose record
ings were erased in theafternoonwere"
at the morning event when Scalia's
ban wasannounced.

But, said Ron Harrist, neWs editor
of the APs .Jadcson bureau, the after
noon speech "was a separate event at
the high school· Then: was no an·
nouncementnot to do it. We feel like it
[the order to er.ise) was tmjustified.
Our reporter was strictly using a re
corder to make sure she got what he
bad to say correct."
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Editors at
both the Hatties
burg American
and the Jackson
bureau ofthe AP
said their report
ers had not been
told ahead of
time that tbey
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"I find it very curioos where a Su
preme Court justice spends a signif
icant amount of time talking about the
Constitution, he seems to omit tbe
part about freedom ofthe press," said
Jon Broadbooks, executive editor of
the American. "What authority dces
the marshal service have to try to con
fiscate reporters' tape recorders?"

Supreme Court spokesman. Ed
Turner said that Scalia was unavail
able Cor comment "The justice gerer
ally prefers not to have audio or ucleo
recordings of his remarks,- Thrner
said..

Like the recent debate om'Scalia.'s
refusal to recuse himselfalter a ciu:k·
hunting trip with VICe President CLe
neywhileCheney is a namedparty na
pending caseat the court. the incident
in Mississippi drew attention to the
nearly complete autonomy each ps-
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A federal marshal guarding Su
preme Court Justice Antonin~
ordered two reporters to erase audio
recordings they were making of Sca
lia's speech to a group'of high school
students inMississippi on Wednesday;

. prompting protests from loca1journal
ists who said they were victims of offi
cial interference with the press.

As Scalia was addressing an after·
noon assembly at the Presbyterian

. Christian High School in Hattiesburg,
Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube
confronted the journalists and told
them they must erase their recordings
because they violated the justice's pol
icy against audit> or videotaping ofbis
public appearances.

After Associated Press reporter De
nise Grones balked, the marshal took
her digital recorderand erased its con
tents-after Grones explained how
the machineworked. Themarshal also
asked Hattiesburg American reporter
Antoinette Konz to hand over a cas
sette tape and returned it, erased, af·
ter the event.

.. "The deputy's actions were~
on Justice Scalia's long-standing pol
icy prohibiting such recordings of his
remarks," David Turner, a spokesman
for the U.s. Marshals Service, said.
But, he added: "Justice Scalia did not
instruct the deputy to take that ac·
tiOlL"
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By HOLBROOK MOHR, Associated Press Writer

JACKSON. Miss. - A U.S. marshal said a deputy's erasure of two
journalists' recordings of a speech by Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia (news - web sites) was appropriate, given that one
of the service's responsibilities is to provide a traveling Supreme
Court justice with security.

However, Nehemiah Flowers, the U.S. marshal for the Southern
District of Mississippi, conceded Friday that Scalia's request that
his remarks not be recorded should have been publicly announced
before the speech.

Flowers said the fact no announcement was made regarding
Scalia's wishes, "could have possibly been a faux pas on our
behalf."

He added that "It would have been handled, on hindsight, a little bit
different."

During Scalia's speech Wednesday in Hattiesburg about the
Constitution, a woman who identified herself as Deputy Marshal
Melanie Rube demanded that a reporter for The Associated Press
erase a digital recording of the justice's comments.

The reporter, Denise Grones, initially resisted, but later showed the
deputy how to erase the recording after the officer took the device
from her. Rube also made a Hattiesburg American reporter erase
her tape.

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press said Thursday
that the deputy violated the law and "the fundamental tenets of
press freedom."

But Flowers defended the deputy's actions.

"The justice informed us he did not want any recordings of his
speech and remarks and when we discovered that one, or possibly
two, reporters were in fact recording, she took action," Flowers told
The Associated Press.

"Even with hindsight, I can't think of what other steps she could
have done," Flowers said.

Scalia spoke Wednesday at Presbyterian Christian High SChool
and at William Carey College. He did not warn the high school
audience that recording devices would be forbidden, but issued a
warning before the college speech.

Later Friday, Dave Turner, a spokesman for the marshals service in
Washington, said: "At this stage, ascertaining the facts of exactly
what happened is important to anything the marshals service might
do in the future."

In a letter to Flowers and to U.S. Marshals Service Director
Benigno G. Reyna and Attorney General John Ashcroft (news 
web sites), the reporters group said the deputy violated the Privacy
Protection Act. The act says government officers may not seize
journalists' materials.

"It is clear that the statute's purpose is to provide maximum

411212004 5:59 PM
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protection for the news media against seizures of work product:'
the group said in a letter signed by Committee Executive Director
Lucy Dalglish and two other staffers.

Justice Department (news - web sites) employees should receive
approval from the attorney general before ordering a journalist to
tum over work materials. the letter said. Because the marshal failed
to do so, her actions should lead to a reprimand or other
disciplinary action, according to the letter.

The AP and three other organizations also sent a letter protesting
the marshal's conduct.

The letter demanded an immediate explanation, potential sanctions
and details of what steps that would be taken to ensure ''that no
such improper actions are carried out by U.S. marshals in the
future."

Jon Broadbooks, executive editor of the Hattiesburg American. said
Friday his newspaper also sent a protest letter to the attorney
general and the marshals service.

A spokeswoman for the Supreme Court said it is up to Scalia and
his staff to set guidelines for coverage of his events. A spokesman
for the Justice Department did not immediately respond to calls
seeking comment Thursday.

At a reception following Scalia's speech at William Carey College,
the justice told WDAM-TV reporters to leave. A member of his
entourage also told newspaper photographers they could not take
pictures, but a college official reversed the order after non-media
guests started snapping photos.

William Carey spokeswoman Jeanna Graves later apologized to
the media, saying she was "embarrassed and angry" over the
incident.
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Scalia changes press policy
Plans to apologize to American reporter

By Nikki Maute
The Hattiesburg American

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia said in a leiter to the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press he will revise his policy on allowing
members of the print media to tape his public speeches.
Scalia denied ordering a U.S. Marshal to confiscate recordings made by a
reporters for the Hattiesburg American and the Associated Press at a speech in
Hattiesburg on Wedensday.
"You are correct that the action was not taken at my direction; I was as upset as
you were, n Scalia wrote in a letter dated Friday, two days after he spoke at
William Carey College and Presbyterian Christian High School.
Scalia was midway through his presentation at the high school when Denise
Grones from The Associated Press and the Hattiesburg American's Antoinette
Konz were ordered to turn over recordings of the speech to U.S. Marshal Melanie
Rube. Both reporters tried to refuse, but ultimately complied with the order when
pressed by Rube.
Scalia said he has written to the reporters involved apologizing for the actions.
Scalia said he doesn't direct the actions of the U.S. Marshals Service, but will tell
them he would prefer they do not confiscate recordings.
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Scalia also wrote to the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, which had
criticized the marshars action. He said it ''was not taken at my direction."
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By LM Otero. AP

SCalia now
says he is
changing his
policy of not
letting
reporters tape
his speeches.

Scalia wrote that he did not approve of the
marshars actions, which occurred during a speech
he gave to high school students in Hattiesburg.
The incident arose from Scalia's ban on recorders
at his speeches.

Scalia now says he is changing his policy of
forbidding newspaper reporters from recording his
speeches. He apparently is sticking to his ban on
audio or video recordings for radio ortelevision.

Outraged news media groups called the incident a
possible violation of press freedom. Newspaper
editorials noted, with irony, that Scalia was quoted
in his speech as saying of the Constitution.
"People just don't revere it like they used to."

By Joan Biskupic. USA TODAY

WASHINGTON - Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia has sent letters of apology to two
Mississippi journalists whose recordings of a
speech by the justice were seized by a U.S.
deputy marshal and then erased.
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In his April 9 letter to Lucy Dalglish, executive director of the Reporters Committee, the
justice said, "I was as upset as you were. I have written to the reporters involved,
extending my apology."

Scalia also said he would make it clear to U.S. marshals that he does not expect

http://www.usatoday.comlnews/washington/2004-04-12-scalia-usat_x.htm 4/13/2004
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security personnel to confiscate recordings.

Page 2 00

scalia, easily the most provocative member of the high court, was giving a public
speech at Presbyterian Christian School last Wednesday when the marshal ordered
Antoinette Konz of the Hattiesburg American and Denise Grones of the Associated
Press to tum over their recordings. The recordings then were erased.

The American is owned by Gannett Co., which publishes USA TODAY. Jon
Broadbooks, executive editor of the American, said Monday that the newspaper had
not received scalia's letter.

We are gratified to learn that he was upset," Broadbooks said. 'We think his change
in policy is a sound one, but the lingering and still important issue is the action by the
Marshals Service. We have sent a letter of complaint to the Marshals Service and ...
we may take further action."

Nehemiah Flowers. the U.S. marshal for the southem district of Mississippi, has
defended the deputy marshal's action.

Unlike the other eight justices. scalia has long banned recordings of his speeches. He
has never publicly said why.

In his letter to Dalglish, he said that ''the electronic media have in the past respected
my First Amendment right not to speak on radio or television when I do not wish to do
so, and I am sure that courtesy will continue."
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Scalia Apologizes for Erasure Of Reporters'
Tapes of Speech
Justice Vows to Permit Recordings by Print Journalists

By Charles Lane
Washington Post Staff Writer
Tuesday, April 13, 2004; Page AI7

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia has issued written apologies for the
destruction of two reporters' audiotapes by a deputy U.S. marshal in guarding
him last week, and has promised to permit print journalists to record his public
speeches in the future, according to a letter by the justice made public
yesterday.
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In an April 9 letter to Lucy A. Dalglish, executive director of the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press, which had protested the incident, Scalia
said he had written to the two reporter$, Antoinette Konz of the Hattiesburg
American and Denise Grones of the Associated Press, "extending my apology
and undertaking to revise my policy so as to permit recording for use of the
print media."

Scalia called Dalglish's concern "well justified" and said he had been "as upset
as you were" to learn of thc deputy marshal's action, which. he said, "was not
taken at my direction."

His letter was posted on the Internet yesterday by the Reporters Committee. It
was his first known response to the incident, which occurred April 7.

Both Scalia and the U.S. Marshals Service have come under fire from
advocates of media freedom, who said the erasure of the reporters' recordings
was contrary to the spirit of the First Amendment, and possibly to a federal
law that prohibits federal officers from confiscating news material even while
investigating crimes.

Yesterday, Democratic Sens. Charlcs E. Schumer (N.Y.) and Patrick 1. Leahy (Vt.) took the issue a step
further, sending a letter to Leonidas Ralph Mecham, director of the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, denouncing the April 7 incident and asking that standards be set for media access to the
speeches of federal judges.

It was unclear yesterday whether Scalia's apology and change in policy would satisfy his critics. Though
he indicated a willingness to let print reporters record his remarks for the sake of accurately quoting him,
he rejected suggestions that he permit radio and television reporters to record his remarks for broadcast.

"We greatly appreciate Justice Scalia's prompt response to our letter," Dalglish said in a written
statement. "However, we remain disappointed with his policy regarding electronic media coverage of his
speeches, and hope he will reconsider."

Barbara Cochran, president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association, sent Scalia an open

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A64] 5-2004Apr12?language=printer 4/13/2004
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lettcr saying that his policy "discriminates against television and radio journalists, fosters less accurate
reporting and undermines the principle at the very core of the First Amendment."

Frank Fisher, the Associated Press's Jackson, Miss., bureau chief, and Jon Broadbooks, executive editor
of the Hattiesburg American, said their reporters had not received the letters from Scalia.

Fisher and Broadbooks both used the word "gratified" to sum up their feelings about Scalia's apologies,
but said the issue of the deputy U.S. marshal's conduct remained unresolved. Both news organizations
havc protested to federal authorities.

"There is still the lingering question of why thc marshal seized the recordings," Broadbooks said. "We
feel it was illegal."

The 1980 Privacy Protection Act says government agcnts investigating a crime may not "search for or
seize any work product materials possessed by a person reasonably believed to have a purpose to
disseminate to the public a newspaper, book, broadcast or other similar form of public communication."

A spokeswoman for the U.S. Marshals Service, Nikki Credic, said the service had no comment on
Scalia's letter. As for possible corrective action by the service related to the incident, she said that "they
are still looking into the matter."

Scalia was delivering an address about the Constitution at Presbyterian Christian High School on April 7
when Grones and Konz were confronted by Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube and ordered to tum over
their recordings, which Rube then erased.

Rube cited Scalia's policy of not permitting audiotaping or videotaping of his public appearances. But
the policy had not been announced to the reporters.

© 2004 The Washington Post Company
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EDITORIAL
Not in this country

SUPREME COURT Justice Antonin Scalia is
right on one point: Some people just don't have
enough reverence for the U.S. Constitution.

Scalia was making that point in an April 7 speech
in Hattiesburg, Miss., when a federal marshal
insisted that two journalists turn over their tape
recorders. Scalia, it seems, does not like his
words to be recorded - though the reporters said
they were not told in advance about the Supreme
Court justice's preference.

A deputy U.S. marshal carried off the recorders
and returned them after Scalia's words were
erased.

What is wrong with this picture? The confiscation
of a reporter's recording device should not
happen at a public meeting, at least not in a
country where freedom of the press is embedded
in the Constitution.

If there was a crime that day in Hattiesburg, it
was not committed by the two reporters. The
1980 Privacy Protection Act was designed by
Congress to shield journalists from the types of
seizures of works-In-progress that are more
typically seen in totalitarian states.

The mission of the U.S. marshals, established in
1789, is to "protect the federal courts and ensure
the effective operation of the judicial system."

In a letter to the Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press made public Monday,
Scalia said he apologized to the two reporters
and maintained that he had not ordered the
marshal to act. "I was as upset as you were,"
Scalia wrote.

There has been no such expression of contrition
from the U.S. Marshals Service. Director Benigno
G. Reyna and his charges need to get the
message that their job is to follow the law when
they provide ·security" for the federal judiciary.
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Scalia's Abuse of the Law

From Capitol Hill Blue

THE SUPREMES

Scalia's Abuse of the Law
By DALE McFEATTERS
Apr 13, 2004, 06:59

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia's relations with the press have always been strange.

Page 1 of 1

Last year, he Insisted that TV cameras be barred from a luncheon where he was given a free speech award for his efforts on
behalf of the First Amendment.

However, what happened when he spoke to a Mississippi high school went over the line, even putting aside for a moment the
proposition that the press has a right to cover public officials appearing in public venues.

Two local reporters had been invited by the school to cover Scalia's speech, which they did until a deputy U.S. marshal,
Melanie Rube, demanded their tape recorders and snatched one of them. She erased one reporter's tape and forced the other
reporter to erase hers. It is unclear whether Rube did so at Scalia's behest or not, but with any law enforcement officer there is
always the implicit threat of force.

What does seem clear is that the action violated a 1980 federal law, the Privacy Protection Act that protects reporters' notes,
tapes and photos from seizure by federal officials. There are exceptions, but they are few and require an OK from the attorney
general.

Earlier that day, Scalia spoke at a local college. The school told local TV crews that they couldn't cover the speech but could
cover the reception afterward. When Scalia saw the TV crews he demanded they be evicted.

So he's not only a little shaky on the laws governing reporter's notes, he's ill-mannered as well.

More than any other federal officials, Supreme Court justices can unilaterally decide how and when they'll talk to the press or
even if they'll talk at all. Scalia may only face the raised eyebrows of his fellow justices.

But the Justice Department should make it quite clear to the U.S. Marshals Service that the marshals are there to provide
protection, not to handle the justice's press relations.

(Contact Dale McFeaNers at McFeaNersO@SHNS.com)

© Copyright 2004 Capitol Hill Blue
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Scalia apologizes for erased tapes
Justice OKs recordings by journalists

Page I of2

Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON - Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, responding to comp.laints over a federal marshal's erasing of
journalists' tape recordings last week, said he regretted the incident, and sent a letter of apology to the two reporters.

"The action was not taken at my direction. I was as upset as you were," Scalia said In a letter sent Friday to the
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press.

In the future, he said, he would permit print reporters to record his speeches, but would continue to insist on his "Arst
Amendment right not to speak on radio or television." Since joining the Supreme Court in 1986, Scalia has barred audio
and visual recordings when he speaks in public, although reporters are usually permitted to take notes.

The Supreme Court itself enforces a similar rule. While reporters are permitted to scribble notes on court proceedings,
they are forbidden from recording what is said. Television cameras are barred from the courtroom entirely.

The court's oral arguments are transcribed, but the printed transcript is usually not made available for several weeks.
And under the court's policy, the transcript does not identify which justices ask questions.

This no-recording policy sometimes results in multiple versions of a justice's comment or question in different news
stories. The same is true of speeches, as Scalia noted in his letter.

Ironically, Scalia suggested in his letter that his speech in Mississippi had been misquoted.

Allowing reporters to record his words "will, as you say/ promote accurate reporting, so that no one will quote me as
having said that 'people just don't revere (the Con- stitution) like they used to.' "

That quote was reported Widely last week after Scalia spoke to the Presbyterian Christian School in Hattiesburg, Miss. It
was reported by an Associated Press reporter whose tape of the speech was erased by the marshal.

The AP reporter, Denise Grones, and Antoinette Konz, a reporter for the Hattiesburg American, had been invited by
school officials to cover Scalia's speech to a large crowd gathered in the gym. Scalia spoke about the importance of the
U.S. Constitution and answered questions posed by the students.

Although TV cameras were banned, the print reporters said they were not told that tape recordings were prohibited. Near
the end of Scalia's talk, Deputy Marshal Melanie Rube confronted the reporters and said their tapes must be erased. She
told the reporters she was enforcing Scalia's policy of prohibiting audio recordings.

Nehemiah Flowers, the U.S. marshal in south Mississippi, defended the agent's action. "The justice informed us that he
did not want any recordings of his speech and remarks....," he told the AP.

Lucy A. Dalglish, the executive director of the reporters committee, wrote to Scalia, Attorney General John Ashcroft and
to the U.S. Marshals Office to protest the Incident.

"As you are certainly aware, the essence of the First Amendment's free press clause is the right to gather and publish
news without government interference," she said in her letter to Scalia .
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Justice contrite to reporters
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Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia mailed letters of apology Friday to two Mississippi
reporters who were required to erase audio recordings of a speech he gave at a high school
there Wednesday.

The reporters, for a wire service and a local newspaper, were asked to destroy the
recordings by a deputy federal marshal at the end of a half-hour speech by Scalia at the
Presbyterian Christian High School in Hattiesburg.

The deputy cited the justice's standing policy prohibiting the recording of his remarks. The
policy had not been announced at the high school.

Both Scalia and the U.S. Marshals Service have come under fire from advocates of media
freedom, who said the erasure of the reporters' recordings was contrary to the spirit ofthe
First Amendment, and possibly to a federal law that prohibits federal officers from
confiscating news material even while investigating crimes.

On Monday, Democratic Sens. Charles Schumer, N.Y., and Patrick Leahy, Vt., took the
issue a step further, sending a letter to Leonidas Ralph Mecham, director of the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, denouncing the April 7 incident and asking that
standards be set for media access to the speeches of federal judges.

Scalia's letters had not yet arrived Monday, the two news organizations said, and the
Supreme Court declined to release them.

Scalia referred to the apologies in a separate letter mailed Friday to the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press, which had protested the marshal's actions. The
committee released the letter Monday.

The justice said the organization's concern was "well justified."

"You are correct that the action was not taken at my direction," he wrote. "I was as upset as
you were."

Antoinette Konz, a reporter for the Hattiesburg American, expressed appreciation for the
apology. She said she found the experience of having her tape confiscated disturbing. It was
returned to her only after she promised to erase the justice's speech from it.

"I think it's very honorable ofhim," she said. "I accept his apology. I am still upset about the
entire incident."

Scalia said the controversy had caused him to revise his policy "so as to permit recording
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for use of the print media" to "promote accurate reporting." He suggested that he had been
misquoted in some accounts as saying "people just don't revere" the Constitution "like they
used to." But the letter did not set out his version, and a court spokesman declined to
comment.

In the letter to the Reporters Committee, Scalia indicated that he would continue to ban the
recording of his speeches by the broadcast press.

"The electronic media have in the past respected my First Amendment right not to speak on
radio or television when I do not wish to do so," he wrote, "and I am sure that courtesy will
continue."

Barbara Cochran, the president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association,
objected to that distinction in a letter to Scalia on Monday. "There is no legal basis for such
discrimination," she wrote. "To exclude television cameras and audio recording is the
equivalent of taking away pencil and paper from print reporters."

Frank Fisher, the Associated Press' Mississippi bureau chief, said the apparent apology to its
reporter, Denise Granes, represented progress. But he, too, expressed his discomfort at the
disparate treatment of the broadcast news media.

"The First Amendment covers all of us," he said.

The Washington Post contributed to this report.
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Scalia apologizes to reporters

By Nikki Davis Maute
Hattiesburg American

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia said he is sending a letter
apologizing to reporters who had recordings of his speech in Hattiesburg
seized by a federal marshal.

Scalia alluded to the apologies in a letter sent Friday to the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press. The Hattiesburg American reporter
involved in the incident, Antoinette Konz, had not received a letter late
Monday.
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"You are correct that the action was not taken at my direction; I was as upset
as you were," Scalia wrote to the committee, a journalists' advocacy
organization.
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Scalia spoke at a convocation at Presbyterian Christian High School in
Hattiesburg on Wednesday. Midway through the speech a federal marshal
approached Konz and an Associated Press reporter, Denise Grones,
demanding recordings they had made of the justice's speech.

Seal'Ch Both reporters initially refused to hand over the recordings but later complied
when the marshal, identified as Melanie Rube, again issued the demand. The
recordings were erased at the marshal's order.

Scalia said in the letter he doesn't direct the actions of the U.S. Marshals
Service but will tell marshals he would prefer that they don't confiscate
recordings. The marshals provide security for Supreme Court justices. Scalia
could not be reached for comment.

"We are pleased that Justice Scalia shares our dim view of the seizure of the
recordings," said Hattiesburg American Executive Editor Jon Broadbooks.

Broadbooks said allowing reporters to make recordings of Scalia's public
speeches makes sense. "The reason to tape is to help ensure accuracy,"
Broadbooks said.
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Most major newspapers in the country carried the story of the recordings'
seizures and it was featured on ABC's World News Tonight.

University of Southern Mississippi Journalism Professor Art Kaul said
Scalia's decision to revise his policy and allow recordings of his speeches is a
hopeful sign.

"Even U.S. Supreme Court justices can come to their senses," Kaul said.
"With all due respect to the distinguished judge, his prior position restricting
the recording ofhis words was on very dubious constitutional grounds."
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Scalia Apologizes for Seizure of Recordings

By ADAM LIPTAK
Published: April 13. 2004

Justice Antonin Scalia of the Supreme Court has apologized to two Mississippi
reporters who were required to erase recordings of a speech he gave at a high

school there on Wednesday.

The reporters, for The Associated Press and a local newspaper, had been told by a
deputy federal marshal to destroy the recordings at the end of a half-hour speech by the
justice at the Presbyterian Christian High School in Hattiesburg.
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Calling the organization's concern "well justified," the justice wrote: "You are correct
that the action was not taken at my direction. I was as upset as you were."
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Justice Scalia referred to the
apologies in a separate letter
mailed on Friday to the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the
Press, which had protested the marshal's actions. The committee released the letter on
Monday.

On Friday, Justice Scalia wrote
the reporters to apologize, but his
letters had not yet arrived on
Monday, the two news
organizations said, and the
Supreme Court declined to
release them.

One of the reporters, Antoinette Konz of The Hattiesburg American, expressed
appreciation for the apology. She said she was disturbed that her tape was confiscated.

The marshal cited the justice's
standing policy prohibiting the
recording of his remarks. The
policy had not been announced at
the high school.
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It was returned to her only after she promised to erase the justice's speech from it.

"I think it's very honorable of him," she said. "I accept his apology. I am still upset
about the entire incident."

Justice Scalia said in the letter to the Reporters Committee that the controversy had
caused him to revise his policy "so as to permit recording for use of the print media" to
"promote accurate reporting." He suggested that he had been misquoted in some
accounts as saying "people just don't revere" the Constitution "like they used to." But
the letter did not set out his version of what he said, and a court spokesman declined to
comment.

Justice Scalia indicated he would continue to ban the recording ofhis speeches by the
broadcast press.

"The electronic media have in the past respected my First Amendment right not to
speak on radio or television when I do not wish to do so," he wrote, "and I am sure that
courtesy will continue."

Barbara Cochran, president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association,
objected to that distinction in a letter to Justice Scalia yesterday. "There is no legal
basis for such discrimination," she wrote. "To exclude television cameras and audio
recording is the equivalent of taking away pencil and paper from print reporters."

Frank Fisher, Mississippi bureau chief for The Associated Press, said the apparent
apology to its reporter, Denise Grones, represented progress. But he, too, noted
discomfort at the varying treatment of the broadcast press.

"The First Amendment covers all ofus," he said.

In his letter, Justice Scalia said he did not have the power to "direct security personnel
not to confiscate recordings."

"Security personnel, both those of the institutions at which I speak, and the United
States marshals, do not operate at my direction," he wrote, "but I shall certainly express
that as my preference."
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Adeputy U.S. marshal destroyed two reporters' tapes
of a speech by Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia.

the very core of the First Amendment."
Frank Fisher, the Associated Press's Jackson.

Miss., bureau chief, and Jon Broadbooks, exec
utive editor of the Hattiesburg American, said
their reporters had not received the letters from
Scalia.

Fisher and Broadbooks both used the word
"gratified" to sum up their feelings about Scalia's
apologies, but said the issue of the deputy U.S.
marshal's conduct remained unresolved. Both
news organizations have protested to federal au
thorities.

uThere is still the lingering question of why the
marshal seized the recordings," Broadbooks said.
uWe feel it was illegal."

The 1980 Privacy Protection Act says govern
ment agents investigating a crime may not usearch
for or seize 3lly work product materials possessed
by a person reasonably believed to have a purpose
to disseminate to the public a newspaper, book,
broadcast or other similar form of public communi
cation."

A spokeswoman for the U.S. Marshals Service,
Nikki Credic, said the service had no conunent on
Scalia's letter. As for possible corrective action by
the service related to the incident, she said that
"they are still looking into the matter."

Scalia was delivering an address about the Con
stitution at Presbyterian Christian High School on
April 7 when Grones and Konz were confronted by
Deputy U.S. Marshal Melanie Rube and ordered to
turn over their recordings, which Rube then
erased.

Rube cited Scalia's polic}' of not permitting au
uiotapinR or viul'otaping of his pub!it: appearances.
But the pillicy had not been :mnounced to the re
porters.

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia has is
sued written apologies for the destruction of two
reporters' audiotapes by a: deputy U.S. marshal in
guarding him last week, and has promised to per
mit print journalists to record his public speeches
in the future, according to a letter by the justice
made public yesterday.

In an April 9 letter to Lucy A. Dalglish, executive
director of the Reporters Committee for Freedom
of the Press, which had protested the incident. Sca
lia said he had written to the two reporters, Antoi·
nette Konz of the Hattiesburg American and De
nise Grones of the Associated Press, Uextending
my apology and undertaking to revise my policy so
as to permit recording for use of the print media."

Scalia called Dalglish's concern uwen justified"
and said he had been Uas upset as you were" to
learn of the deputy marshal's action, which, he
said, uwas not taken at my direction."

His letter was posted on the Internet yesterday
by the Reporters Committee. It was his first known
response to the incident, which occurred April 7.

Both Scalia and the U.S. Marshals Service have
come under fire from advocates'of media freedom,
who said the erasure of the reporters' recordings
was contrary to the spirit of the First Amendment,
and possibly to a federal law that prohibits federal
officers from confiscating news material even
while investigating crimes.

Yesterday, Democratic Sens. Charles E. Schum
er (N.Y.) and Patrick 1. Leahy (Vt) took the issue
a step further, sending a letter to Leonidas Ralph
Mecham, director of the Administrative Office of
the U.S. Courts, denouncing the April 7 incident
and asking that standards be set for media access
to the speeches of federal judges.

It was unclear yesterday whether Scalia's apolo
gy and change in policy would satisfy his critics.
Though he indicated a willingness to let print re
porters record his remarks for the sake of accurate·
Iy quoting him, he rejected suggestions that he per
mit radio and television reporters to record his
remarks for broadcast.

UWe greatly appr:eciate Justice Scalia's prompt
response to our letter," Dalglish said in a written
statement. "However, we remain disappointed
"ith his policy regarding electronic media cover
age of his speeches. and hope he will reconsider."

Barbara Cochran, president of the Radio-Televi
,;ion News Direct()f~ Association, sent Scalia an
.,pen letter sayin~ that his policy "discriminate!'
:J)tainst television and radio journ(llists, fostt!rs k·ss
act'urate reporting and undermines the prinl'ipll~ <:t

-1;Scalia Apologizes for Erasure
OfReporters' Tapes of Speech
Justice Vows to Permit Recordings by PrintJournalists
By CHARLES LANE

SO If'n"h inptlln Pl/.~, Stnlf Writer
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